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PV Rollout, 3rd European American Solar Deployment 
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The continuing success of concentrator technology was recognised in 

2012 by the award of the Deutscher Umweltpreis (German Environ-

mental Prize).  Dr Andreas Bett from Fraunhofer ISE and Hansjörg 

Lerchenmüller from Soitec Solar were honoured for their services 

to research and industry by the Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt.  

Concentrator photovoltaics applies lens-based optical systems, which 

concentrate the solar radiation by a factor of 500 onto very small, 

extremely efficient solar cells of III-V semiconductors.  Andreas Bett 

continues to work with more than 50 colleagues at Fraunhofer ISE on 

improving the efficiency of multi-junction solar cells and optimising 

the configuration of concentrator modules.  Soitec Solar has success-

fully transferred the concept of concentrator systems to industrial 

production and is one of the global leaders in this field today.  The 

Deutscher Umweltpreis was presented by the German President, 

Joachim Gauck.  In 2011 the topic of concentrator photovoltaics was 

already one of the finalists of the Deutscher Zukunftspreis.

© Deutscher Zukunftspreis/Ansgar Pudenz
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Foreword

2012 proved to be a difficult year for the solar industry.  Set 

off by overcapacity and intensified international competition, 

the dramatic price drop of PV modules brought economic 

difficulties especially to the German market.  Unfortunately 

policy makers failed to give clear signals and guidelines for 

the consequent transition from fossil and nuclear fuels to 

renewable energy sources, as agreed upon in 2011.  Rather, 

the longstanding dispute over a revision of the Renewable 

Energy Act (EEG) lasted until midyear and triggered investment 

uncertainties.  The winding up and sale of renowned and 

long-standing German market players followed. Moreover, in 

their present state, most production systems in Europe are not 

capable of manufacturing photovoltaic modules at the current 

low market prices.  New photovoltaic factories with the most 

modern technology will have an annual production capacity 

ranging from one to five gigawatts.  Our present task is to 

set the appropriate conditions that will enable German 

producers of photovoltaic manufacturing equipment to 

offer PV production facilities on this multi gigawatt scale.

Nonetheless the energy transformation remains a big task 

for the entire nation and provides Germany with a unique 

chance as international trail blazer.  With its broad spectrum 

of research themes, Fraunhofer ISE is active in almost all areas 

which are relevant for achieving a CO2-free energy supply.  As 

the largest solar research institute in Europe, we are working 

in the areas of photovoltaics, solar thermal energy, energy 

efficiency, energy system technology and energy storage.  

With our wide range of research activities, our many years 

of experience and naturally with our highly competent and 

motivated staff, Fraunhofer ISE looks back at 2012 as an 

economically successful year rich in content.

We are especially proud that Dr Andreas Bett of Fraunhofer ISE 

and Hansjörg Lerchenmüller of Soitec Solar received the 

German Environmental Prize 2012 for their joint achievements 

in solar technology.  This award also demonstrates appreci-

ation for the field of concentrator photovoltaics, a technology 

suitable for sun-rich countries where large solar power 

stations produce electricity on the large scale.  This technology 

that began on a small scale in the research laboratory of 

Dr Andreas Bett at Fraunhofer ISE is today marketed on the 

industrial level by Soitec Solar and contributes to the energy 

transformation on the international level.

We are increasingly using our wide ranging expertise to 

take a comprehensive look at the future energy supply.  At 

Fraunhofer ISE intense work is being carried out to develop a 

comprehensive first-of-its-kind model of the German energy 

system and its transformation through to an energy supply 

based completely on renewable energy sources.  In 2012, 

Dr Hans-Martin Henning and Andreas Palzer presented first 

results of this break-through study.  In their simulations using 

hourly time series, they investigated a plausible future energy 

system in Germany based entirely on renewable energy 

sources.  New is the comprehensive approach which considers 

both the electricity and the heat sectors and also reductions in 

energy consumption due to building renovation measures.  In 

the simulations optimisations are performed to determine an 

economic optimum from the many potential combinations of 

different technologies and efficiency increasing measures.

To give research on CO2-free energy systems a stronger voice 

internationally, Fraunhofer ISE signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) with two other leading solar research 
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institutes in July 2012.  With this MoU, the Global Alliance 

of Solar Energy Research Institutes (GA-SERI) was founded. 

This alliance intends to strengthen the co-operation and the 

scientific exchange between Fraunhofer ISE, the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory NREL of the US Department of 

Energy (USA) and the National Institute of Advanced Industrial 

Science and Technology AIST (Japan).  Two scientists from 

each institute are to spend time as visiting researchers at each 

of the other institutes in the alliance.

The energy transformation in Germany requires efforts from 

the whole of society, and it is encouraging to see the increas-

ing amount of discussions, sometimes heated, being carried 

out on this topic.  Unfortunately the data used often show 

gaps.  To increase the information flow, Fraunhofer ISE contin-

ually compiles the relevant data and facts on photo voltaics 

and makes it available on its website.  These data are updated 

on a regular basis and can be downloaded in an easy-to-

understand form.  In 2012 we came out with a new study 

called “Stromgestehungskosten von erneuerbaren Energien” 

(Electricity production costs of renewable energies).  This 

study clearly shows how competitive renewable energies have 

become.  Due to increased efficiencies and reduced costs, the 

electricity production costs of photovoltaics even in Germany 

are meanwhile less than the electricity rates paid by the end 

customer.  Structurally, Fraunhofer ISE also carried out steps 

to better accompany the energy transformation process.  With 

the introduction of a new market area “Smart Energy Cities”, 

we orient ourselves towards one of the large research tasks at 

present.  To this purpose, the title of the annual international 

conference “Solar Summit Freiburg 2012 – Highlights and 

Trends in Solar Energy” was “The Future Sustainable City”. 

On 18–19 October 2012 about 300 participants discussed 

themes related to sustainable city development in the Freiburg 

Konzerthaus.  In addition, various experts presented overviews 

on the state-of-the-art of solar research. 

F o r e w o r d

The importance of suitable storage solutions to balance out 

the fluctuating yields from renewable energy sources cannot 

be overemphasized.  With this is in mind, the German Energy 

Storage Association (Bundesverband Energiespeicher BVES) 

was established in the fall of 2012 and I assumed the office of 

Founding President of the BVES.  The goal of the association is 

to promote networking among the growing branch of energy 

storage companies in order to accelerate the market growth. 

In Dusseldorf, both Fraunhofer ISE and the Fraunhofer Energy 

Alliance attended the trade fair “Energy Storage”, which took 

place for the first time in 2012.  Synergy and networking is 

also the emphasis of the newly founded Fraunhofer Alliance 

Batteries.  Fraunhofer ISE, meanwhile one of the leading 

research institutes on stationary and mobile batteries, is an 

active member in this alliance. 

In 2012, the inauguration of our new solar hydrogen filling 

station at Fraunhofer ISE brought our research in hydrogen 

technology and intelligent energy systems a decisive step 

further.  The publically accessible filling station serves not only 

as a research platform but also as an important corner stone 

in the hydrogen filling station network under development 

in Baden-Wuerttemberg.  The aspired transformation of 

Germany’s energy system sees hydrogen as a long-term 

storage medium as well as a fuel in the mobility sector.  At the 

filling station, electrolysers convert the electricity generated 

by wind or solar energy into hydrogen.  Only 3 minutes are 

needed to fill up the fuel cell cars who visit the filling station. 

With a full tank, a driving distance of over 400 km can be 

achieved.

With the new facilities added in 2012, we continue to expand 

the Institute’s capacity at the Freiburg location.  In 2013 we 

plan to inaugurate and move into a new building for the fields 

of solar thermal technology and applied optics and functional 

surfaces.  With more space for laboratories and equipment, 
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F o r e w o r d

we will be able to expand our research in these areas.  With 

this expansion, Fraunhofer ISE contributes its part in creating 

the “Sustainable Energy Valley” in Freiburg.  This flagship pro-

ject was jointly initiated by the State of Baden-Wuerttemberg 

and the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft to advance the sustainable 

production and use of energy and resources.  Research 

associated with this project shall be bundled and supported, 

particularly in Freiburg.  For this purpose, total investments 

of over 80 million euro are designated.  In November 2012, 

Dr Nils Schmid, State Minister of Economics and Finance, 

visited the five Fraunhofer institutes in Freiburg and 

confirmed support from the State.

The Fraunhofer institutes in Freiburg demonstrated their 

regional ties at the 60th anniversary celebration of Baden-

Wuerttemberg.  In June, the five institutes were open to the 

public.  Tours of the institutes and laboratories as well as 

expert talks were offered.  At Fraunhofer ISE, the visitors 

got an overview of the institute’s activities and, in particular, 

could visit the new solar hydrogen filling station and view 

special exhibits to learn more about dye solar cells and new 

sorption materials. 

In 2011 Fraunhofer ISE celebrated 30 years since its founding, 

and in 2012 an anniversary was again celebrated.  Twenty-five 

years ago in 1987, the researchers at Fraunhofer ISE installed a 

hybrid photovoltaic system at the Rappenecker Hof, a remote 

hikers’ inn in the Black Forest without grid connection.  The 

system served not only as a practical solution for the owner 

and leaser of the hut but also as a research station for off-grid 

energy supply systems.  Over the years, the system was suc-

cessively expanded.  In 1990 a wind generator was installed 

and in 2003 a fuel cell so that operation of the backup diesel 

generator could be progressively reduced.  Therefore, in 2012 

the Rappenecker Hof not only celebrated its 350th anniversary 

but also 25 successful years of photovoltaic history.

The renewable energy electricity supply for the hikers’ inn is 

regarded as one of the milestones in the early history of 

Fraunhofer ISE.  The successful project is a motivation to us 

for the coming years, in which our main concern is to con-

sequently bring on the transformation of the energy system 

through our research activities. 

I would like to especially express my gratitude for the support 

and encouragement we receive from our Board of Trustees 

and grant sponsoring organisations, our contact persons in 

the ministries on the federal and state levels as well as from 

our project partners – especially those in industry.  Without 

this close co-operation we would not be able to do our best, 

consolidating all our expertise and resources, to promote the 

renewable energy transformation, one of the largest tasks 

today facing society as a whole.

F o r e w o r d
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The Fraunhofer Inst i tute for Solar  Energy Systems ISE is  organised in two paral le l  structural   forms that 

are mutual ly  compat ib le:  the business areas,  subdiv ided into market areas,  and the sc ient if ic  d iv is ions.  

The external  presentat ion of our Inst i tute,  our market ing act iv i t ies  on R&D, and above a l l ,  our strategic 

planning are structured according to the e ight business areas which ref lect  the main research topics 

addressed by the Inst i tute.   The sc ient if ic  d iv is ions of the Inst i tute are responsible for the research and 

development (R&D) in the laborator ies,  project  work and the concrete organisat ion of work.  

Fraunhofer ISE is  supported by long-standing mentors and experts  in the solar  energy branch: Prof Adolf 

Goetzberger (Founder of the Inst i tute and Inst i tute Director 1981–1993),  Prof Joachim Luther ( Inst i tute 

Director 1993–2006) and Prof Volker Wittwer (Deputy Inst i tute Director 1997–2009). 

orGanIsaTIonal 
sTrUCTUre

 I N S T I T U T e  d I r e C T o r   Prof Eicke R. Weber  

    

 d e P U T Y  d I r e C T o r S 

     Dr Andreas Bett     

     Dr Hans-Martin Henning 

 C H I e F  F I N A N C I A L  o F F I C e r   Dr Holger Schroeter 

 P r e S S  A N d  P U B L I C  r e L A T I o N S     Karin Schneider M.A. 

 S T r A T e G I C  P L A N N I N G       Dr Thomas Schlegl 

 e N e r G Y  P o L I C Y        Gerhard Stryi-Hipp

 C o o r d I N A T I o N  P H o T o V o L T A I C S     Prof Gerhard Willeke

 C o o r d I N A T I o N  U N I V e r S I T I e S     Prof Roland Schindler

+49 761 4588-5121

 

+49 761 4588-5257

+49 761 4588-5134

+49 761 4588-5668

+49 761 4588-5147

+49 761 4588-5473

+49 761 4588-5686

+49 761 4588-5266

+49 761 4588-5252

1 2
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+49 761 4588-5134 

 

+49 761 4588-5983

 

+49 761 4588-5257

 

+49 761 4588-5191

+49 761 4588-5260

+49 761 4588-5858

  +49 761 4588-5229

+49 761 4588-5195

w I S S e N S C H A F T L I C H e  B e r e I C H e

Thermal Systems and Buildings  Dr Hans-Martin Henning 

Solar Thermal and optics   Dr Werner Platzer 

Materials – Solar Cells and Technologies  Dr Andreas Bett 

Solar Cells – development and Characterisation  Dr Stefan Glunz 

PV Production Technology and Quality Assurance  Dr Ralf Preu 

Photovoltaic Modules, Systems and reliability  Dr Harry Wirth

electrical energy Systems   Dr Günther Ebert 

energy Technology   Dr Christopher Hebling 

 

3 4

S C I e N T I F I C  d I V I S I o N S

1 The directors of Fraunhofer ISE  (f. l. t. r.):

Dr Holger Schroeter, Chief Financial Officer; Dr Hans-Martin Henning, Deputy Director and Division Director 

“Thermal Systems and Buildings“; Prof Eicke R. Weber, Institute 

Director; Dr Andreas Bett, Deputy Director and Division Director “Materials – Solar Cells and Technologies“.

2 Karin Schneider, Head of “Press and Public Relations“.

3/4 Directors of the scientific divisions at Fraunhofer ISE (f. l. t. r.):

Dr Werner Platzer “Solar Thermal and Optics“, Dr Günther Ebert “Electrical Energy Systems“, 

Dr Christopher Hebling “Energy Technology“, Dr Hans-Martin Henning “Thermal Systems and Buildings“, 

Dr Harry Wirth “Photovoltaic Modules, Systems and Reliability“, Dr Andreas Bett “Materials – Solar Cells 

and Technologies“, Dr Ralf Preu “PV Production Technology and Quality Assurance“, Dr Stefan Glunz “Solar 

Cells – Development and Characterisation“.
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research and Services Spectrum

The Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems ISE is a 

member of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, a non-profit orga-

nisation, which occupies a mediating position between the 

fundamental research of universities and industrial practice.  

It conducts applications-oriented research to benefit the 

economy and society at large. Fraunhofer ISE finances itself 

to more than 90 percent with contracts for applied research, 

development and high-technology services.  The working 

method is characterised by its clear relevance to practice and 

orientation toward the wishes of the client.  The Institute is 

integrated into a network of national and international co-

operation.  Among others, it is a member of the Forschungs-

Verbund Erneuerbare Energien (FVEE – German Research 

Association for Renewable Energy) and the European Re-

newable Energy Centres (EUREC) Agency.  The Institute can 

draw on expertise from other Fraunhofer Institutes, so that 

complete interdisciplinary solutions can be offered.

Networking within the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

-  member of the Fraunhofer Alliances: Batteries, Building 

 Innovation, Energy, Nanotechnology, Optic Surfaces and  

 Water Systems (SysWater)

-  member of the Fraunhofer Electromobility Systems 

 Research project

-  member of the Fraunhofer Group Materials, Components  

-  member of the Fraunhofer Initiative “Morgenstadt – City of  

 the Future” 

The InsTITUTe In brIeF

external Branches and Co-operations

The Fraunhofer ISE Laboratory and Service Centre LSC in 

Gelsenkirchen, in the State of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW), 

was founded in 2000. It serves as a partner for the photo-

voltaic industry also beyond the borders of NRW.  Solar cell 

manufacturers draw on the services of LSC for quality control 

of their production and for rapid solutions to problems in 

their processing lines.  The services offered by the Laboratory 

include the simulation and optimisation of in-line processes, 

the development of new processes and structures for solar 

cells as well as research on large-area hetero-junction solar 

cells of amorphous and crystalline silicon.  LSC Gelsenkirchen 

also offers training sessions on characterisation procedures 

and solar cell technology (see page 82).

The Fraunhofer Centre for Silicon Photovoltaics CSP in Halle/

Saale was jointly founded by the Fraunhofer Institute for 

Mechanics of Materials IWM, Freiburg and Halle, and the 

Fraunhofer ISE.  Fraunhofer IWM contributes its expertise in 

the area of optimisation and evaluating silicon process techno-

logies and module integration.  Fraunhofer ISE’s competence 

lies in the manufacture of materials, solar cell and module de-

velopment as well as characterisation. The central facilities are 

presently Reliability and Technologies for Grid Parity (CSP-ZTN) 

and the Laboratory for Crystallisation Technology (CSP-LKT) 

(see page 65).

The Fraunhofer Inst i tute for Solar  Energy Systems ISE is  committed to promoting energy supply systems 

which are susta inable,  economic,  safe and socia l ly  just .   I t  creates technological  foundat ions for supply ing 

energy eff ic ient ly  and on an environmental ly  sound bas is  in industr ia l i sed,  threshold and developing 

countr ies.   To this  purpose,  the Inst i tute develops mater ia ls ,  components,  systems and processes for the 

fol lowing business areas:  energy-eff ic ient bui ld ings,  appl ied opt ics  and funct ional  surfaces,  solar  thermal 

technology,  s i l icon photovolta ics ,  photovolta ic  modules and systems, a l ternat ive photovolta ic  technology, 

renewable power  generat ion and hydrogen technology.   With  act iv i t ies  extending wel l  beyond funda-

mental  sc ient if ic  research,  the Inst i tute is  engaged in the development of product ion technology and 

prototypes,   the construct ion  of  demonstrat ion systems and the operat ion of test ing centres.   The Inst i -

tute plans,  advises,  tests  and provides know-how and technical  fac i l i t ies  as serv ices.   Fraunhofer ISE is 

cert if ied according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008. 
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The InsTITUTe In brIeF

The Technology Centre for Semiconductor Materials THM 

in Freiberg, Saxony, is a co-operation between Fraunhofer 

ISE and the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Systems and 

Device Technology IISB in Erlangen.  THM supports companies 

through research and development on materials preparation 

and processing of 300 mm silicon, solar silicon and III-V 

semiconductors.  Beyond this, THM offers services in the fields 

of analytics, characterisation and testing to assist industry 

partners in their ongoing production.

2009  2010  2011  2012

expenditure million euros

     materials expenditure 

     other       institute staff

Income million euros

industry        federal/state       

inst. funding      other       EU           

2009  2010  2011   2012
prov. prov.

T H e  I N S T I T U T e  I N  B r I e F

2005   2006   2007  2008   2009  2010   2011  2012
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The financial structure of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft distinguishes 

between the operational and investment budgets.  The operational 

budget includes all expenses for personnel and materials, as well as 

their financing with external income and institutional funding.  In 

2012 our operational totalled 66.3 million euro.  In addition to the 

expenditure documented in the graph, the Institute made invest-

ments of 10.2 million euro in 2012 (not including investments for 

building construction and the economic stimulus programme).

On 31 December 2012, a total of 1272 staff members were employed 

at Fraunhofer ISE.  Included in this total are 170 doctoral candidates,  

156 diploma/masters students, 38 trainees, 13 apprentices and 

290 scientific assistants as well as 108 other staff members (e.g., guest 

scientists) who support the research projects with their work and thus 

contribute significantly to the scientific results obtained.  In this way, 

Fraunhofer ISE makes an important contribution towards educating 

researchers in this significant field of work.

The Fraunhofer Center for Sustainable Energy Systems CSE 

in Boston was founded in 2008.  At Fraunhofer CSE, the 

expertise and technology in the field of renewable energy that 

is already established in Europe is to be further adapted and 

introduced to the United States market.  Together with the 

Canadian Standards Association (CSA) and the VDE Institute 

for Testing and Certification, the Fraunhofer CSE set up a test 

facility for PV modules in 2010.  The facility, called the CFV 

Solar Test Laboratory, is located in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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To adequately address the different requirements for model-

ling complex energy systems, we decided upon three different 

simulation models.  These three new models complement 

each other and as well as round off our extensive amount of 

long-standing simulation models for solar systems, buildings 

and municipal districts. 

The simulation model REMOD-D (Renewable Energy Model 

– Germany) describes the target of the future electricity and 

heat sector in Germany, which is supplied largely or also 

completely by renewable energies.  An optimisation program 

calculates the optimal mix of energy suppliers, converters 

and storage that leads to the least annual total costs for 

the operation and maintenance of the energy system.  To 

accurate ly model the interaction between supply, storage 

and consumption, the entire system is simulated using hourly 

energy balances over an entire year.  Compared to the other 

similar models existing, our model is unique in that the elec-

tricity and the heat sectors are considered in their entirety as 

well as in their interaction.  Also the aspect of building energy 

ModellInG oF enerGy 
sysTeMs  
 

renovation as a measure to reduce the heating demand is 

included in the optimisation.  Figure 3 shows the installed 

capacities of the most important components of the three 

target systems. In particular, the scope of the building energy 

renovation and thus the total power of the renewable energy 

converters to be installed differ between the three systems. 

The simulation model E2S describes the German energy 

system as it is structured today, based on a strong, regionally 

disaggregated level of cities and districts.  An annual simula-

tion of this extensive system allows the detailed investigation 

of energy flows from suppliers and consumers on the basis of 

quarter-hour averages.  In parallel, an expansion simulation 

runs, in which the development of the energy system is 

modelled with consideration to established boundary con-

ditions. Here investment decision scenarios for important 

players such as the energy suppliers and municipal utilities 

but also building owners are simulated.  The results show 

changes both in the supply and the demand structures 

because increasing the building energy renovation leads to 

The increas ing use of renewable energies at  a l l  levels ,  f rom solar  systems in s ingle bui ld ings through to 

large wind farms in the sea,  necess i tates an increas ing complexity in our energy system. New components, 

such as energy storage, assume a centra l  ro le in order to balance  out the shift   between supply  and 

demand over var ious t ime scales.   New operat ing concepts are just  as important as the development of 

new business models  to guarantee the ambit ious pol i t ica l  goal  of  reducing energy-re lated CO 2 emiss ions 

as fast  as poss ib le and cost-effect ive ly ,  whi le maintaining the secur i ty  of  supply.   In the past  year at 

Fraunhofer ISE,  we have begun comprehensive work on model l ing complex energy systems. Our a im is  to 

offer  these serv ices to the different decis ion makers in the pol i t ica l  and economic spheres. 

Jörg Dengler, Jan-Bleicke Eggers, Mehmet Elci, Sebastian Herkel, Christoph Kost, Niklas Kreifels, Andreas Palzer, 

Thomas Schlegl, Charlotte Senkpiel, Gerhard Stryi-Hipp, Christof Wittwer, Hans-Martin Henning

1 
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ModellInG oF enerGy 
sysTeMs  
 reduced heat consumption however increasing heat pump 

use leads to higher electricity consumption.  The interaction 

between the annual and the expansion simulations allow 

conclusions to be drawn about the effects of the relevant 

political boundary conditions and how these conditions must 

be changed accordingly in order to reach a defined goal. 

Thus, the simulation program is of interest for policy makers 

as well as energy suppliers and power plant operators, who 

are seeking information about electricity and heat flows on the 

regional level, full load hours for different supply structures, 

appropriate market design and selected operating strategies. 

Manufacturers of individual components and technologies 

benefit from the energy system model, which provides 

specific simulation results on the use of different technologies 

and their operational behaviour in the system.  Figure 2 

schematically shows the interaction between the annual 

and the expansion simulations. 

Many cities and regional districts in Germany have set am-

bitious goals to reduce their CO2 emissions and implement 

renewable energy technologies in the communal energy 

supply.  Now local governments face the challenge of devel-

oping an entire concept out of many single measures e.g. 

co-generation, local heating grid, photovoltaics, solar thermal 

energy, building energy renovation and heat pumps with the 

goal of achieving the largest utilization at the lowest cost. 

Only when the interaction between the single measures has 

been analysed and the possible energy system variants are 

available as quantitative results can a truly substantiated 

decision be made.  The third energy system simulation model 

KomMod (Communal Energy System Model) does just this. 

It considers all three demand sectors: electricity, heat and, in 

future, the transport sector.  The simulation results, calculated 

using a high temporal and spatial resolution and employing 

technical and economic detail, allow recommendations to be 

made on how to meet the energy demand down to the neigh-

bourhood level.  Beyond the pure analysis of a current 

or future state, the optimisation model in KomMod will, in 

future, determine optimised variants of future communal 

energy systems.  Thus, it provides us with an important tool 

for advising local communities.

1 Electricity from solar and wind is a fundamental element in the future energy supply (left).  Building energy renovation contributes 

greatly to efficiency.  In Freiburg, a 16-storey high-rise was renovated to passive house standards (middle).  Solar process heat shows 

enormous potential for industrial applications (right). 

2 Interaction of annual and expansion simulations in the E2S model is shown schematically.

3 Installed power, or magnitude, of key components in the three 

systems, in which the electricity and heat sectors in Germany are 

supplied completely from renewable energy. 
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Fraunhofer ISE researches and develops technologies for a 

sustainable energy supply.  In addition to components, the 

development of complex energy systems is also gaining in 

importance due to the increasing market share of renewable 

energies.  One example is the design of municipal energy 

systems which exclusively use renewable energies.  To provide 

cities and municipalities with assistance in the transformation 

of their energy systems, Fraunhofer ISE set up the market 

area “Smart Energy Cities”.  This new area supports and 

coordinates the interdisciplinary collaboration between the 

individual research groups and the cooperation with external 

research institutes which, for example, specialise in economics 

related to urban research themes.  Therefore, Fraunhofer ISE 

can not only rely on extensive technological research structu-

res but also on research teams of social scientists, who deal 

with sustainable design concepts and acceptance of new 

technologies but also new business and participation models. 

sMarT enerGy CITIes  
 

Technologies and concepts for sustainable cities and munici-

palities are also in the focus of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. 

Under the title “Morgenstadt – City of the Future“, twelve 

Fraunhofer institutes are cooperating on the topics of energy, 

buildings, mobility, safety, water, production and logistics, in-

formation and communications technology as well as business 

models and governance.  In May 2012, the project “Morgen-

stadt: City Insights” (m:ci) was initiated together with industry.  

In 2013 as part of this project, multidisciplinary research teams 

will visit and analyse six cities throughout the world.  In the 

cities of Tokyo, Singapore, New York, Copenhagen, Berlin 

and Freiburg, inspiring solutions for the City of the Future will 

be investigated and the transferability to other climate zones 

and countries will be investigated.  Within the m:ci project, 

Fraunhofer ISE is in charge of the subproject “Energy”.  The 

Institute can build on its various activities to date on sustain-

able energy supply in cities and municipalities. 

Responsible for 75 per cent of the energy demand, c i t ies  and munic ipal i t ies  are key players  in the  t rans-

formation of the energy system. Many measures for the transformation wi l l  be real ised pr imar i ly  on the 

local  level ,  e.g.  bui ld ing energy renovat ion,  Smart Gr ids,  local  heat ing gr ids,  e lectr ic i ty  and heat storage 

and the development of mult imodal  t ransportat ion systems. Also taking place local ly  i s  the communica-

t ion with the c i t izens,  whose acceptance and support  i s  essent ia l  to the energy transformation. Global ly 

an increas ing number of c i t ies  and munic ipal i t ies  are taking on this  chal lenge.  The demand on research 

to  f ind suitable concepts  and solut ions is   s ignif icant ly  r i s ing.   The high-tech strategy of the German 

federal  government dedicates i ts  efforts  towards intens ify ing research in the future-or iented project 

“CO 2- f re ie,   energieeff iz iente  und  k l imaangepasste Stadt”  (CO 2- f ree,   energy  eff ic ient and c l imate-

adapted c i ty ) .

Arnulf Dinkel, Sebastian Gölz, Sebastian Herkel, Dominik Noeren, Gerhard Stryi-Hipp, Christof Wittwer, Günter Ebert
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sMarT enerGy CITIes  
 

Projects were carried out in the areas of intelligent heating 

controls, efficient local heating supply, zero-energy buildings, 

passive house standards for high-rise buildings, Smart Grid 

technologies, electric and hydrogen-powered vehicles as well 

as electricity and heat storage systems. 

Sustainable energy systems based to a large per cent, or 

exclusively, on renewable energy sources must be customised 

to fit each community.  The potential of local and regional 

renewable sources must be considered and the supply must 

be balanced with the projected demand profile.  In order to 

guarantee a high security of supply at the lowest possible 

costs, an optimal energy mix with suitable grid structures 

and operating equipment must be determined using a time-

resolved dynamic, annual simulation.  In order to offer cities 

and municipalities the appropriate services, several simulation 

tools were developed and implemented at Fraunhofer ISE. 

With these tools, various options for transforming the energy 

system can be evaluated.  Beyond this, methods are developed 

to work out ways to implement the strategies and achieve the 

target scenarios.

Further development of the existing municipal energy system 

is supported by tools and concepts which optimise the 

operation with respect to the liberalised energy market and 

the regulatory boundary conditions.  To monitor the project 

success, long-term monitoring and further scientific consulting 

services are offered. 

1 Model of the Green City Freiburg.

2 Municipal energy concept based on renewable energies. 

(HPel/gas = electrically or gas powered heat pump, 

CHP = co-generation, WS = wood stove, St = storage

SH = solar heat, Elys = electrolyser, Meth = methanisation

* one heat supply per building)
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In the project “Combined Renewable Energy Master Plan for 

Egypt“ (CREMP), RENIP is working with colleagues from the 

division “Solar Thermal Technology” at Fraunhofer ISE and 

with Lahmeyer International, Engineering and Consulting 

Services.  Together we are creating a development plan for 

renewable energy in Egypt and are carrying out a feasibility 

study for CSP power plants.  The development plan is made 

up of the following building blocks:

- analysis of the techno-economic potential of wind and 

 solar energy

- possibilities for integrating renewable energies into the local 

 electricity supply

- investigating and evaluating the political incentive plan for 

 the installation of power plants and using the local value 

 chain potential

- analysis of the financing possibilities in order to create the  

 required boundary conditions

developMenT plannInG 
For renewable enerGIes 
In eGypT 

To analyse the value chain potential of the Egyptian local in-

dustry for the technologies of photovoltaics (PV), concentrated 

solar power (CSP) and wind, RENIP carried out 39 interviews 

with representatives from different companies.  With the 

results of these interviews, the local value chain potentials 

for PV, CSP and wind were determined (Figure 3 and 4). 

For existing projects, the local value reached to date was 

analysed.  With this basis, we then determined local value 

chain potentials that can be realised in the future.  A further 

focus of our work was to investigate measures which 

support national research and development work on 

renewable energy.  Here the existing measures were evaluated 

and compared to developments in selected sample countries.  

From this analysis, weak areas could be identified and recom-

mendations for improvement were proposed.  These results 

flow into the development of a comprehensive strategy for 

supporting renewable energy in Egypt.

The Middle East  and North Afr ica (MENA) offer  enormous solar  and wind resources,  which have been 

l i t t le  used up to now.  At the same t ime, the avai lable foss i l  fuel  resources such as natural  gas and oi l  are 

dramatical ly  decreas ing in these regions.   For this  reason, many MENA countr ies have announced plans for 

the expansion of renewable energies.   The country’s  own consumption becomes more susta inable and the 

surplus foss i l  fuels  can be exported.   The working group Renewable Energy Innovat ion Pol icy (RENIP)  was 

founded jo int ly  by the Fraunhofer Inst i tute for Solar  Energy Systems ISE and the Fraunhofer Inst i tute for 

Systems and Innovat ion Research IS I .   The group supports  customers from business and the publ ic  sector 

in developing strategies for the expansion of renewable energies.   I t  provides  consultancy serv ices on 

f inancia l  support  for  renewable energy implementat ion.   Among other projects ,  we are present ly  working 

on a development plan for renewable energy in Egypt.

Verena Jülch, Christoph Kost, Noha Saad, Jessica Thomsen, Thomas Schlegl

1
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1 CSP power plant in Kruaymat, 90 km south of Cairo, Egypt: 

140 MW overall capacity (additional heating with gas), 

20 MWel solar field capacity. 

2 Wind farm in Zafarna on the Golf of Suez, Egypt: 517 MW 

overall capacity with 700 wind generators.

The cooperation “Renewable Energy Innovation Policy” 

(RENIP) was founded in 2009 and joins the expertise of both 

the Fraunhofer ISE and the Fraunhofer ISI.  The areas of 

technology development and applied research at Fraunhofer 

ISE and the economic system analysis and innovation research 

at Fraunhofer ISI complement each other, offering together a 

package of comprehensive and interdisciplinary competence. 

In the cooperation led by Dr Mario Ragwitz (Fraunhofer ISI) 

and Dr Thomas Schlegl (Fraunhofer ISE), services are offered 

in which technologies are investigated from their initial 

development and implementation through to their innovation 

potential on the energy market.  Throughout all phases, the 

technology development can be optimally directed.

The study “MENA Assessment of Local Manufacturing 

PotentialforConcentrated SolarPower(CSP)Projects” com-

missioned by the World Bank is one of the projects we have 

worked on to date.  In the meanwhile, this study is considered 

a standard work in value chain potential for renewable ener-

gies with regard to action plans and their implementation in 

the MENA regions.  Building on this work, RENIP now assists 

some MENA countries in strategy development, providing 

advisoryservicesonfinancingstrategieswithconsideration

to the national boundary conditions in the energy sector. 

www.renip.fraunhofer.de

2

4  Local value chain potential of solar thermal power plant in Egypt.

possible local contribution

3 Local value chain potential of wind farm in Egypt.

contribution to total costs
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possible local contribution
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   turbine     foundation and civil works      grid connection    overhead costs

  wages,propertycostsandsolarfieldequipmentforsolarfieldandheatcarriersystem
   conventional system components                overhead costs
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e N e r G Y- e F F I C I e N T  B U I L d I N G S

 

- newly developed, comprehensive energy model for 

 Germany: 100 % renewable energy supply for electricity 

 and heating sector; considers building energy renovation 

 measures

- ab initio model for building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV)  

 developed and applied

- development and demonstration of façade-integrated 

 ventilation systems for new and renovated buildings

- material-independent coating of sorptive materials on 

 heat exchangers

A P P L I e d  o P T I C S  A N d 

F U N C T I o N A L  S U r F A C e S

- world’s largest hexagonal diffraction grating with area 

 of 1.2 x 1.2 m², produced seamlessly with interference 

 lithography

- production of ordered plasmonic metal nanoparticle array 

 on large areas using interference lithography, nanoimprint 

 and lift-off processes

S o L A r  T H e r M A L  T e C H N o L o G Y

- expansion of simulation environment ColSim to include the 

 development of controllers and operative management for 

 components in high temperature applications (e.g. salt melt, 

 direct evaporation, storage models)

- proof of salt melt recrystallization in a screw heat exchanger 

 (10 kW laboratory version)

- construction of a test stand to investigate mechanical loads, 

 induced by wind and snow, on solar collectors

- development of test procedure for measurements on air 

 collectors in conformity with standards 

S I L I C o N  P H o T o V o L T A I C S

- successful silicon epitaxy in high throughput ProConCVD

- TCO-free silicon heterojunction solar cell with diffused 

 front-side and collecting back-side amorphous silicon 

 emitter with an efficiency of 22.8 %

- back-side contacted solar cell featuring decoupled emitter 

 and diffusion geometry with an efficiency of 23.0 %

- production of an n-type solar cell with aluminium point 

 emitters with an efficiency of 19.7 % by applying an 

 adapted process sequence for p-type PERC solar cells

- manufacture of seed layer ink for contacting weakly 

 doped boron emitters with a surface concentration 

 of 1 x 1019 cm-3

- expanding the Klaasen mobility model to include charge 

 carriers in compensated silicon

- using the TOPAS (Thermal Oxide Passivated All Sides) 

 process, 20 % solar cell efficiency on large industry 

 substrates (mCz, 156 mm edge length) and 19.7 % on 

 quasi-mono silicon

- large area HIP-MWT solar cells (p-type, Cz-silicon) with 

 stencil printed front-side and 20.2 % efficiency

- cost-efficient, ozone-based one-step cleaning process used 

 in place of elaborate RCA cleaning in the manufacturing 

 process, tested using industrial system technology

- high density plasma deposition system developed 

 successfully with industry partners for the industrial 

 production of antireflection and passivation layers 

- development of procedure to tomographically reconstruct 

 defects in multi-crystalline silicon columns based on photo-

 luminescence images on as-cut wafers

- production of module-integrated large area p-type mc-Si 

 Al-BSF solar cells from 100 % UMG silicon feedstock with 

 over 17.0 % efficiency

r&d hIGhlIGhTs
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 r&d hIGhlIGhTs

P H o T o V o L T A I C  M o d U L e S 

A N d  S Y S T e M S

- accuracy of precision measurements for solar modules 

 improved, present measurement uncertainty one of 

 worldwide best at 1.8 % (CalLab PV Modules)

- demonstration module developed with sixteen MWT cells 

 from PV-TEC at Fraunhofer ISE.  Through optimised 

 connecting and encapsulation technology, cell to module 

 power losses of less than 1 % with respect to the aperture 

 surface area achieved (Module Technology Center MTC)

A L T e r N A T I V e  P H o T o V o L T A I C 

T e C H N o L o G I e S

- record module with 32.1 % efficiency 

 (outdoor measurements)

- first GaInP/GaAs tandem cell grown directly on silicon 

 with 16 % efficiency

- first silicon quantum dot solar cell with 370 mV realised

- ITO-free organic solar cell with 6 % efficiency

- roll-to-roll coating system for organic solar cells put 

 into operation

r e N e w A B L e  P o w e r  S U P P LY

- field test phase for the intelligent charging infrastructure of 

 the electromobility fleet test (BMU) ended successfully

- development of methods for reliable quality control of 

 batteries and PV luminaires

- highly precise determination of the state-of-charge and 

 aging status of lithium iron phosphate batteries

- compact direct-current converter with GaN transistors 

 and 1 MHz switching frequency

- for 25 years, off-grid PV system operating successfully at 

 Rappenecker Hof 

H Y d r o G e N  T e C H N o L o G Y

- 50 kW biomass gasifier produced a tar-free (< 50 mg / Nm³) 

 synthesis gas for more than 600 hours, thereby demon-

 strating the technical maturity of the new Fraunhofer ISE 

 gasification procedure

- successful upscaling of the cell area of a redox flow 

 battery from 700 cm² to over 2000 cm² for stacks with 

 a power of 5 kW

- four outdoor test stands, developed in-house for the parallel 

 characterisation of 30 test fuel cells, successfully operated 

 for over 6000 hours in the field

- inauguration of a publically accessible solar hydrogen filling 

 station for 700 bar fast-fill according to SAE J2601

r & d  H I G H L I G H T S
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At the 27th Symposium Photovoltaische Solarenergie 

(29.2.–2.3.2012) at Kloster Banz in Bad Staffelstein, 

Sönke rogalla and Sebastian Blume with co-authors 

Bruno Burger, Stefan reichert and Christoph Siedle won 

the first prize for their poster, which features an improved 

approach for determining harmonic current emissions from 

inverters.

Harry Kummer was awarded 2nd place in the Hugo Geiger 

Prize for the development of a coating system for heat 

exchangers in his diploma thesis.  With this award, the 

Bavarian State Ministry of Economy, Infrastructure, Transport 

and Technology honours excellent and application-oriented 

diploma or master theses.  This year the award ceremony took 

place on 8th May 2012 during the Fraunhofer Annual Meeting 

in Stuttgart.

The 22nd Symposium Thermische Solarenergie took place from 

9.–11.5.2012 also in Kloster Banz, Bad Staffelstein.  Together 

with the co-authors Frank Steinbach, Jörg Witulski and 

A. Erman Tekkaya from the Institute of Forming Technology 

and Lightweight Construction (IUL) at the Technical University 

Dortmund, Lotta Koch and dr Michael Hermann received 

second place for their poster on the experiences and results 

from their work on steel absorber development.

At the Metallography Congress in Rostock (19.–21.9.2012), 

the jurors from the scientific advisory committee of the 

specialist periodical “Praktische Metallographie” selected 

the three best essays of the past year for the Buehler 

Best Paper Award.  This year together with Patrik Voos 

(ITW Test & Measurement GmbH, Düsseldorf), dirk eberlein 

awards and prIzes 

and Peter Schmitt receiv ed first place for their joint 

publication “Metallographische Probenpräparation von 

verlöteten Solarzellen” (Metallographic sample preparation 

of soldered solar cells).

This year’s sensation was the German Environmental Award, 

received by dr Andreas Bett and Hansjörg Lerchenmüller 

of Soitec Solar for their achievements in the development, 

market introduction and commercialization of the concentra-

tor photovoltaic technology (Fig. 1).  “In bringing a new solar 

technology onto the market, Bett and Lerchenmüller have 

done an extraordinary job for the benefit of solar energy,” 

says Dr Fritz Brickwedde, Secretary General of the Deutsche 

Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU).  Installed as large power sta-

tions in sun-rich regions, the concentrator technology converts 

solar energy into electricity.  What began on a small scale in 

the laboratory contributes to the energy transformation today 

on an industrial scale.  In large power stations, thousands 

of industrial manufactured concentrator PV modules track 

the sun.  In each module, lenses concentrate the sunlight 

500 fold.  Miniature multi-junction solar cells made of semi-

conductor materials convert the concentrated sunlight 

efficiently into electricity.  Another awardee in 2012 is 

Günther Cramer, co-founder and supervisory board member 

of SMA Solar Technology AG.  The German Environmental 

Award was presented by the German President Joachim Gauck 

on 28th October 2012 in Leipzig.

1 Award-winning concentrator photovoltaics: Dr Andreas Bett 

(left) and Hansjörg Lerchenmüller (right) of Soitec Solar were 

awarded the German Environmental Award 2012. 
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T r U S T e e S

dr Nikolaus Benz

Schott Solar CSP GmbH, Mainz

dr Klaus Bonhoff

Now GmbH, Nationale Organisation Wasserstoff - 

und Brennstoffzellentechnologie GmbH, Berlin

Kerstin deller

Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation 

and Nuclear Safety (BMU), Berlin

Hans-Josef Fell

Member of the German Federal Parliament, Berlin

Stefan Gloger

State Ministry for the Environment, Climate and Energy 
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Buildings today are energy consumers, being responsible for 

around 40 % of the end energy consumption in Germany.  

Creating indoor comfort, providing lighting and using the 

building all lead to a demand – which varies in magnitude 

according to the building standard – for electricity and other 

forms of energy, most commonly fossil fuels.  In future, 

buildings could become net energy suppliers, if renewable 

sources of energy are used locally and excess energy is fed 

into the electricity grid.  In buildings with a very high energy 

standard and correspondingly low consumption, a positive 

balance can be achieved for the annual average.  Buildings 

of this type are already operating today, but to date, they still 

have the status of pilot projects.  

However, the European Parliament has drafted a law which 

requires that new public buildings after 2018 and all new 

buildings after 2020 will be required to meet a nearly zero-

energy standard – in other words, they must demonstrate a 

nearly zero or even positive energy balance on average over 

the year.  Regardless of how the standard is achieved for 

specific cases, the use of solar energy will play a central role.  

Solar thermal systems help to reduce the remaining energy 

demand significantly for domestic hot water and space 

heating, and also for cooling if required, and photovoltaic 

systems can not only contribute to meeting the electricity 

demand but also feed excess solar energy in the form of 

electricity into the grid.  One major challenge for the future is 

to enable much greater integration of the solar systems into 

the building and the building envelope, without affecting 

structural requirements and the lifetime of building systems 

negatively.  It is also important to develop concepts which 

minimise the negative impact on electricity grids. This topic 

is highly relevant, as the share of fluctuating energy from 

renewable sources such as the sun and wind in the electricity 

supply has already increased rapidly and will continue to grow.  

Work on developing appropriate concepts for operation 

management and control thus has a high priority, as does 

the development of new storage technology, which makes a 

EnERgy-EfficiEnt 
BuildingS

larger proportion of local load management feasible.  With 

our SmartEnergyLab, we can provide support by developing 

high-performance concepts and operation management 

strategies.

Energy retrofit of the existing building stock will play a central 

role in transforming the energy system.  One way to reduce 

costs for energy-related renovation is to integrate building 

technology functions into the insulating layer.  In addition to 

allowing pre-fabrication and the associated potential for cost 

saving, the amount of construction work needed inside the 

building is reduced.  Here, we developed initial concepts to 

integrate both windows and ventilation systems with heat 

recovery into pre-fabricated insulation modules for existing 

buildings and successfully demonstrated their application.

At Fraunhofer ISE, buildings and their technical equipment 

represent a central field of work.  Our comprehensive 

knowledge of solar energy conversion technology, on the one 

hand, and our long years of experience in R&D activities for 

energy-efficient buildings, on the other, allow us to develop 

optimal solutions for new buildings and energy retrofit.  In 

the same way as we assist manufacturers in the development 

of new components and energy supply technology, we also 

support planners and architects in designing high-quality 

buildings.  We address the topics on a broad scope, ranging 

from fundamental development, e.g. of materials or coating 

technology, to market introduction of components and 

systems.  For implementation in building projects, we offer 

planning, consultancy and concept development on all issues 

concerning energy and user comfort.  In doing so, we apply 

the most advanced simulation modules, which we continually 

develop further so that innovative new solutions can also be 

introduced in the design phase.  Practical implementation of 

quality control plays an important role, which we achieve by 

accompanying and analysing demonstration buildings and 

urban districts, and also by carrying out comprehensive field 

tests and monitoring campaigns.
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Classic topics of our work on the building envelope are the 

use of daylight and solar shading.  In addition, the integration 

of active components into the building envelope, including 

solar energy converters such as photovoltaic modules or solar 

thermal collectors, is demanded more and more frequently.  

The thermal storage capacity of building systems plays an 

important role in implementing energy-saving cooling 

concepts.  Processes and systems based on phase-change 

materials for lightweight buildings continue to be significant 

here, as do thermally activated building systems.

Efficient conversion technology plays a central role in heating 

buildings.  Both electric and gas-fuelled heat pumps form a 

basis for promising concepts, particularly for energy-efficient 

buildings which can be heated with low-temperature systems.  

Thermal solar energy can be used not only for heating of 

domestic hot water and solar-assisted space heating but also 

for air-conditioning in summer, an application which is particu-

larly attractive for sunny regions with a high cooling demand.  

Architecturally appealing integration of photovoltaics into the 

building envelope is a central task to encourage widespread 

adoption and high acceptance.

Operation management is essential for optimal functioning of 

complete systems, consisting of the building envelope, HVAC 

technology and the users.  New, model-based concepts for 

operation management are used to constantly monitor and 

evaluate, and if necessary modify, the performance of 

individual building components.  Such measures, which are 

implemented at relatively low investment cost, can achieve 

significant savings in energy consumption and operating 

costs. Both the development and also the implementation 

of corresponding procedures for energy-efficient operation 

management and control thus represent important fields of 

our work.

In collaboration with architects, professional planners and 

industrial companies, we develop concepts for the buildings 

of tomorrow.  We follow an integrated planning approach, 

optimising concepts with respect to economic viability, 

energy efficiency and user comfort.  Particularly in built-up 

areas, energy concepts which address not just individual 

buildings but whole urban districts are playing a growing role, 

specifically when grid-connected approaches are involved.  

We have extended the scope of our activities accordingly and 

have completed initial projects together with energy utilities 

and housing bodies.  Our efforts to define the international 

boundary conditions for this work include our participation in 

programmes of the International Energy Agency IEA.

E N E R G Y- E F F I C I E N T  B U I L D I N G S

The “Energy Dream Center” has been constructed by the City 

Council of Seoul as a centre for renewable energy.  The zero-energy 

building with a floor area of 3500 m2 is dedicated to publicising this 

topic with exhibitions and a broad range of information services.  

An interdisciplinary team led by Fraunhofer ISE designed the Energy 

Dream Center and accompanied its construction.  The landmark 

project was officially opened in December 2012 (see page 26).
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E N E R G Y- E F F I C I E N T  B U I L D I N G S
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Façades and windows   Tilmann Kuhn Phone +49 761 4588-5297

       tilmann.kuhn@ise.fraunhofer.de

Building concepts, analysis and operation Sebastian Herkel Phone +49 761 4588-5117

sebastian.herkel@ise.fraunhofer.de

Heat storage for heating and cooling Dr Peter Schossig Phone +49 761 4588-5130

peter.schossig@ise.fraunhofer.de

Energy-efficient and solar cooling Dr Doreen Kalz Phone +49 761 4588-5403

doreen.kalz@ise.fraunhofer.de

Energy supply systems for buildings Sebastian Herkel Phone +49 761 4588-5117

sebastian.herkel@ise.fraunhofer.de

Lighting technology   Dr Jan Wienold Phone +49 761 4588-5133

jan.wienold@ise.fraunhofer.de

Building-integrated Photovoltaics Tilmann Kuhn Phone +49 761 4588-5297

tilmann.kuhn@ise.fraunhofer.de
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1 The Energy Dream Center in Seoul. 

2 Detail of the building façade. 

Increasing numbers of countries are defining ambitious 

goals for buildings concerning energy efficiency.  Korea 

has also formulated targets that should be attained 

within the near future.  The Energy Dream Center in 

Seoul is a showcase project for the implementation of 

modern technology and the application of regenerative 

energy.  A zero-energy standard was targeted, which 

features a balanced budget of zero primary energy 

when averaged over a complete year.  Renewable 

energy is used either directly in the building or in its 

immediate surroundings.  A holistic planning and 

implementation approach and the most modern techno-

logical systems were applied in preparing this building.

arnulf Dinkel, Sebastian Herkel, Jan Wienold, 

Hans-Martin Henning

The following conditions have to be fulfilled to achieve a zero 

energy balance for a building:

- minimisation of energy consumption with a high-quality  

 building envelope

- optimisation and control of technical systems

- meeting the remaining energy demand by locally available,  

 renewable energy sources

The city of Seoul commissioned Fraunhofer ISE to design 

the Energy Dream Center and to construct it with an 

interdisciplinary German and Korean team.  We prepared the 

energy and technological system concepts and supervised all 

energy-relevant decisions and their implementation. 

In order to achieve a zero-energy balance, different technical 

and architectural approaches were investigated.  The favoured 

design allows optimal use of daylight and simultaneously 

provides good solar control.  The energy consumption was 

calculated and optimised with detailed simulation models 

(thermal building performance, daylighting, thermal bridges).  

This was the basis for defining an optimal building envelope 

and dimensioning a ventilation system with two-stage heat 

recovery and adiabatic condensation cooling.  The energy 

demand for heating and cooling was reduced by 70 % with 

respect to the Korean standard.  The remaining demand for 

heating energy is met by heat pumps using the ground as a 

thermal reservoir.  The borehole probes are used in summer 

for surface cooling.  The remaining energy demand for cooling 

and dehumidification is met by pre-cooling the inlet air in 

combination with a highly efficient turbo-compression cooling 

system.  All of the required primary energy is supplied by a 

PV system.  Long-term monitoring is planned to check the 

energy concept and the building performance.

The project was financed by the Seoul Metropolitan 

Government. 

EnERgy dREam cEntER – a ZERo-EnERgy 
Building in SEoul

1 2

3 Contribution of individual measures 

toward meeting the zero-energy balance.
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nEw componEntS foR hEat pumpS 
and cooling SyStEmS

Fraunhofer ISE has worked intensively on vapour 

compression processes for heating and cooling 

applications for more than ten years.  In addition to 

extensive quality assurance of systems in practical 

operation, we have long-term and wide-ranging 

experience in developing new designs and components 

for the cooling circuit.  In the development of new 

system approaches, we co-operate closely with national 

and international partners.

Simon Braungardt, Marek Miara, Thore oltersdorf, 

Lena Schnabel, Peter Schossig, Christian Sonner, 

Hans-Martin Henning

Over the past years, we have intensively investigated the 

market situation, the research landscape, the state of the 

art and the patent situation concerning vapour compression 

systems in Germany, Europe and internationally.  On this 

basis, we were able to identify topics which have become the 

focus of our R&D work.  The overriding goal of our work is to 

minimise the consumption of resources by optimising system 

and materials efficiency.  The latter aspect is closely related to 

reduction of volume and charge of refrigerant in components 

and piping, as well as the application of natural refrigerants.  

However, the reduction of refrigerant charge is a design 

approach which applies to all refrigerants and is not restricted 

to natural ones.

In the EU-funded “GreenHP” project, we are designing con-

cepts for brazed, air-cooled evaporators.  Up to now, the use 

of these heat exchangers was accompanied by considerable 

losses of exergy.  These losses are caused by suboptimal 

distribution on both the air and the refrigerant sides.  Our 

approach is based on transferring knowledge on fluid 

distribution processes from other application fields, e.g. 

single-phase flow in solar thermal systems, as has already 

been applied at Fraunhofer ISE for more than a decade with 

the boinic based FracTherm® concept.  Together with several 

companies and research partners, we are now applying a 

slightly modified approach for two-phase fluid distribution 

before the evaporator in the “GreenHP” project.

Co-operation with the A. P. Moeller Mærsk company and 

several Fraunhofer Institutes began in 2012 with the aim 

of improving refrigerated transport containers.  The global 

leaders in container construction and container transport are 

united in this project, and Fraunhofer ISE co-ordinates the 

research on suitable cooling circuits.  The main aim of the pro-

ject is to achieve a significant reduction in life-cycle costs.  Two 

aspects predominate: the relatively high system efficiency of 

refrigerated containers in comparison to competitors is to be 

retained, and long-term product conformity with anticipated 

demands for a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from 

refrigerants should be ensured.

Innovative safety concepts round out our portfolio.  In 

principle, these are suitable for all refrigerants, but apply 

particularly to refrigerants belonging to the A2/A2L/A3 

safety categories according to ISO 5149.  This generic 

approach has already been implemented together with 

partners for mobile refrigeration systems.

The “GreenHP” project is financially supported by the 

European Union.

1 Container from the Mærsk company at the testing facility 

of Fraunhofer ISE.

1
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The depletion of fossil-fuel resources, the targeted 

reduction of greenhouse gas emission, the increasing 

proportion of renewable energy in the electricity mix 

and the departure from nuclear energy are fundamen-

tally changing the established energy supply structure 

in Germany.  For electricity generation, the Federal 

government is primarily relying on the sun, the wind 

and biomass as the energy sources.  As a result, a 

major challenge is posed by the increasing temporal 

discrepancy between supply and demand for electricity.  

The fluctuating suppliers (wind generators and photo-

voltaics) are governed only by the availability of wind 

and sun, so that the demand for energy storage is 

increasing continually.  One solution is presented by 

converting electricity and storing it as heat in heating 

systems based on heat pumps.

Danny Günther, Sebastian Helmling, Thomas Kramer, 

Robert Langner, Marek Miara, Jeannette Wapler, 

Hans-Martin Henning

The conventional application of heat pump technology 

in suitable sectors already brings significant advantages.  

When the systems are correctly designed and installed, the 

efficiency values achieved for heat pumps offer ecological 

and primary-energy advantages compared to fossil-fuelled, 

condensing boiler systems.  These are only the most significant 

conclusions drawn from four field tests which have been 

conducted to date by Fraunhofer ISE on around 300 systems.  

The prelimi nary results from the current project “WP Monitor” 

additionally indicate continuous improvement in the efficiency 

of heat pump systems over the past few years.  

Heating systems based on heat pumps are well suited to load 

shifting due to the options for storing the heat generated from 

electricity and ambient heat either in hot-water tanks or in the 

building mass.  This means that the time-dependent profiles 

for supply and demand are decoupled – at least partially.  

Finally, optimised operation times contribute to a load profile 

in the electricity grid which is better synchronised to electricity 

generation.  Today, already the installed heat pumps could 

accept approximately the same amount of electricity as 

the total number of pumped-storage power plants.  The 

con tribution which heat pumps can make to load shifting 

is closely related to their dimensioning, their controls and 

parametrisation, as well as the storage capacity in the heating 

system and the building.  In recent studies, Fraunhofer ISE 

has already proven that real, installed systems are usually 

generously dimensioned, so that the operating times can 

be shifted sufficiently also during the core heating period.  

Further-reaching studies are dedicated to the analysis and 

optimisation of these potentials as well as investigation of the 

effects of electricity-led operating modes on the efficiency of 

heat pump systems.

www.wp-monitor.ise.fraunhofer.de

hEat pumpS in thE ElEctRicity gRid 
of thE futuRE

1 Heating systems based on heat pumps as instruments to shift 

loads in the electricity grid.  

1
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1 Check-in area of Terminal 1 of the Fiumicino Airport in Rome. 

Comfortable indoor conditions are maintained by operating large 

air-conditioning units.  The energy efficiency of their operation can 

be optimised.

2 Eastern aspect of the Malpensa Airport in Milan. 

airports are important hubs in transport networks 

and represent publicly accessible areas with high 

energy intensity.  In the “CASCADE” project, the 

technical part of an energy management system 

based on ISo 50001, with integrated methods for 

fault detection and operation optimisation of 

building technology systems, is demonstrated 

practically in Rome and Milan airports.

Sebastian Burhenne, Sebastian Herkel, Thorsten Müller, 

Felix Ohr, Nicolas Réhault, Tim Rist, Sebastian Zehnle, 

Hans-Martin Henning

The selected demonstration airports, Rome-Fiumicino and 

Milan-Malpensa, are among the largest European airports, 

with annual passenger turnovers of 36.3 million and 

18.7 million, respectively.  The annual electricity consumption 

is around 175 GWh in Fiumicino and around 140 GWh in 

Malpensa.  More than 70 % of the electricity is consumed 

for lighting, air-conditioning and heating.

The IT solution (Fig. 3) which was developed as part of 

the “CASCADE” project is intended to support the airport 

operators in identifying faulty system operating conditions 

which cause higher energy consumption.  Algorithms for 

automated fault identification and diagnosis are to be applied 

here, which search for operating and system faults in building 

technology plants.  For initial test implementation, certain 

specific subsystems have been selected to develop the innova-

tive energy management tools and carry out tests.  Extension 

of the knowledge gained and successfully tested methods to 

further building technology systems can then follow.  The goal 

caScadE – EnERgy managEmEnt foR 
aiRpoRtS accoRding to iSo 50001

is to save 20 % primary energy and 20 % CO2 emissions 

within the selected subsystems.  The investments made by 

the operators should be amortised in three years at most.  

The results of the project are transferable to other airports 

and large building complexes with similar consumption 

profiles.

The project is funded by the European Commission within 

the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7). 

www.cascade-eu.org

3 IT structure of the CASCADE solution.
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Planning buildings with a low energy demand 

increasingly requires the application of thermal 

building simulation programs.  These allow the 

dynamic interaction between the building, building 

technology and users to be investigated holistically 

under realistic conditions.  This is particularly necessary 

for planning zero-energy and plus-energy buildings.  

The “WUFI Plus Therm” simulation program was 

developed on the basis of the “WUFI” program core. 

In the project presented here, “WUFI Plus Therm” is 

being further developed and extended with models 

to simulate building technology systems.  This is 

being done in co-operation with the Fraunhofer 

Institute for Building Physics IBP, with Fraunhofer ISE 

being responsible for the system technology models.  

Sebastian Burhenne, Sebastian Herkel, Tobias Klimmt, 

Felix Ohr, Hans-Martin Henning

”WUFI Plus Therm” is a program to calculate thermal building 

performance, taking account of meteorological data, internal 

thermal loads, temperature setpoints, ventilation strategies 

and systems technology.  The building and system models can 

be defined with the aid of graphical user interfaces.  Simula-

tion results, e.g. temperature profiles or energy demand, are 

presented as graphs and the user is supported in interpreting 

the results.

Models are developed and implemented for those variants of 

system technology which are generally commercially available.  

These include gas-fuelled, condensing boilers, solar thermal 

collectors, heat pumps, stratified storage tanks, radiators, 

thermally activated building component systems, ventilation 

and photovoltaic systems.  All models of systems technology 

can be parametrised with the usual manufacturer’s speci-

fications, which is important for practical application.  As 

commercially available building technology is continually being 

further developed, particular care was taken to ensure that 

the models for systems technology can be extended.  This was 

achieved by applying models which were prepared using the 

“Modelica” modelling language.  These models are constantly 

being developed further in diverse projects at Fraunhofer ISE.  

This ensures that recent research results can be introduced 

quickly into the “WUFI Plus Therm” building simulation 

program.

The project is supported by the German Federal Ministry of 

Economics and Technology (BMWi).  Further information 

and the thermal version of the program can be downloaded 

free of charge from the Internet.  A fee is charged for the 

hygrothermal version.

www.enob.info/de/software-und-tools

wufi pluS thERm – Building and SyStEm 
Simulation foR pRactical application

1

1 Example of a simulation with “WUFI Plus Therm” and options 

for presenting results.  The system configuration shown lower left 

consists of a thermal solar collector, a stratified storage tank, a 

heating circuit and a gas-fuelled, condensing boiler. 
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Interaction between the energy management systems 

of individual buildings within an urban district and 

higher-level grids supports the integration of distri-

buted sources of renewable energy.  Compensation 

of surpluses and shortfalls in the supply of renewable 

energy contributes to increased system stability.  Within 

a European research project, connections and relations 

between the electricity and heat market will be identi-

fied at the district level.  Control strategies for energy 

management within a district will be developed, taking 

different criteria for thermal and electric components 

into account.

 

Sebastian Herkel, Florian Kagerer, Sattaya Narmsara, 

Hans-Martin Henning 

The fluctuating energy supply from regenerative sources does 

not always coincide with the energy demand.  In addition 

to the storage of renewable energy, intelligent control and 

distribution of the available energy to different consumer 

groups present a promising option to achieve greater 

simultaneity.  The generation, distribution and consumption 

of energy can be managed efficiently by taking the interaction 

between the components of individual buildings and the buil-

dings within a district into account.  Energy management at 

the district level has received increasing attention, particularly 

when aspects of the energy economy need to be considered.  

The “Weingarten 2020” project provided comprehensive 

results regarding structural optimisation, which serve as a 

basis for preparing strategies to optimise operation.

Within the EU-funded “E-Hub” project, we are co-operating 

with European partners to prepare efficient algorithms for the 

interaction between the components of energy systems at the 

building and district levels, which meet economic and ecologi-

cal demands.  To evaluate operation conditions and operation 

commands derived from them, we apply multi-criteria analysis, 

drawing on results from the “Weingarten 2020” project.  In 

the developed concept, energy flows within a district are 

identified and connected to form hubs.  The exchange of 

energy and information at these hubs allows the energy 

demand and the availability of different loads and generators 

to be managed efficiently.

Control algorithms based on multi-agents help in making the 

right decision.  The thermodynamic states of individual com-

ponents and boundary conditions from the energy economy 

are included with the goal of enabling maximal integration 

and usage of renewable energy.

The aim of our work is to develop methods and algorithms 

which can be used in future by energy utilities or grid opera-

tors for energy management at the district level.

The project is supported by the European Commission.

1 Simplified schematic diagram of the concept for the “E-Hub” 

project.  The central element of the project is the development of 

algorithms for load and generation management of heat and 

electricity for distributed systems, taking control parameters from 

the energy economy into account.

1

EnERgy managEmEnt of BuildingS 
and uRBan diStRictS

MARKET
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The goal of the EU-funded “Cost-Effective” project 

was to gain access to the façades of existing high-rise 

buildings for thermal or photovoltaic conversion of solar 

energy.  Within this project, which was co-ordinated by 

Fraunhofer ISE, four new solar façade components and a 

ventilation system with distributed heat recovery were 

developed.   

Sebastian Herkel, Michael Hermann, Korbinian Kramer, 

Tilmann E. Kuhn, Paolo Di Lauro, Christoph Maurer, 

Jörn Ruschenburg, Christoph Thoma, Helen Rose Wilson, 

Hans-Martin Henning

Partly transparent, solar thermal façade collectors

Within this project, two different concepts were developed for 

façade integration of partly transparent, flat solar absorbers.  

In one, the absorbers were integrated into hermetically sealed, 

triple-glazed insulating glass units (Fig. 1); in the other, they 

were incorporated into the “closed cavity façade” (CCF) of 

a project partner.  The CCF is not completely airtight, but is 

maintained at overpressure by a constant flow of clean, dry air, 

so that dirt and moisture from outside cannot enter.

The collectors are suitable for use in solar heating and solar 

(sorptive) dehumidification.  These applications each require 

collector operating temperatures exceeding 55 °C, which can 

well be achieved in the façade.  In some cases, the collectors 

can also be used for solar cooling (demanding operating 

temperatures greater than 70 °C).  In addition, the multi-

functional collectors offer solar control and glare protection, 

and allow visual contact from inside to outside.  They are 

designed for application in the spandrel region, where the 

primary outward viewing direction of the building occupants 

is downward.  A further advantage of the spandrel region is 

that it is hardly relevant for the room daylighting, so that the 

lower light transmittance for high solar altitude has little to 

no effect.  It is important to note that the new, active façade 

systems have a g value which can vary by a factor of two, 

depending on the temperature of the solar collector (Fig. 3).  

To take account of this feature and allow inclusion of these 

components during the building planning phase, not only 

real components but also models for the TRNSYS building 

simulation program were developed and validated with 

calorimetric measurements.

“coSt-EffEctivE” – nEw SolaR-thERmal 
and Bipv façadE componEntS   

1 Partly transparent thermal façade collector, pilot installation 

in Slovenia, integration into a closed cavity façade (left).  

Integration into a hermetically sealed insulating glass unit (centre).  

The collector blocks rays from the high summer sun, reducing the 

cooling demand, and yet still allows a view to the outside 

(operating principle, right). 

2 Evacuated tubular air-heating collectors in the pilot building in 

Slovenia.

1
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angle-selective, transparent Bipv glazing unit

In addition to the three thermal façade collectors, an angle-

selective transparent BIPV glazing unit was developed.  This 

glazing unit is also designed for installation in the spandrel 

region and offers solar control and view in addition to 

electricity generation.

The work was supported by the European Union within the 

“Cost-Effective” project.  We thank the Slovenian National 

Building and Civil Engineering Institute in Ljubljana, Slovenia, 

for the possibility to install the new systems in their building.

www.cost-effective-renewables.eu

Evacuated tubular air-heating collectors

The principle of this air-heating collector is that air as the heat 

transfer fluid flows through an inner absorber tube, which has 

a highly absorptive and low-emissive coating.  The absorber 

tube is located inside an insulating outer tube.  The space 

between the inner and outer tubes is either evacuated or filled 

with a rare gas for thermal insulation.  Two tube designs were 

investigated in the project, both the conventional “Sydney” 

tubes, in which the air enters and leaves at the same end 

through a split ring, and also tubes in which the air flows in 

at one end and flows out at the other.  These tubes can be 

connected to form long, continuous air-heating collectors.  The

second type was installed in a pilot plant in Slovenia (Fig. 2). 

Plaster-integrated, unglazed collector connected 

to a multi-source heat pump

In this case, mats of capillary tubes integrated into plaster 

rendering form an unglazed collector which is not evident 

from outside, and which is connected to a heat pump.  To 

allow the heat pump to be operated at times when the façade 

could freeze, the heat pump was additionally connected to an 

air inlet as an ambient heat source.  The aim is to operate the 

heat pump whenever the sun shines on the façade.  For this 

reason, and because the direct heating demand is low due 

to the passive gains, a thermal storage unit was also added 

to the design. 

3 Average monthly g values for a transparent façade collector 

based on a triple-glazed unit.  The red line shows the effective 

monthly values for the stagnation case (maximum g value).  The 

other lines show the g value for different operating modes with 

different absorber temperatures.
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SolaR cooling – nEw dEvElopmEntS 
and SyStEmS analySiS

1

Solar thermal energy is being used increasingly to air-

condition buildings, particularly in sunny countries with 

a high cooling load.  In recent years, more and more 

processes and systems have been developed to make 

solar-thermally driven cooling feasible for commercial 

and industrial processes.  The topic of solar cooling has a 

long tradition at Fraunhofer ISE.  In many research pro-

jects of the last year, we were able to advance the 

development of new processes in co-operation with 

industrial partners, carry out cross-sectional analyses 

of installed systems and comprehensively analyse the 

perspectives for solar cooling in a fundamental project. 

Constanze Bongs, Jochen Döll, Gerrit Füldner, Florian Mehling, 

Alexander Morgenstern, Björn Nienborg, Lena Schnabel, 

Peter Schossig, Christine Weber, Edo Wiemken, 

Hans-Martin Henning

The goal of the “AgroKühl” project is to develop a solar-

thermally operated, refrigerated warehouse as an integrated 

complete concept, including the storage and supply of 

cooling power based on renewable energy.  A pilot plant 

was constructed near Freiburg on the grounds of the Kramer 

company, one of four project partners of Fraunhofer ISE, in 

order to gain experience on the interaction between the 

refrigerated rooms and the solar system and its dependence 

on the operation mode for the refrigerated rooms.  The 

installed system consists of a Fresnel collector with an area 

of 88 m2, which generates process heat at a temperature 

of 180 °C, and a single-effect water-ammonia absorption 

chiller with an integrated dry cooler.  With this configuration, 

temperatures well below 0 °C can be reached, allowing inter-

mediate storage in two conventional ice storage units.  The 

newly constructed refrigerated warehouse has a volume of 

app. 100 m3 as well as an entrance room.  The pilot plant has 

been operating since July 2012.  The experience gained with 

the pilot plant will be applied to develop a complete system 

with a minimal energy demand due to energy-conserving and 

energy-efficient measures coupled with a large proportion of 

renewably generated cooling power.  At the same time, the 

quality of the perishable goods which require cooling is to be 

maintained at all times, despite the fluctuating production of 

cooling power.

A similar plant was also constructed in Freiburg and measured 

as part of the EU-funded “SOLERA” project.  The current 

measurement results document its great reliability and stable 

operation. 

Together with the Vaillant company, we are developing a 

novel system for solar cooling, in which the sorption modules 

are integrated into the solar collector.  This approach allows 

higher desorption temperatures and temporal decoupling 

between the supply of solar energy and provision of cooling 

power due to its batch operation.  This means that the cooler 

night temperatures can be used for heat rejection. Hygro-

scopic salts and water are being studied as the working pair, 

which allow high storage density to be achieved.  A cooling 

power range from 3 to 10 kW is planned.  Within this project, 

Fraunhofer ISE is responsible for experimental characterisation 

of the dynamic performance of the sorption modules and 

sorption collectors, as well as simulation-based modelling and 

optimisation of components and the complete system using 

TRNSYS.  The “KollSorp” project is supported by the German 

Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and 

Reactor Safety (BMU).

Around the world, many hundreds of solar-driven cooling 

systems are operating, representing a wide range of cooling 

power from a few kW to the MW range.  Nevertheless, the 
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1 In the “AgroKühl” project, solar thermal collectors 

are used for the first time in the world to cool food or 

medicaments in refrigerated warehouses. 

Safety (BMU).  Both solar-thermal and photovoltaic variants 

are being investigated with regard to their energy-related 

performance and economic viability by a large number of 

simulations and parameter studies based on them.  The study 

is focussing on different application areas from hotels through 

office buildings to residential buildings, and different climatic 

conditions ranging from continental through Mediterranean to 

hot and sunny.

With today’s cost structure, solar cooling systems usually cost 

more than a comparable conventional system.  However, in 

applications with single-effect, thermally driven cooling tech-

nology, it has become evident that sites with long operating 

times for the cooling system and an additional high heat 

demand (e.g. for domestic hot water in hotels) are favourable 

for solar cooling applications.  If, in addition, the thermally 

driven part of the cooling supply is not dimensioned for peak 

loads, economic viability can already be achieved in specific 

cases.  When a package of measures is applied, consisting of 

increased efficiency, moderate cost reduction, careful system 

design and a high utilisation factor of the collector array also 

for other heating applications, solar cooling is economically 

competitive at hot locations.
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2 Measurement results from the solar cooling system in the 

“SOLERA” project.  The energy efficiency ratio (EER) is the ratio of 

useful energy to consumed energy.  The left abscissa shows the 

thermal EER and the right abscissa the electric EER.  Average daily 

profile for the 23rd July 2012 as an example.

3 Example for the effect of dimensioning on the solar-thermally 

driven cooling supply for a hotel in Athens.  An electric-powered 

compression chiller is available for back-up cooling.  If the rated 

power of the solar-thermal cooling system is reduced from 75 % to 

33 % of the maximum building cooling load, the cost of primary 

energy saving already closely approaches that for a comparable 

conventional system (cost of primary energy saving > 0: additional 

costs compared to reference).  Additional cost reduction of the 

total investment for the solar-thermal and cooling systems by 10 % 

already results in economic comparability.

components of many systems – solar system, chiller, heat 

rejection unit, controls – are still not optimally adapted 

to each other and there is a lack of experience concern-

ing system planning and construction.  Therefore, in 

the “SolCoolSys” project, we have co-operated with 

the Solvis and Sortech companies to develop system 

concepts for the low power range and have subjected 

these to a field test.  Five systems have now been 

installed in four countries and equipped with detailed 

measurement technology.  Next year they are to be used 

to optimise the control strategies and in particular to test 

heat rejection concepts.

A key to the success of solar cooling systems is their 

practicability in everyday application.  Within the 

framework of the “Solarthermie2000plus” programme 

of the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, 

Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU), we have 

supported the Ministry in selecting the demonstration 

projects to be funded, and have carried out a cross-

sectional analysis of solar cooling systems.  In this 

project, we analysed five systems in detail and extracted 

important information to improve the system efficiency 

and operation.

In the past ten to fifteen years, considerable progress has 

been made in solar cooling systems.  Due to the steep 

price drop for photovoltaic modules, today not only 

solar-thermally driven processes but also photovoltaically 

powered processes present an economically interesting 

option.  Together with ZAE Bayern and ILK Dresden, 

we are conducting an extensive study (EvaSolK) on the 

medium to long-term perspectives for solar cooling 

which is financed by the German Federal Ministry for 

the Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor 
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EfficiEnt hEat tRanSfER with mEtallic 
tExtilE StRuctuRES

1

In many applications, efficient heat transfer plays a 

key role for increasing energy efficiency.  This is equally 

true for industrial applications and heating and cooling 

technology.  The usual approaches to improve heat-

transfer properties are optimised configurations, the 

use of innovative materials or the design of optimised 

flow patterns.  Another approach is to transfer proces-

ses and methods from other disciplines such as textile 

technology, as presented here.

Eric Laurenz, Lena Schnabel, Ursula Wittstadt, 

Hans-Martin Henning

The “EffiMet” project focuses on the application of innovative 

textile manufacturing processes to create highly efficient 

heat-transfer structures.  The research work aims to further 

develop textile manufacturing technology for metallic 

struc tures.  It draws on innovations made in recent years, 

which have created textile-based products in great geometric 

diversity.

Textile manufacturing processes, with their high degree of 

flexibility concerning procedures and materials, allow the 

structure design to be optimised with regard to the volume-

specific surface area, thermal conductivity and pressure loss.  

Suitable structures are identified on the basis of simulations; 

the achieved properties are measured and tested on samples.  

The project specifically addresses heat-transfer applications 

which require a large specific or structured surface and 

morphology that can be flexibly dimensioned.  These include 

air/water heat exchangers, evaporators and condensers.  We 

have already succeeded in adapting the textile manufacturing 

technology such that structures suitable for heat transfer can 

be produced from fine metal wires.  Galvanic, chemical and 

suspension-based coating processes are being studied and 

further developed to modify and stabilise the structures, as 

well as to seal the channel walls.

The joint project, which was initiated and is co-ordinated by 

Fraunhofer ISE, involves the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufac-

turing Technology and Advanced Materials IFAM in Dresden, 

as well as Visiotex GmbH as a textile manufacturer and Hattler 

& Sohn as a galvanic coater.

The project is funded by the German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research (BMBF) in its “KMU-innovativ” 

programme to support small and medium-sized enterprises.

1 The photos show structural manufacturing options to create 

flow pattern structures by the combination of felting and knitting 

processes.  The centre photo shows an enlargement of a textile 

spacer structure, which can serve as a turbulence structure or 

provide a larger surface area for a coating.  To the right and the 

left are sample channel structures, which have already been made 

of fine metal wire and which were investigated and evaluated 

within the project. 
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indiREct SoRptivE coatingS foR hEat 
ExchangER StRuctuRES 
There is great potential for applying heat exchangers 

with sorptive coatings in heating and cooling techno-

logy.  In all situations where heat is used as the driving 

energy in heat pumps or cooling processes, optimisation 

of the heat and mass transport offers great potential for 

increasing the efficiency significantly.  Particularly for 

sorption applications, e.g. the adsorption of water 

vapour on the inner surfaces of porous materials, good 

access to these surfaces must be guaranteed for the 

water vapour on the one hand, and the resulting heat 

must be quickly transported away, on the other.  At 

Fraunhofer ISE, we have developed promising coating 

processes to deposit various sorption materials onto 

heat exchanger structures. 

Stefan Henninger, Harry Kummer, Peter Schossig, 

Hans-Martin Henning

The demands on mass and heat transport have been raised 

by the successful synthesis of new sorption materials with 

greatly increased adsorption capacity, e.g. compounds from 

the class of metal-organic frameworks (MOF).  With a view to 

the achievable power density for the complete process, it is 

essential to combine good thermal coupling of the sorption 

materials to the substrate structure with very good access to 

the adsorption centres.

Thus, we have intensively investigated the coating of diverse 

substrate structures made of various materials such as metals 

and ceramics.  We succeeded in developing new coating 

procedures and applying for patents.

Coating the entire surface of structures with high thermal 

conductivity (e.g. metals) presents an attractive option for 

optimisation, combined with good adaptation to industrial 

manufacturing processes (e.g. dip-coating in baths).  Typical 

applications include thermally driven heat pumps or chillers, 

but also dehumidification, exhaust gas treatment or catalytic 

processes.

In indirect coating processes, the sorption material is deposited 

onto the substrate structure with the help of a binder.  In 

addition to varying the proportion of binder, the rheological 

properties can be adapted for the dip-coating process by the 

use of additives.  Three-dimensional substrate structures with 

dimensions up to 10 cm x 10 cm have already been coated 

successfully.

The work on coating development was recognised in 2012 

with the award of the 2nd Hugo Geiger Prize of the Fraun-

hofer-Gesellschaft.  The project is supported by the German 

Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi).

1

1 Indirect coating of a three-dimensional substrate structure. 

2 Coating thickness characterisation on a flat, sheet-metal sample, 

with a maximum coating thickness of 250 µm.
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      Better with Good optics
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Solar energy systems convert solar energy, which is incident on 

the earth as electromagnetic radiation, into thermal, electric 

or chemical energy.  We develop optical components and 

systems to better transmit, reflect, absorb, filter, redirect or 

concentrate solar radiation, depending on the requirements.

The broad bandwidth of the solar spectrum, covering wave-

lengths from 0.3 to 2.5 µm, and the need to produce optical 

components and systems inexpensively over large areas, 

present major and diverse challenges.  To overcome these, we 

follow novel approaches which combine materials research, 

optical design and production technology.  In addition to 

optical know how, knowledge of material properties and 

close co-operation with our clients, comprehensive and 

specific knowledge of the corresponding solar energy systems 

is necessary to transfer the approaches successfully to new 

products for solar technology.  Fraunhofer ISE provides 

excellent opportunities for the synergetic interaction needed 

for this.

The interdisciplinary topic “Applied Optics and Functional 

Surfaces“ is the basis for several market sectors of solar 

technology: windows and façades, solar thermal collectors, 

concentrator systems for photovoltaics and solar-thermal 

collectors.  Our expertise is also appreciated by clients who 

do not come from the solar sector.  For example, we provide 

support for lighting and display technology.

Effective control of the light and solar energy fluxes through 

the façade is very important for energy-efficient buildings with 

large glazed areas.  Switchable coatings on window panes 

allow the window transmittance to be changed over a wide 

range.  As non-mechanical solar-shading systems, they offer 

advantages with regard to viewing quality and vulnerability to 

wind damage, for example.  Coatings to reduce reflection or 

soiling increase the transmittance.

AppLied optics ANd 
FUNctioNAL sUrFAces

Glazing units with very good thermally insulating properties 

can be achieved with highly transparent low-emissivity 

coatings and inert gas fillings, but also with vacuum or 

transparent insulating materials.  Stable functional coatings 

can also be applied to the outer surface of glazing units, 

e.g. to prevent condensation or reduce dust accumulation 

or soiling.  Transparent, electrically conductive coatings are 

required as electric contacts for thin-film photovoltaics and 

organic solar cells. 

Microstructured surfaces form the basis for solar-control 

systems which reflect undesired direct solar radiation but still 

transmit diffuse daylight.  Photonic gratings and light-trapping 

structures increase the efficiency of organic and silicon solar 

cells.  Plasmonic structures also allow novel concepts such as 

up-conversion of photons to be implemented.  In photovoltaic 

concentrator modules, solar radiation is concentrated onto 

tiny high-performance solar cells.  We optimise concentrator 

optics with regard to its efficiency and costs.

The combination of micro-optical know how and interference 

lithography over large areas has made a sector interesting to 

Fraunhofer ISE outside of solar technology, namely display 

technology.  Here, we are working on micro-structured 

polymer films which improve the brightness and contrast of 

displays.  Light redirection and light scattering based on both 

imaging and non-imaging optics are central topics in lighting 

technology.  Drawing on our work on light scattering and 

light redirection, we offer our expertise in optical materials 

and surface properties also for optical design in artificial 

lighting technology.

Over the past years, we have continually extended our 

modelling capacity.  It encompasses fundamental physical 

models such as effective-medium theory, rigorous and scalar 

diffraction theory, scattering theory, thin-film methods, 
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geometric and non-imaging optics, as well as planning tools, 

e.g. for lamp design.  This means that we can respond quickly 

and efficiently to clients‘ enquiries by determining the feasi-

bility of a desired optical component.  Vacuum coating and 

micro-structuring processes are available to us as production 

methods.  Our characterisation methods not only include 

standard procedures but also use special equipment, e.g. 

to determine the accuracy of reflector forms with scanning 

fringe reflectometry or quantify the degree of reflector soiling.  

Whenever needed, we extend the palette of services by close 

co-operation with recognised research institutions within and 

outside the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft.

Special facilities:

-  vacuum deposition system for quasi-industrial production of  

 complex coating systems over large areas (150 x 400 cm2)

-  interference-lithography equipment for homogeneous  

 production of microstructures and nanostructures over areas  

 of up to 120 x 120 cm2

-  optical measurement technology: spectrometry, goniometry,  

 light-scattering measurements, refractometry, luminance   

 measurements with imaging methods, fringe reflectometry,  

 special measurement facilities for concentrating optics,  

 quality control for production

-  surface characterisation: optical profilometry, 

 scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, 

 Auger electron spectroscopy

A P P L I E D  O P T I C S  A N D 

F U N C T I O N A L  S U R F A C E S

Glass substrate with a photoresist coating structured by nano-

imprint lithography (NIL).  In this NIL process, a structure is 

embossed with a silicone stamp in a photoresist, which is then 

cured by UV radiation.  The photoresist subsequently serves as 

the basis for producing metallic nanostructures by a lift-off 

process (see page 42).  Metallic nanostructures, with their 

spectrally selective properties, are being investigated with 

regard to enhanced light absorption in solar cells.
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A P P L I E D  O P T I C S  A N D 

F U N C T I O N A L  S U R F A C E S

C O N T A C T S

Coating – technology and systems  Wolfgang Graf Phone +49 761 4588-5946

wolfgang.graf@ise.fraunhofer.de

Microstructured surfaces   Dr Benedikt Bläsi Phone +49 761 4588-5995

benedikt.blaesi@ise.fraunhofer.de

Façades and windows    Tilmann Kuhn  Phone +49 761 4588-5297

tilmann.kuhn@ise.fraunhofer.de

Lighting technology    Dr Jan Wienold Phone +49 761 4588-5133

jan.wienold@ise.fraunhofer.de

Concentrator optics    Dr Peter Nitz Phone +49 761 4588-5410

peter.nitz@ise.fraunhofer.de
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Metallic nanoparticles have attracted great scientific 

attention for a number of years.  The spectrally 

selective, light-scattering and diffracting properties of 

these particles are based on resonance phenomena.  

Due to this selectivity, they can be used e.g. for photon 

management in solar cells.  In weakly absorbing spec-

tral regions, scattering can be applied deliberately to 

lengthen the light path within the cell and thus increase 

its absorption.  Local field amplification due to plasmon

ic light-electron interactions can be used to support 

non-linear effects (e.g. upconversion).  One challenge is 

the production of ordered structures over large areas.  

We have established a processing chain based on inter-

ference lithography, nano-imprint lithography and lift-

off, and achieved promising results with it.

Benedikt Bläsi, Hubert Hauser, Sabrina Jüchter, 

Volker Kübler, Sarah-Katharina Meisenheimer, 

Christine Wellens, Werner Platzer

ordered MetALLic NANopArticLes For 
pLAsMoNic eFFects  

1

5 Schematic representation of the process chain to produce 

ordered metallic nanoparticles with NIL and lift-off processes.  

(1) Production of the silicone stamp – we use a two-layer stamp 

with a softer silicone block as the base and a harder silicone layer,  

(2) structuring (imprint) and curing with UV radiation, (3) substrate 

after reactive ion etching (RIE), (4) metallisation, (5) lift-off.
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Lithographic techniques are usually applied to produce 

ordered plasmonic structures.  Many of these methods are 

limited to small areas, e.g. electron beam lithography.  By 

contrast, we are able to produce structures over an area of up 

to one square meter with interference lithography (IL).  If IL 

is combined with a replication method such as nano-imprint 

lithography (NIL), the process chain becomes very flexible and 

the structures can be reproduced quickly and easily.

To produce ordered nanostructures (Fig. 5), we use a master 

structure which is produced by interference lithography.  A 

silicon stamp is formed from this master structure.  This is 

embossed in a previously applied photoresist, which is then 

cured with UV radiation.  After removal from the form, the 

substrate is etched, opening the structured photoresist layer 

down to the substrate.  Then the structure is metallised with 

silver.  In the final step, the photoresist is lifted off.  Only those 

particles with direct contact to the substrate remain attached. 

With our NIL processing chain, the nanoparticles shown in 

Figures 3 and 4 were produced over areas of 75 x 75 mm2 and 

100 x 100 mm2.  The silver particles show plasmonic effects 

in the form of enhanced reflection and absorption between 

360 nm and 500 nm (Fig. 6).

The illustrated process chain is suitable for producing ordered 

metallic nanostructures.  In future, the production process is 

to be extended to an area of 156 x 156 mm² by replacing the 

simple imprinting step by a roller NIL process.

The work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-

schaft (DFG) within the “Nanosun II” project. 6 Optical characterisation of the silver nanoparticles on a glass 

substrate.  The graph shows the reflectance as measured with an 

integrating sphere and the calculated absorptance (A=1-R-T) as a 

function of wavelength.

1 Glass substrate with a structured photoresist coating 

(Fig. 5, step 2) over an area of 100 x 100 mm².    

2–4  Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the master 

structure in photoresist (Fig. 2), a successful lift-off of platinum 

particles (period 1 µm, ∅ 600 nm, area 75 x 75 mm²), with a 

rotated piece of photoresist in the centre (Fig. 3), and silver 

nanoparticles with a period of 300 nm and a diameter of 

app. 150 nm over a total area of 100 x 100 mm² (Fig. 4).
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The photochromic window systems which we have 

developed become coloured when exposed to intensive 

solar radiation and bleach again when the solar radiance 

level is low.  This can prevent overheating in buildings 

with large glazed areas.  The production costs are low 

due to the simple layer configuration.  The materials 

which have been used so far have limited stability when 

exposed to water or oxygen, so that sealing is impera-

tive.  In order to reduce the production costs, we aim to 

develop materials which can tolerate water and oxygen 

within the system.  This would also allow polymer films 

to be used as substrates.

Shankar Bogati, Andreas Georg, Wolfgang Graf, 

Carmen Jerg, Helena Orvalho, Rishabh Raj, Werner Platzer  

The photochromic window system developed at Fraunhofer ISE 

is based on the combination of a dye solar cell with electro-

chromic tungsten oxide.  A dye is excited by illumination and 

donates an electron via a titanium oxide layer to tungsten 

oxide, which changes colour from transparent to blue.  

Charge compensation is achieved with a redox electrolyte, 

which contains lithium ions and a redox couple.  The redox 

couple donates electrons to the dye, and lithium ions transfer 

simultaneously from the electrolyte to the tungsten oxide.  

Up to now, iodide/tri-iodide was used as the redox couple 

and a ruthenium complex as the dye.  Both materials tolerate 

only extremely small quantities of water and oxygen in the 

electrolyte.

The acceptance of electrons leads to bleaching.  This reverse 

reaction would correspond to a loss in photovoltaics but it is 

necessary in photochromic systems.  Thus, materials can be 

used in photochromic systems which would be unsuitable for 

photovoltaic applications.  This applies to both the dye and the 

redox couple. 

For further development of this concept, we need materials 

which demonstrate greater stability, even though they would 

lead to lower efficiency values in a solar cell.  Particularly suit-

able materials were selected in a material screening  process 

and tested in electrochromic subsystems.  The development 

into a complete electrochromic system will be continued 

within an EU-funded project.

deveLopMeNt oF roBUst MAteriALs For 
photochroMic wiNdows

1

3 Transmittance of an electrochromic system with the newly 

developed redox electrolyte in the bleached (orange) and 

coloured (blue) states.

1 Electrochromic system with the newly developed redox 

electrolyte in the bleached state. 

2 Electrochromic system with the newly developed redox 

electrolyte in the coloured state. 
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In conventional flat photovoltaic modules, largearea 

semiconductors absorb sunlight and convert it directly 

to electricity.  Concentrating photovoltaics (CPV) redu-

ces costs by using tiny solar cells and covering the large 

area with optical components which focus the light.  A 

further small optical component located directly on the 

solar cell can increase the optical concentration further 

and result in more homogeneous irradiation of the solar 

cell.  With this secondary optics, the solar cell area can 

be reduced and the efficiency value can simultaneously 

be increased.  We can optically characterise secondary 

optics with our measurement set-up.  This enables us 

to optimise the geometrical design, the manufacturing 

process and quality control.

Thorsten Hornung, Peter Nitz, Tobias Schmid, 

Werner Platzer

CPV systems concentrate direct sunlight with large-area optics, 

so-called primary optics, onto tiny solar cells.  A second optical 

concentrator, so-called secondary optics, is often mounted 

directly onto the solar cell.  Its optical properties can be 

characterised in our newly developed measurement set-up 

(Fig. 1).  The measurement system determines the spatial 

distribution of the concentration factor at the exit aperture of 

the secondary optics (Fig. 2).  In a concentrating photovoltaic 

system, the solar cell would be located at this position, so that 

the measurement provides direct information on the spatial 

distribution of the cell irradiation in real systems. 

Because optical concentrators are non-imaging optical 

components, defects can have a significantly different effect 

on the system function to those occurring in imaging systems.  

In concentrating photovoltaics, electricity generation is the 

decisive measure.  It depends on both the radiative power 

incident on the solar cell and its spatial distribution – exactly 

those quantities which are determined in our measurement 

system.  Thus, the optical characterisation of secondary 

optics with our measurement facility provides a good basis 

to determine the influence of the secondary optics on the 

electricity yield.  Comparative measurements demonstrate the 

effect of variations in the production of secondary optics.  The 

information obtained provides a basis for further improvement 

of an optical concentrator system. 

The project is supported by the German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research (BMBF). 

chArActerisAtioN oF secoNdAry optics 
For coNceNtrAtiNG photovoLtAics

1 Measurement set-up to characterise secondary optics. The light 

source (at the top of the photo) illuminates a specially produced 

Fresnel lens (not shown in photo), which serves as the primary optics 

in this set-up.  The secondary optics to be measured is positioned in 

the focus of the Fresnel lens with the help of alignment devices.  A 

screen is used to make the light distribution at the exit aperture of 

the secondary optics visible and is photographed with a CCD camera. 

2 Measured concentration distribution at the exit aperture of 

tested secondary optics.  The ring pattern results from the draft 

facets of the Fresnel lens structure which was used as the primary 

concentrator for this measurement.  The measured concentration is 

determined by the measurement configuration and must be scaled 

up by a factor of 20 to 25, depending on the primary optics used, for 

a full-scale concentration system. 
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      Heating, Cooling and 
      eleCtriCity from tHe Sun
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Solar thermal systems with different operating temperatures 

find their application in HVAC technology in residential and 

commercial buildings, in industry or as large-area, ground-

based solar arrays.  The heat generated from solar energy can 

either be used directly or converted via thermal power plants 

into electricity or by thermal chillers into cooling power.  In 

general, the two decisive factors for system performance are 

the optical efficiency and the reduction of thermal losses.

The market for “Solar Thermal Technology“ ranges from 

low-temperature to high-temperature applications: solar-

thermal collectors and collector systems based on different 

types of flat-plate and evacuated tubular collectors have 

multi-facetted applications ranging from domestic hot water 

and solar-assisted space heating systems, through cooling 

and refrigeration, to desalination units suitable for use 

with seawater.  New developments concerning façade-

integrated collectors or collectors combined with photovoltaic 

electricity generation extend the range of options.  Operating 

temperatures ranging from 150 °C to 550 °C can be reached 

with linearly concentrating collectors.  Both parabolic trough 

and Fresnel collectors are used not only in large power stations 

for solar-thermal electricity generation, but also in often 

simpler and less expensive variants to generate process heat, 

process steam and driving heat for absorption chillers.

Solar-thermal energy systems convert solar energy into heat.  

Depending on the design of the solar-thermal collectors, the 

temperature increase above ambient temperature can vary 

from only a few degrees to several hundred degrees.  The 

lower the thermal losses of a receiver, the better the optical 

efficiency values and the higher the concentration factor 

for the radiation, the higher are the possible operating 

temperatures.  Durable, optical surfaces and materials are 

important for implementing efficient systems.  This is the link 

to the business unit addressing “Applied Optics and Functional 

Surfaces“.  

We have developed selective absorber coatings for solar-ther-

mal collectors (temperatures of up to 230 °C) and transferred 

them to industrial production for many years now.  However, 

coatings for absorber pipes in solar-thermal power plants may 

Solar tHermal 
teCHnology

permanently have to withstand much higher temperatures (up 

to 650 °C for tower receivers).  This is achieved by integrating 

additional layers into the coating stack to act as diffusion 

barriers, selected according to the type of absorber pipe.

The efficiency of a collector, however, does not only depend 

on its surface properties, because the fluid dynamic properties 

and heat transport within the collector are also decisive 

parameters.  A homogeneous flow distribution combined 

with a low pressure loss in flat-plate collectors is achieved 

with our FracTherm® concept, which is based on bionic 

principles.  Completely new design and manufacturing options 

for solar-thermal collectors have been opened up by applying 

this approach.  We are investigating alternative collector 

materials to aluminium and copper, e.g. steel, but also non-

metallic materials such as ultra-high performance concrete 

and polymers.

Open, sorption-assisted air-conditioning processes can be 

operated efficiently with simple flat-plate collectors.  They 

allow the temperature and relative humidity of inlet air to 

be conditioned as required.  Some other thermal cooling 

processes demand higher operating temperatures.  For this 

reason, concentrator collectors are also being developed and 

applied to optimise the complete system.

Process heat for industrial processes is needed in enormous 

quantities at very different temperature levels.  Thus, different 

types of solar arrays are used to provide hot water, steam 

or heated air, depending on the location and industrial 

application.

In countries with a high proportion of direct solar radiation, 

solar-thermal power stations offer enormous potential to 

generate electricity inexpensively, both for the daily peak load 

and for longer periods with higher loads.  Steam is generated 

at high temperatures and drives the turbine as in a conven-

tional power station.  In contrast to fluctuating photovoltaic 

generators or wind energy converters, this technology allows 

operation to be scheduled around the clock.  This can be 

achieved either by hybridisation (combination with fuel-fed 

heating generators) or heat storage.  Biomass offers a 
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regenerative option for non-solar heating.  In general, 

the concept of solar power plants is associated with large 

projects in the 20–400 MWel range.  However, we are also 

investigating the opportunities for medium-sized solar-thermal 

systems on an industrial scale.  Their economic feasibility can 

be clearly improved by heat and power (and cooling power) 

cogeneration and simpler operating conditions.

Fraunhofer ISE is competent in all fields relevant to thermal 

applications of solar energy, ranging from materials science, 

component design, testing and measurement procedures, 

theoretical modelling and simulation up to systems controls 

and systems technology for the different applications.

Special facilities:

-  vacuum deposition system for quasi-industrial production of 

 complex absorber and reflector prototypes on flat and  

 curved surfaces and tubes (140 x 180 cm2)

-  measurement technology (REM, Auger, EDX) applying 

 materials science to investigate changes in the coatings due 

 to thermal or other loads

-  optical measurement technology: spectrometry, goniometry, 

 luminance measurements with imaging methods, fringe 

 reflectometry, special measurement facilities for 

 concentrating optics

-  thermal technological laboratory to measure the 

 performance and transient behaviour of thermal power 

 generators (up to 50 kWel) and high-temperature storage 

 units

- testing laboratory to test the performance of membrane 

 distillation systems and the stability of components to 

 seawater exposure

-  TestLab Solar Thermal Systems: certified solar-thermal 

 testing laboratory for collectors and systems according 

 to the Solar Keymark (performance and authorisation tests, 

 outdoor and indoor testing, temperature measurement of 

 heat-transfer media up to 200 °C), also suitable for 

 measuring solar air collectors

S O L A R  T H E R M A L  T E C H N O L O G Y

In countries with a high proportion of direct radiation, solar 

thermal power plants offer great potential to generate solar 

electricity flexibly and cost-effectively, to meet daily consumption 

peaks and cover periods with increased loads.  Fraunhofer ISE is 

occupied both with optimising optical surfaces and materials 

and also with Fresnel concepts and corresponding adaptation of 

reflectors for collector arrays.  Another focus is on the development 

of novel, latent-storage concepts with phase change materials, 

so that electricity can be generated independently of the daily 

irradiation profile.
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S O L A R  T H E R M A L  T E C H N O L O G Y

C O N T A C T

Thermal solar systems    Dr Wolfgang Kramer Phone +49 761 4588-5096

wolfgang.kramer@ise.fraunhofer.de

Energy-efficient and solar cooling  Dr Doreen Kalz Phone +49 761 4588-5403

doreen.kalz@ise.fraunhofer.de

Solar process heat    Dr Werner Platzer Phone +49 761 4588-5983

werner.platzer@ise.fraunhofer.de

Solar-thermal power plants  Dr Thomas Fluri Phone +49 761 4588-5994

thomas.fluri@ise.fraunhofer.de

Heat storage for heating and cooling  Dr Peter Schossig Phone +49 761 4588-5130

peter.schossig@ise.fraunhofer.de
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The European Union demands nearly zero-energy 

buildings as the standard for new buildings from 

2020 onward in its current Building Directive.  To 

achieve this, primarily the building energy demand for 

conventional fuels, which have an unfavourable primary 

energy balance, must be reduced significantly.  “Solar 

active buildings” is the name given to highly efficient 

buildings, in which more than 50 % of the heat needed 

for space heating and domestic hot water is supplied 

by solar thermal systems directly on the building.  In 

our current monitoring programme, nine typical, 

commercially available solar active buildings are being 

comprehensively measured and simulation is being 

applied to identify potential for optimisation.

Andreas Mayer, Axel Oliva, Gerhard Stryi-Hipp, 

Werner Platzer

The generation of solar heat specifically during the heating 

season is decisive for the concept of solar active buildings.  For 

this reason, the installed thermal collectors are mounted with 

a steep tilt and oriented toward the south wherever possible.  

The goal is to make optimal use of the solar radiation incident 

on the building, primarily by active measures.  It is essential 

that the energy generated during the period defined for the 

energy balance is stored and used in this same period.  This 

allows the amount of energy which is drawn from beyond the 

building system boundary to be reduced significantly.  

Of the approximately thousand solar active buildings that now 

exist, nine were selected for the monitoring programme which 

represent the bandwidth of the current market with regard to 

their construction and building systems technology.  The hot 

water storage tanks installed in the monitored buildings are 

able to store heat for periods ranging from a day to a week 

or even a season.  Commercially available technology, such as 

sequentially switchable, internal heat exchangers or stratified 

storage devices, is used to introduce the heat into the storage 

units.  Heat is usually withdrawn from the water tanks at sev-

eral different heights, so that the appropriate temperature can 

be selected for the supplied hot water.  Model-based analysis 

of the measurement data is applied to determine the potential 

for optimising operation management, to recommend dimen-

sioning combinations and to identify promising development 

routes for the presented concept.

The “HeizSolar” project is supported by the German Federal 

Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and 

Reactor Safety (BMU).

www.DieSolarHeizung. info

monitoring and optimiSation of 
Solar aCtive BuildingS

1 A house in Munich which is being monitored in the “HeizSolar” 

project.

1

2 Energy balance for the thermal storage unit in a monitored 

building during the course of a year.  The solar yield gained in 

winter is particularly important in significantly reducing the 

amount of heat supplied by the auxiliary heating system by 

about 75 %.
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1 New mechanical load test stand installed in a climatic chamber.  

The test stand is equipped with four crossbeams, each with six 

pneumatic cylinders.

inveStigation of Wind and SnoW loadS 
on ColleCtorS

The European standard, Eurocode 1 (EN 1991), 

defines product specifications concerning mechanical 

stability and safety related to wind and snow loads.  

Manu facturers of solar thermal collectors must ensure 

conformity of their products with Eurocode 1.  The 

products also continue to be subjected to a certification 

process (e.g. Solar Keymark), to provide an independent 

evaluation of their performance and quality.  This 

includes a mechanical test, but this is far from sufficient 

to meet the demands of Eurocode 1.  Within the 

“MechTest” project, a novel test stand for mechanical 

loads was developed as a basis for designing extended 

testing procedures.  

Konstantin Geimer, Korbinian Kramer, Werner Platzer

To date, only stationary, perpendicular loads in compression 

and tension were applied to the collector cover, in accordance 

with the relevant mechanical tests specified by the collector 

testing standard, EN 12975.  In addition, evacuated tubular 

collectors and their back reflectors are exempted from tension 

loads due to the lack of testing facilities.  In contrast to the 

load conditions specified in Eurocode 1, cyclic or asymmetrical 

loads, which could be caused by gusts of wind or inhomo-

geneous heaps of snow, are not taken into account.  A large 

selection of these realistic load cases, and the influence of 

temperature on mechanical stability, can now be investigated 

with the novel load test stand (Fig. 1).  The first extended tests 

on reference collectors show results which are significantly 

different in some cases to those of simple steady-state testing 

with a perpendicular load direction.

Figure 2 shows results from the first tests of a reference 

collector model, depending on the testing procedure.  

Whereas the collector passed the steady-state test according 

to EN 12975, it failed already during the first cycle when the 

photovoltaic testing standard, IEC 61646 / IEC 61215, 

was applied.  The failure occurred after pressure had 

been applied constantly for one hour and was then 

changed from +2400 to -2400 Pa within 20 seconds.  

In other work, the new mechanical load test stand is 

currently being used to investigate the influence of 

different temperatures and the effect on different types 

of collectors.

The “MechTest“ project is supported by the German 

Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature 

Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU).

2 Collectors of the same type (reference collector) were tested 

with different load procedures and load types.  Failure occurred 

during a standard pressure cycling test (photovoltaic test standard), 

whereas this did not happen for a steady-state test (solar thermal 

test standard) with the same values.  The load limit is reduced by 

5 % when the load application angle is changed from 90° to 60° 

(shearing load).

1
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2 Results of measuring an air-heating collector without a transpar-

ent cover under the solar simulator with stable wind speeds.  The 

red points indicate the efficiency values as a function of the wind 

speed and the air flow rate.  The irradiance value was 882.5 W/m²; 

the inlet air temperature is always equal to the ambient air temper-

ature.  The blue grid was created with a non-linear surface fit.  

In the “Luko-E” project, we co-operated with partners to 

define test procedures for air-heating collectors, which 

will be the basis for a future international standard.  No 

European standards exist yet for this type of product.  

Air-heating collectors could thus only be subsidised on 

the basis of a special agreement with the funding 

agencies.  As is the case for water-heating collectors, 

a distinction is also made for air-heating collectors 

between those with and without a transparent cover.  

As only collectors with transparent covers were treated 

in the first phase of the project, the second project 

phase is concentrating on testing air-heating collectors 

without transparent covers.

Korbinian Kramer, Christoph Thoma, Gerhard Stryi-Hipp, 

Werner Platzer

Air-heating collectors use air as the heat transfer medium.  

One of the characteristics of air-heating collectors is the 

strong dependence of the collector efficiency on the air mass 

which flows through the collector.  The higher the flow rate, 

the better is the heat transfer from the absorber to the heat 

transfer medium and the higher the efficiency, for constant 

density.  If an air-heating collector is to be completely 

characterised, the efficiency values must be determined as 

a function of the operating temperature and different flow 

rates.

In addition, if the collector does not have a transparent cover 

over the absorber, the efficiency value depends strongly on 

the wind speed.  The wind speed has a major effect on the 

convective heat losses from the collector.  When such a 

collector is measured, it is important to ensure that the 

influencing quantities can be set reproducibly and remain 

constant during the test. 

To allow air-heating collectors without covers to be tested 

outdoors, as is necessary e.g. if the collector is too large to 

be tested indoors with a solar simulator, a test stand was 

constructed specifically for this purpose.  In addition to a 

defined substructure to support the collector, the test stand 

is also equipped with a clamping system to span a highly 

transparent cover over the collector, forming a wind channel 

with controlled flow conditions over the absorber surface.  

This minimises disturbance due to fluctuating wind speed 

caused by gusts, for example. 

meaSurement of air-Heating ColleC -
torS WitHout tranSparent CoverS

1 Collector covered with a clamped polymer film.  Ventilators are 

located below the collector, which are used to set the air flow rate 

over the absorber.  To describe the collectors behaviour completely, 

measurements with and without a polymer film are needed.
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optimiSation of a pv-tHermal (pvt) 
HyBrid ColleCtor

A high proportion of solar energy in the electricity and 

heat supply for Germany demands that rooftop areas be 

used efficiently.  “Covered” PV-thermal (PVT) collectors, 

in which the solar cell/absorber combination is located 

in a collector housing beneath a glass pane, are promis-

ing, as they can supply up to 50 % more solar heat and 

electricity per unit area than separate PV modules and 

solar-thermal collectors.  However, the PVT collectors 

available to date do not feature satisfactory efficiency 

values.  Fraunhofer ISE is thus now developing opti-

mised covered PVT collectors and was able to achieve a 

significant increase in efficiency by the integration of a 

newly developed low-emissivity coating.

Stefan Fortuin, Wolfgang Graf, Ingrid Hädrich, Thomas Kroyer, 

Gerhard Stryi-Hipp, Martin Wiese, Werner Platzer

The efficiency of PVT collectors for generating electricity and 

heat is fundamentally somewhat lower than for separate PV 

modules and solar-thermal collectors.  It is thus sensible to 

use them only when the available area is limited and they 

can achieve a significantly higher total energy yield from this 

area.  Covered PVT collectors are intended to replace solar-

thermal collectors and heat domestic hot water up to 60 °C.  

Up to now, this has only been possible in summer, because 

their efficiency is too low when the temperature difference 

between the module-absorber combination and the outdoor 

air is greater, as the absorber coating is not spectrally selective.  

Free-standing houses require a collector area of only about 

5 m2 for heating domestic hot water, so that PVT collectors do 

not present any significant advantages there.  Their advantage 

with respect to the total efficiency becomes relevant for larger 

collector areas, such as those needed for solar-assisted space 

heating (about 12 m2) or Solar-Active-Houses (more than 

30 m2).

Solar-assisted space heating demands a higher PVT collector 

efficiency for greater temperature differences.  Thus, at 

Fraunhofer ISE, a low-e coating was deposited onto the glass 

cover of the solar cells to reduce the transmission of infrared 

radiation.  As the low-e coatings used in thermally insulating 

glazing are not suitable due to their reduced transmittance for 

the complete solar spectrum, a special low-e coating based 

on silver was developed and samples were produced.  With it, 

the efficiency of a prototype PVT collector for a temperature 

difference of 60 K was increased by 25 %.

The work was supported by the Deutschen Bundesstiftung 

Umwelt (DBU).

1 Detail of the PVT prototype collector with visible reflections from 

the anti-reflectively coated glass cover (blue) and the low-e coated 

cover (yellow) of the module-absorber combination.

1 

2  Thermal efficiency curves for a commercial PVT collector and 

three prototypes, measured in the MPP mode, compared to a 

typical flat-plate collector.  The difference between the green 

and the dotted lines is mainly caused by the additional electricity 

generation. 
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The desalination of seawater and brackish water is an 

essential component in supplying drinking water in 

many countries.  In addition to well-established, large-

scale technology, the application of decentralised plants 

is becoming increasingly important.  More attention is 

also being paid to energy-efficient and sustainable 

treatment of industrial waste water.  Rising energy 

costs, increasingly strict environmental regulations and 

other legal requirements mean that new technology 

must be developed.  To this purpose, research was 

conducted at Fraunhofer ISE on membrane distillation, 

a process which can be applied to separate a great 

variety of material combinations.  It is particularly well 

suited to operation with low-temperature waste heat 

or solar-thermal energy. 

Julia Braun, David Düver, Florian Groß, Joachim Koschikowski, 

Marco Pergher, Christiane Pohlisch, Martin Rolletschek, 

Rebecca Schwantes, Daniel Winter, Werner Platzer 

Membrane distillation (MD) is a thermal separation procedure 

in which evaporation takes place through a membrane.  The 

liquid sol is held back by the semipermeable membrane, 

while water vapour can pass through it.  The driving force is 

a temperature difference between the two outer surfaces of 

the membrane.  At Fraunhofer ISE, MD modules and systems 

are developed for desalination and for separation of other 

material combinations.  Experimental investigations using test 

cells on a laboratory scale are made to optimise the materials 

involved, the channel configuration and to identify efficient 

operating points.  The main approach taken is comparative 

analysis of different procedural variants.  Many membrane 

samples were characterised in the test cell in co-operation 

with industrial partners.  The separation performance of MD 

for different media was investigated.  The development and 

validation of a very comprehensive simulation tool, which 

is based on a physical multi-node model, has enabled us to 

design membrane distillation modules for a great variety 

of capacities and applications.  The model is also used in 

dimen sioning complete complex systems, e.g. solar-driven 

desalination plants.  We have set up systems to produce and 

characterise membrane distillation modules in the laboratory, 

allowing us to construct membrane distillation field systems.  

More than 150 modules have already been produced and 

experimentally investigated.

operation of memBrane diStillation 
WitH loW-temperature Heat SourCeS  

3 Comparative experimental investigations on different 

membrane distillation procedures.  The investigations serve 

to determine the sensitivity of the processes to the salinity 

of the sols.

1 Membrane test cell for fundamental investigations of membrane 

distillation.

2 Membrane distillation variants which can be configured in the 

membrane test cell: “Direct Contact (DCMD)” configuration, in 

which the evaporator channel is separated directly by the membrane 

from the condenser channel, as well as the “Permeate Gap (PGMD)”, 

“Air Gap (AGMD)” and “Vacuum Air Gap (VAGMD)” configurations, 

in which an additional film separates the distillate space from the 

condenser channel.
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meaSurement of ConCentrating 
traCking ColleCtorS

Increasing numbers of manufacturers of thermal solar 

collectors consider industrial process heat to be a future 

market and are including corresponding products in 

their portfolio.  The German Federal Government has 

also recognised the importance of this sector and 

significantly increased funding to support such systems 

in the most recent revision of the market stimulation 

programme.  When higher process temperatures are 

needed, concentrating collectors are particularly 

suitable.  The growing and diversifying market for 

such collectors is accompanied by an increasing 

demand for testing.  This year, TestLab Solar Thermal 

Systems characterised a concentrating collector for the 

first time according to the steady-state and quasi-

dynamic methods of the European standard.

Sven Fahr, Stefan Hess, Korbinian Kramer, Stefan Mehnert, 

Werner Platzer

The concentrating collector sector encompasses a much wider 

range of technology than that for flat-plate and evacuated 

tubular collectors.  The collectors differ significantly in the 

receiver construction, the concentrator design and the concept 

for tracking the sun.  Thus, reliable determination of the 

influence of the diffuse radiation fraction and the incidence 

angle (incidence angle modifier IAM) on the thermal perfor-

mance is essential for generally valid characterisation and thus 

for accurate yield predictions. 

The characterisation of concentrating collectors raises specific 

questions and demands re-evaluation of established testing 

procedures.  Experiments demonstrated that the steady-state 

method (SSM) in its current form is not suited to characterise 

concentrating collectors adequately, as the acceptance of 

diffuse radiation is not taken into account.  The quasi-dynamic 

test method (QDT) defines this parameter and also offers a 

method to determine unknown biaxial IAM profiles on 

the basis of extended multi-linear regression.  With this 

measurement procedure, very good and reproducible 

experimental results have already been obtained for individual 

cases (Fig. 2).

We have also demonstrated the operating reliability of a 

collector by functional tests based on procedures to be 

included in a future revision of the standard.  After successful 

completion of the tests, the concentrating tracking collector 

(Fig. 1) developed by the isomorph s.r.l. were recommended 

for certification, the first time that Fraunhofer ISE had done 

this for a concentrating collector. 

 

1 Concentrating tracking collectors from the isomorph company, 

which were characterised at Fraunhofer ISE.  

2 The graph shows the efficiency characteristic curve at 1000 W/m² 

based on two analyses of different test sequences under different 

weather conditions.  The steady-state method (SSM) delivers strong-

ly deviating results for different diffuse radiation fractions whereas 

the result of the quasi-dynamic test method (QDT) is reproducible. 
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Solar collectors are the components of a thermal solar 

energy system which must withstand the greatest loads, 

as they are exposed not only to high temperatures but 

also to UV radiation, wind, salt, dust and moisture.  To 

quantify the aging behaviour of solar thermal collectors 

and their components, the “Service Life Analysis” group 

at Fraunhofer ISE conducts field tests for solar collectors 

at locations with extreme climates, in order to develop 

and validate appropriate tests.

Markus Heck, Thomas Kaltenbach, Matthis Reinke Kurth, 

Sandrin Saile, Karl-Anders Weiß, Harry Wirth

The outdoor exposure sites are characterised by typical 

combinations of different load factors, e.g. high UV irradiance 

with mechanical wind and snow loads at the Zugspitze or 

high irradiance with high temperatures and strong day/

night differences at the desert site in Israel.  At the maritime 

location on Gran Canaria, the high air humidity with a large 

content of salt aerosols is usually accompanied by strong wind 

(Fig. 1).  The combination of these factors results in a “sticky 

film” on the test samples after only a few days, which causes 

wind-blown sand to stick to the samples as a layer of dirt.  

The infrequent rain can no longer wash these incrustations 

away, so that they must be removed mechanically.  Thus, 

manufacturers and operators are very interested to test the 

functionality of anti-soiling or self-cleaning surfaces.

The effect and durability of anti-soiling coatings for glass 

covers when exposed to weathering were thus investigated.  

To this purpose, a procedure was developed to reproducibly 

soil the test samples with standardised dust.  The stability of 

the coatings was tested by subjecting selected samples to 

different accelerated aging tests (85 °C with and without UV 

radiation).  The degradation of the anti-soiling functionality 

was characterised by measurements of transmittance and 

contact angle, as well as by a specially developed soiling 

test.  Major differences in performance and durability were 

determined.  The testing procedure is currently being further 

developed.  Further glass types and coatings are also being 

investigated.

Our work is supported by the German Federal Ministry for the 

Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU) 

and industrial partners within the “SpeedColl” project. 

www.speedcoll.de

aCCelerated aging teStS for 
Solar tHermal ColleCtorS  

1 Collectors exposed on the maritime outdoor test site of Fraun-

hofer ISE on the grounds of the Instituto Tecnológico de Canarias, 

Pozo Izquierdo, Gran Canaria.  

1
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market and SyStemS teCHnology 
for Solar proCeSS Heat in india  

With its high solar irradiance and rapidly growing 

economy, India is a promising market for solar process 

heat.  Despite legal requirements and financial support 

for thermal solar systems, however, the market for this 

application area is growing only slowly.  In co-operation 

with GIZ India, we have evaluated the opportunities 

and boundary conditions for transferring German 

solar thermal technology to India to supply solar 

process heat, based on our experience with the 

European development of solar thermal technology 

and markets.  We have compared European systems 

technology with the solutions from Indian suppliers 

on the basis of individual systems, and have conducted 

a survey of market players in India.

Annabell Helmke, Stefan Heß, Deepthaa Sampath Kumar, 

Gerhard Stryi-Hipp, Werner Platzer 

At present, thermal use of solar energy has a somewhat 

negative image in India, because faulty dimensioning, opera-

tion management and maintenance in the past have resulted 

in the functionality and lifetime of systems falling well below 

expectations.  To prepare measures for improved market 

development, we have analysed and evaluated not only 

economic and legal boundary conditions for funding but 

also common planning practices and the available systems 

technology in India.  There are essential differences between 

Germany and India which must be taken into account for 

technology and knowledge transfer.  The European state of 

the art can be transferred only to a limited extent to India, 

because other demands are made here on components, 

systems technology, system design, controls and operation 

management.

A solar process heat system for a pharmaceutical concern in 

New Delhi is characteristic for a local installation (Fig. 1).  At 

the wish of the system operator, the suppliers deliberately 

applied a simple control strategy.  The choice was made for 

an inexpensive, non-pressurised system (Fig. 2) with a solar 

pre-heated tank, the content of which was manually emptied 

each evening into an already existing, electrically heated 

tank.  We evaluated the submitted quotes from the call for 

tenders, suggested improvements to the controls and systems 

technology and prepared a monitoring concept.

The intermediate results of this work demonstrate that a 

significantly improved market development for solar process 

heat in India will only be possible if the specific demands on 

systems technology and operation management are known, 

so that appropriate optimisation can occur which takes 

nationally specific circumstances into account.

1 Process heat system with a flat-plate collector area of 150 m² 

and a storage tank volume of 6.5 m3 in New Delhi.  The buffer tank 

is filled during day 1 and emptied manually in the evening into an 

electrically heated tank, which is discharged at 75 °C in four sessions 

during day 2. 

2 Schematic diagram of the non-pressurised system example with 

the solar circuit, buffer tank and electrically heated storage tank 

(including its heating element).  There is a height difference of 

app. 10 m between the two tanks.

3 Factors affecting the technology transfer of solar process heat.

1

Factor  Germany India
Annual solar radiation  app. 1140 Freiburg  app. 2370 Jaipur
kWh/m²/a app. 970 Bremen app. 1640 New Delhi

Pressurised  usual not usual
systems

Medium in solar circuit water-glycol mixture  water   
Controls complex simple

Electronic  frequent seldom
yield monitoring

2

SOLAR C IRCUIT TANKS

LOAD

22 °C

75  °C

75  °C
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Eutectic mixtures of molten salts are proposed as new 

heat-transfer fluids in solar-thermal power plants.  They 

would allow the operating temperatures of the solar 

arrays to be significantly raised compared to the thermal 

oil which is currently used.  Higher steam temperatures 

in the evaporator and superheater could then lead to 

higher thermodynamic efficiency values in the power 

plant itself.  This is a positive factor, which can result in 

better economic viability of parabolic trough or Fresnel 

power plants.  By contrast, negative factors are the 

higher possible costs to prevent the molten salts from 

solidifying during operation and corrosion. 

Florian Boess, Raymond Branke, Thomas Fluri, Werner Platzer

Molten salt is already being experimentally used with success 

in parabolic troughs in Sicily.  In order to prevent the fluid 

from solidifying below the melting temperature, auxiliary 

electric heating is switched on if temperatures fall.  This is 

necessary at a temperature which varies with the melting 

temperature of the fluid.  As a result, the parasitic energy 

consumption differs, and it also depends on the hydraulic 

pressure losses, which determine the pump energy consump-

tion.  The range of operating temperatures is 20–390 °C for 

thermal oil, 260–560 °C for “Solar Salt” (mixture of 40 % 

KNO3/60 % NaNO3) and 150–540 °C for commercial 

HITEC® salt.

In order to estimate the parasitic energy demand, a model 

power plant corresponding to the ANDASOL 3 type was 

simulated.  A parabolic trough power plant with an aperture 

area of 500 000 m2 and a 50 MW turbine with storage was 

assumed.  The nominal thermodynamic efficiency value for the 

steam circuit increases due to the higher steam temperature 

from 34.5 % in the case of thermal oil to 39.7 % with Solar 

Salt.  In the simulation of cooling behaviour during stagnation 

at night or very low irradiance conditions, it is absolutely 

essential not to simulate on a quasi-stationary basis with 

hourly values but to dynamically observe the cooling behaviour 

at short time intervals and include heat capacity effects.  To 

this purpose, we extended our “ColSim” simulation model so 

that molten-salt circuits can be simulated dynamically.

At sites with little direct normal irradiance (DNI), we identified 

high parasitic energy consumption due to the necessary 

auxiliary heating (Fig. 1).  For this reason, the net energy gains 

for the investigated cases, taking the auxiliary heating into 

account, are clearly higher for thermal oil or the commercially 

available HITEC® salt than with the Solar Salt mixture.  The 

net energy yield for Solar Salt is then 4.3 % lower than with 

thermal oil, whereas the value of 16.8 % for HITEC® salt is 

0.4 % higher than for Solar Salt.  Lowering the melting point 

of the molten salt thus appears to be necessary for optimal 

application.  However, other factors such as costs must be 

considered in a comprehensive evaluation.  The costs for salt 

as a heat-transfer medium are lower than for thermal oil.  

Other mechanisms to prevent solidification are also being 

investigated.

The project is supported by the European Union within the 

7th Framework Programme.

evaluation of paraBoliC trougH poWer 
plantS WitH molten-Salt CirCuitS

1

1 Comparison of the generated gross and net electricity, with 

and without solidification prevention by auxiliary heat with three 

standard heat-transfer media, Therminol VP1 (thermal oil), Solar 

Salt KNO3/NaNO3 and Hitec®.
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optimiSation of live Steam parameterS 
in a linear freSnel poWer plant

A trend toward higher solar array temperatures can 

be observed in the development of solar-thermal 

power technology.  The goal is lower levellised costs 

of electricity.  On the one hand, the thermodynamic 

efficiency of the power plant block can be raised.  On 

the other, the component costs are higher and the 

thermal losses in the solar array increase.  To optimise 

the live steam parameters with respect to minimal level-

lised costs of electricity, we have implemented a model 

of a direct-steam generation linear Fresnel power plant 

in the ColSim software developed by Fraunhofer ISE, 

and connected it with a cost model.  This enabled us to 

conduct optimisation studies for different locations and 

power plant concepts.

Thomas Fluri, Simon Lude, Werner Platzer

The ColSim simulation environment allows hydraulic circuits 

to be represented as dynamic models.  This means that we 

can simulate different operating strategies, new technology 

and power plant designs, and evaluate their effect on yield or 

operating stability, also concerning short-term behaviour.

The model developed for this study is based on technology of 

the Novatec Solar GmbH company.  The solar array is divided 

into an evaporator section and a superheater section.  A steam 

vessel is positioned between them to separate the liquid from 

the gas phase.  The power plant block can be either air-cooled 

or water-cooled.  An absorber which is stable in air and an 

evacuated absorber are available for the solar array.  The 

influence of the different absorber types in the two solar array 

sections was investigated for four locations.

It was demonstrated that a higher live steam temperature had 

a positive effect on the levellised cost of electricity over the 

entire investigated temperature range, but only when the live 

steam pressure was maintained at 90 bar for temperatures 

above 500 °C.  The positive effect on the levellised cost of 

electricity is much more pronounced, at 3.0 % / 100 °C, for 

temperatures below 500 °C, than for temperatures above 

500 °C, where it is 1.7 % / 100 °C.  If the live steam pressure 

is increased further, additional material costs have a negative 

effect.  The advantages of water cooling compared to air 

cooling and the advantage of applying absorbers that are 

stable to air rather than evacuated absorbers in the evaporator 

section are evident. 

The work was supported by the German Federal Ministry 

for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor 

Safety (BMU).

1 Collector array of the PE2 Fresnel power plant owned by Novatec 

Solar GmbH in Spain.

2 Block circuit diagram of the implemented ColSim model for a 

linear Fresnel power plant.

1
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      ElEctricity from Sunlight
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After years of successful growth, the global production 

capacity for silicon photovoltaics has now reached a level of 

about 60 GWp.  By contrast, the market volume for Si-based 

modules was only around 30 GWp in 2012.  As a result, the 

module prices have fallen below the manufacturing costs in 

some cases.  The associated economic difficulties caused a 

number of companies in Germany and elsewhere to become 

insolvent.  2012 was thus marked by an industrial crisis in this 

sector.  Our R&D spectrum now has the goal of co-operating 

with the industry to introduce new, innovative products to 

the market, so that the manufacturing costs can be reduced 

and the PV industry in Germany and Europe can manufacture 

competitively.

 

Around 90 % of the rated power capacity is based on 

solar cells manufactured of crystalline silicon. The price-to-

performance ratio, long-term stability and reliable predictions 

for further cost reduction indicate that this peak performer in 

terrestrial photovoltaics will continue to dominate the market 

in the future.  Our R&D activities mirror the complete value 

chain for crystalline silicon photovoltaics.

The PV materials platform of Fraunhofer ISE covers all 

research topics concerning silicon materials and consists of 

the following centres: the Silicon Material Technology and 

Evaluation Centre SIMTEC in Freiburg, the Technology Centre 

for Semiconductor Materials THM in Freiberg, Saxony, which 

is operated jointly with Fraunhofer IISB, and the Centre for 

Silicon Photovoltaics CSP in Halle, which is operated jointly 

with Fraunhofer IWM.  In the crystallisation segment, we in-

vestigate process technology for the float-zone and Czochral-

ski methods to produce monocrystalline silicon.  In addition, 

we work on block-crystallised silicon.  Our equipment includes 

a crystallisation facility, where multicrystalline blocks weighing 

15 kg to 250 kg can be produced.  Sawing and polishing 

technology is available to produce columns and wafers from 

the crystallised blocks.  Our scientific work here focuses 

Silicon PhotoVoltAicS

on improving the crystallisation process to produce silicon 

crystals as the starting point for highly efficient solar cells, and 

adapting the crystallisation processes to each particular type of 

solar silicon, e.g. upgraded metallurgical grade (UMG) silicon.  

Concerning sawing technology, we work to manufacture 

thinner wafers and to improve processes based on diamond-

studded wire saws.

The concept of the crystalline silicon thin-film solar cell 

combines very high-quality crystalline films with methods 

from thin-film solar cell production, such that it can potentially 

achieve very low costs for PV modules.  We are developing 

specific facilities and processes for this concept.  Our work is 

focussed mainly on equipment for high-throughput silicon 

deposition and zone-melting recrystallisation, as well as 

appropriate processes to produce substrates, films and 

solar cells.

 

A central activity of our ETAlab® is the development and 

analysis of high-efficiency solar cell concepts and processes.  

The goal is to achieve higher efficiency values with cost-

effective processes and thus provide the pre-requisite for 

substantial cost reduction in silicon photovoltaics.  ETA in 

the laboratory name stands for Efficiency, Technology and 

Analysis.  Among the various solar cell concepts that currently 

exist, we focuse particularly on back-contacted cells 

and structures for n-type silicon.  ETAlab® is equipped with 

excellent processing infrastructure in a clean-room laboratory 

with a floor area of 500 m2, which has allowed us to set 

several international records for efficiency.  In addition, 

further laboratory area of 900 m2 is available for us to 

develop effective surface passivation methods, novel metal-

lisation and doping procedures, innovative nano-structuring 

technology and new characterisation methods.  This year, 

we further extended our technological portfolio by setting up 

an ion implanter to produce structured profiles of boron and 

phosphorus doping.
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In our Photovoltaic Technology Evaluation Centre PV-TEC with 

an area of more than 1200 m2, we can produce both solar 

cells with screen-printed contacts, as are common in industry, 

and also solar cells with high-quality surface passivation on a 

pilot scale, i.e. with a throughput of more than 100 wafers 

per hour.  For the various types of processing technology, 

both flexible, semi-automatic equipment and high-rate, fully 

automatic systems for process development are available.  Our 

development of production-relevant technology for crystalline 

silicon photovoltaics is concentrating on high-temperature 

and printing technology, wet chemical and plasma chemical 

processes, as well as laser and physical vapour deposition.  

These technological facilities are complemented by in-line 

and off-line measurement instrumentation.  All material 

and processing data are stored in a central data base, 

guaranteeing that our high quality specifications are met, 

which makes them particularly suitable for analysing new 

materials.  Our activities range from development of new 

concepts at the pilot stage, through evaluation of new 

technology, to transfer to the production lines of our co-

operation partners.  In 2012, we considerably expanded our 

technolo gical platform for producing solar cells based on 

n-doped silicon.  

For all of the technological foci mentioned above, our 

excellent characterisation and simulation pool provides the 

foundation for effective and scientifically based development.  

We are playing a leading role in the development of new 

characterisation procedures such as the imaging photolumine-

scence method to analyse silicon material and cells.

Finally, the Photovoltaic Module Technology Centre MTC at 

Fraunhofer ISE allows new cells and materials to be processed 

in industrially relevant quantities and formats.  Processing 

steps and systems technology for module production are 

developed up to the preliminary stage of mass production.  

The core equipment includes an industrial stringer and a 

laminator, accompanied by a selection of measurement and 

analytical platforms.  Further details of these activities can be 

found in the chapter on photovoltaic modules and systems 

(see p. 88).

Our activities on silicon material and solar cells in Freiburg are 

complemented by the Fraunhofer ISE Laboratory and Service 

Centre in Gelsenkirchen (see page 82).

S I L I C O N  P H O T O V O L T A I C S

The ion implanter, which was recently installed in the 

clean room of Fraunhofer ISE, allows silicon to be doped 

with boron and phosphorus at very exactly defined 

positions.  In combination with an annealing step that 

was developed at Fraunhofer ISE, we were able to 

produce emitters with very low recombination currents.  

This technology offers great advantages, particularly for 

solar cell configurations with structured doping profiles, 

such as back-contact solar cells.
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Wafer production with diamond-coated sawing wire is 

a new technological alternative to the sawing process 

with loose abrasives.  The main technological difference 

is the coating of the sawing wire with fixed, abrasive 

diamond particles.  This results in a microscopically 

different ablation process.  Research and further 

development of this slicing technology is a major field 

of work at the Fraunhofer Technological Centre for Semi-

conductor Materials THM.  Our results show that surface 

damage and resistance to fracture of monocrystal line 

and multicrystalline silicon material differ greatly. 

Rajko Buchwald, Marcel Fuchs, Hans Joachim Möller, 

Stefan Retsch, Sindy Würzner, Andreas Bett

The application of diamond-coated wires to sawing silicon 

wafers is a relatively new process.  For industrial application of 

this technology, investigations, including some fundamental 

research, and innovative process optimisation are needed.  The 

technical and analytical equipment of Fraunhofer THM was 

oriented toward this research goal.  For the sawing experi-

ments, we used a technically optimised, industrial multi-wire 

saw and equipped it with additional measurement technology.  

We used this to produce wafers of monocrystalline and multi-

crystalline silicon and characterised their surface, micro-crack 

and fracture properties.  The surfaces are characterised with 

laser confocal and chromatic confocal measurement systems.  

We prepare bevelled-polish cross-sections to determine 

the depth of cracks in the wafers.  The micro-cracks are 

subsequently made visible by structural etching and evaluated 

optically to determine the maximum crack depth.  Analysis 

of these parameters allows not only the sawing process to 

be improved, but also the resistance to fracture of wafers 

to be determined and optimised on an industrial scale.  We 

demonstrated that the maximal crack depths for monocrys-

talline wafers are about 15 % less and the fluctuation in the 

crack depth on a single wafer is about 40 % less than for 

multicrystalline silicon wafers (Fig. 3).  This indicates a higher 

critical fracture stress for monocrystalline wafers, which was 

confirmed by fracture tests.

The work was supported by the European Regional Develop-

ment Fund (ERDF), the German Federal Ministries for the 

Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU) 

and of Education and Research (BMBF), the Saxon State 

Ministry for Sciences and Arts (SMWK) and the Sächsische 

AufbauBank (SAB).

Silicon WAfEr Production With 
diAmond-coAtEd SAWing WirE

1 Highly resolved, confocal laser 3D image [256 x 256 x 80 µm³] of a 

commercial diamond-coated sawing wire.

2 3D image (128 x 128 µm2) of a bevelled-polish cross-section.  The 

black areas are micro-cracks that were made visible by structural 

etching.

1

3 Comparison of the maximal crack depths for polished, oblique 

cross-sections of several monocrystalline and multicrystalline silicon 

samples.
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Production of monocryStAllinE P- And 
n-tyPE ingotS by thE czochrAlSki ProcESS
The Czochralski technique is currently the standard 

process for producing monocrystalline ingots.  With 

our Czochralski puller, we are able to produce crystals 

in industrial dimensions, with typical diameters of 

8“ (210 mm).  A current challenge is to prepare n-type 

material with the lowest possible variation in resistiv-

ity, as a basis for high-efficiency cell concepts.  In the 

Crystallisation Technology Laboratory at Fraunhofer CSP 

(CSP-LKT) in Halle, we are investigating the interaction 

behaviour of various dopants and are testing different 

options to influence the axial resistivity profile.  One 

approach which we are currently following is additional 

doping with gallium.  Another possibility is to feed 

additional silicon into the process. 

Rainer Barth, Peter Dold, Thorsten Eckardt, Malte Ernst, 

André Henkel, Roland Kunert, Stefan Wieczorek, Frank Zobel, 

Andreas Bett

The production of monocrystalline ingots as the starting 

material for cell manufacturing is a central topic for CSP-LKT.  

With our Czochralski puller, model EZ-2700, we are able to 

process an initial charge of up to 60 kg, which corresponds to 

an ingot length of about 600 mm for a diameter of 210 mm 

(or the equivalent of about 2000 wafers per batch).  Key 

questions which we address include the evaluation of feed-

stock materials, the interaction between the silicon melt and 

the quartz glass crucible and its effect on crucible corrosion, 

the crystallisation behaviour of different types of material, such 

as granulate compared to silicon chunks, additional feeding of 

silicon during the process and finally the production of ingots 

with specific dopants and doping profiles.

The increasing demand for n-type material – as the basis for 

future high-efficiency cell concepts – creates more challenges 

for the crystallisation process: Whereas boron (for the produc-

tion of p-type material) distributes itself relatively homogene-

ously throughout the crystal, the phosphorus used to create 

n-type crystals is present in a significantly higher concentration 

toward the end of the ingot than at the beginning, which 

causes the resistivity to drop markedly.  It is desirable to attain 

an even, homogeneous resistivity profile in order to minimise 

variations during cell production.  This can be controlled e.g. 

by feeding in additional silicon or co-doping the phosphorus 

with gallium.

 
 

1 Czochralski single crystal, diameter: 210 mm, mass 55 kg.  

1

2 Resistivity profiles of different 8“ crystals: calculated values and 

values determined experimentally with a four-pin probe. 
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1 Multicrystalline G4 block, mass 250 kg.

2 Crystallisation in an open crucible system leads to green-grey 

discoloration of the block surface (above: VGF-I).  Optimisation of 

the argon flow results in glossy surfaces (below: VGF-II).

1

cryStAlliSAtion of 250 kg Silicon 
blockS – oPtimiSAtion of thE gAS floW
Multicrystalline ingots feature a relatively low oxygen 

concentration and thus reduced formation of B-O 

complexes, but they are also subject to possible 

supersaturation with carbon and thus formation of 

SiC precipitates.  Optimisation of the gas flow in our G4 

crystalliser is an important focus of our work.  The goal 

is to minimise the interaction between the CO contained 

in the processing gas atmosphere and the surface of the 

molten silicon, in order to obtain the highest possible 

yield of blocks and usable wafer material.

Rainer Barth, Peter Dold, Thorsten Eckardt, Malte Ernst, 

André Henkel, Roland Kunert, Stefan Wieczorek, Frank Zobel, 

Andreas Bett

At CSP-LKT in Halle, we are equipped with a VGF-732 

Multicrystalliser system for crystallisation of G4 blocks with 

a mass of 250 kg.  Typical processing times are in the range 

of 40 to 50 hours, with solidification rates of about 1 cm/h.  

Crystallisation takes places in a continuous flow of argon.  

On the one hand, the argon enhances convection in the melt, 

which improves melt mixing.  On the other hand, the argon 

facilitates the removal of CO from the interior of the furnace.  

The so-called “hot box”, i.e. the region of the furnace where 

the crucible with the silicon melt is located, consists of a 

graphite support crucible, graphite heating elements and 

graphite insulation material.  At the high temperatures of up 

to 1500 °C, traces of oxygen or residual moisture lead to the 

formation of CO.  If CO comes into contact with liquid silicon, 

it is absorbed, dissolves in the melt and then, above a limiting 

concentration, forms SiC precipitates, which are then incorpo-

rated into the growing crystal.  These SiC precipitates cause 

problems when the blocks are sawn into wafers and can lead 

to short circuits (shunts) in the cells.  The interaction between 

CO and the silicon melt can be controlled and minimised by 

varying the design of the hot box and optimising the argon 

flow and the geometrical configuration of the inlet pipe.  To 

better understand the chemical processes in the gas chamber, 

we have installed a residual gas analyser – this allows us to 

investigate the concentration of residual moisture, oxygen, 

carbon monoxide or other gas-phase impurities as a function 

of the processing conditions and the process parameters.

The transition from an open to a partially open and finally to 

an almost closed crucible configuration led to a continous 

reduction in SiC formation.  Whereas initially there was 

green-grey discoloration of the block surface, we are now able 

to crystallise blocks with almost mirror-like surfaces.  There is 

further potential for optimising the flow rate of the incoming 

argon and the geometrical configuration of the gas inlet 

pipe.  By improving the pipe configuration and combining 

this with an almost closed crucible system, we were able to 

reduce the argon flow rate (and thus the argon consumption) 

appreciably, without causing any noticeable formation of SiC 

in the surface zone.
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1 Side view of an experimental silicon block after crystallisation 

with a modified crucible coating.

2 Reflective surface of an experimental silicon block after 

optimisation of the gas management.

1

ExtrEmEly PurE Silicon blockS for 
high-EfficiEncy SolAr cEllS
A major challenge concerning directional solidification 

of block silicon with high material quality for use in 

high-efficiency solar cells is to reduce the introduction 

of impurities from the crucible system and the furnace 

chamber into the silicon during crystallisation.  At the 

Silicon Material Technology and Evaluation Centre 

SIMTEC, we are studying the transfer mechanisms for 

impurity elements from various crucible materials and 

coatings and the introduction of volatile impurities via 

the gas phase into the silicon.  By using new materials 

in the crucible systems and optimising the gas manage-

ment, we have achieved a significant improvement in 

the electrical properties of multicrystalline silicon.

Fridolin Haas, Stephan Riepe, Claudia Schmid, 

Mark Schumann, Evariste Wete, Andreas Bett

The crucible system used today industrially consists of a quartz 

crucible, which is surrounded by a support system usually 

constructed of graphite.  The quartz crucible is coated with a 

separating layer of silicon nitride to allow the silicon block to 

be extracted from the crucible.  When the silicon is melted and 

solidified, impurity atoms or small particles can dissolve out 

of the crucible system and enter the silicon.  This introduces 

elements into the silicon, particularly in the edge and cap 

zones of the block, which reduce the material quality and 

create regions with short charge carrier lifetimes. 

By applying experimental crucibles made of extremely pure 

quartz material in an appropriately adapted crystallisation 

process, and by using purified silicon nitride powder to 

produce the crucible coating, we were able to prepare 

silicon blocks of great material purity with significantly 

reduced concentrations of damaging impurities such as 

iron and other transition metals (Fig. 3).  We reduced the 

concentration of oxygen and carbon significantly by optimising 

the gas management in the furnace chamber with the help 

of fluid simulation and further development of the crucible 

system.  This is evident from the reflective surfaces of the 

silicon blocks (Fig. 2).

The work is supported by the Fraunhofer Foundation and 

the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature 

Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU) within the “Solar-

Wins” project.

3 Spatial distribution of charge carrier lifetimes in a vertical 

cross-section of a G1 block with a conventional, industrial crucible 

system (left half) and an extremely pure, experimental crucible 

system (right half).
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Silicon wafers for photovoltaics are produced 

industrially by sawing crystalline material with a 

multi-slit wire saw.  In this process, the silicon material 

is fed through a field of several hundred wire loops 

and sawed into wafers with the aid of an abrasive 

medium.  At the Silicon Material Technology and 

Evaluation Centre SIMTEC, we are working on the 

further development of slurry-based wire-sawing 

processes to produce thin wafers.  We are investi gating 

the influence of process parameters which affect the 

wafer morphology and can reduce the mechanical 

stability of wafers.  On this basis, we have been 

able to establish a process to produce wafers with 

an average thickness of 110 µm.

Philipp Häuber, Teresa Orellana, Stephan Riepe, Devid Sabo, 

Bernd Weber, Andreas Bett

Thinner and thinner wafers for solar cells are being produced 

with multi-slit wire saws in the industrial wire-sawing process.  

On the one hand, the cost per wafer is reduced by a higher 

wafer yield per silicon ingot.  On the other hand, thinner solar 

cells can be advantageous for the efficiency.  However, the 

demands on the sawing process become more stringent if 

homogeneous wafers with a thickness of less than 160 µm are 

to be obtained.  By further developing the slurry-based sawing 

process, we have produced wafers with an average thickness 

of less than 110 µm and little variation of thickness over the 

wafer area (Fig. 2).

A further important aspect is the rapidly increasing risk of 

wafer breakage during the wire-sawing process and the 

following process steps.  As part of our development work, 

we have thus investigated the effect of factors which reduce 

the mechanical stability of wafers.  Damage to the edge of 

the wafer has a particularly strong effect, so that further 

treatment of the block surface after separation of the ingot is 

unavoidable.  Analysis of the mechanical stability of 110 µm 

thick wafers with the four-blade measurement device (Fig. 1) 

show that band-sawing causes great damage to the surface.  

This can be significantly reduced by polishing and etching or a 

combination of both.

The work was supported by the Fraunhofer Foundation and 

the European Commission within the “20plµs” project.

dEVEloPmEnt of Slurry-bASEd WirE-
SAWing ProcESSES for thin WAfErS

1 Monocrystalline wafer, 110 µm thick, being tested for mechanical 

stability in the four-blade test. 

1

2 Thickness distribution of a monocrystalline wafer with an area of 

125 x 125 mm2 and a nominal thickness of 110 µm. 
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Epitaxial growth of silicon is a key technology to enable 

future production of thin crystalline silicon solar cells.  

For several years, we have been developing a high-

throughput reactor for a cost-effective epitaxial process 

suitable for production.  Now we have succeeded for the 

first time in epitaxially coating several square metres of 

substrate with silicon in a single run.  This means that 

the basis has been laid to successfully combine the best 

of microelectronic, thin-film and crystalline silicon solar 

cell technology with each other. 

Martin Arnold, Philipp Barth, Dirk Krogull, David Pocza, 

Stefan Reber, Norbert Schillinger, Andreas Bett

A series of new solar cell concepts is currently under 

development, which is based on thin, high-quality crystalline 

silicon films.  Either extremely thin wafers (“kerfless wafers”) 

are used or areas with module dimensions are coated.  For all 

concepts, deposition technology is required which provides 

high-quality silicon films.  To this purpose, we have developed 

the ProConCVD equipment (Production Continuous Chemical 

Vapour Deposition), which was specified to result in low 

manufacturing and production costs and a high throughput.

The equipment consists of three individual tracks, in which 

each two rows of substrate carriers with an area of about 

0.5 x 0.5 m² can be lined up next to each other.  The rows 

of substrates are then pushed through a loading zone, then 

through two heated deposition zones and finally through the 

unloading zone.  Gas curtains at the loading and unloading 

zones ensure that there is no gas exchange between the inte-

rior of the equipment and the outer area, and that transport 

can take place continuously without any interruption.  The 

substrates are coated with silicon from the gas phase as they 

pass through the equipment, without any interruptions for 

loading and unloading processes, and the special pairwise 

configuration of the tracks ensures that maximum usage of 

the gas is made.  With an area of about 5 m2 in the deposition 

zones and a maximum transport rate of twelve metres per 

hour, we can achieve a throughput of more than 30 m2 or 

1200 wafers per hour with our high-temperature processes 

– about 100 times higher than with commercially available 

microelectronic reactors.

The project is supported by the German Federal Ministry for 

the Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety 

(BMU) as well as the Fraunhofer Future Foundation. 

ProconcVd – coSt-EffEctiVE Silicon 
EPitAxy for PhotoVoltAicS

1

1 ProConCVD: Substrate carriers in the loading station can be seen 

at the right of the photo.  To their left are the entrance gas curtain 

and the heating furnace.  The carriers leave the ProConCVD at the 

left-hand end.

2 Multicrystalline wafers with an area of 156 x 156 mm2 that were 

epitaxially coated in the ProConCVD reactor.  During the process, 

which lasts 30 minutes, 72 wafers were coated with approximately 

13 µm silicon.

1 2
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SolAr cEllS With bAck-SurfAcE 
AmorPhouS Silicon hEtEro-EmittErS
N-type silicon solar cells featuring an amorphous-

crystalline silicon heterojunction have enormous 

potential for high efficiency due to the effective sur -

face passivation and the resulting very high voltages.  

However, a limiting effect is the reduction in current 

caused by parasitic absorption in the amorphous silicon 

hetero-emitter and the transparent conductive oxide 

(TCO) on the solar cell surface facing the sun.  This 

drawback can be reduced by positioning the silicon 

hetero-emitter on the back-surface of the solar cell and 

employing a transparent diffused front-surface as in 

conventional solar cells.  This opens up new possibilities 

to optimise the doping and thickness of the amorphous 

silicon layer and obviates the need for a TCO on the 

front-surface.

Martin Bivour, Lena Breitenstein, Frank Feldmann, 

Martin Hermle, Nicolas König, Antonio Leimenstoll, 

Christian Reichel, Markus Reusch, Kurt-Ulrich Ritzau, 

Felix Schätzle, Christian Schetter, Sonja Seitz, 

Sebastian Schröer, Harald Steidl, Nadine Weber, 

Karin Zimmermann, Stefan Glunz

Solar cells with an amorphous-crystalline silicon heterojunction 

are distinguished by a high efficiency potential due to the low 

level of surface recombination and thus form an important 

part of our research activities on n-type silicon.  Very high 

voltages are achieved for these solar cells due to the effective 

passivation of the crystalline Si surfaces with amorphous Si 

layers.  However, the high voltages are usually accompanied 

by reduced current, as parasitic absorption occurs on the light-

facing surface in the amorphous Si layers and the required 

TCO coating, so some absorbed light is not converted into 

electricity.

Thus, the efficiency value of the solar cells is limited, despite 

the high voltages.  One possibility to avoid parasitic absorption 

in the amorphous Si layers is to position the amorphous Si 

hetero-emitter on the back-surface of the solar cell and to use 

well-known transparent approaches to passivate the front- 

surface, such as the application of a diffused or implanted 

front-surface field and/or passivating dielectric layers.

A back-surface Si hetero-emitter opens up new possibilities 

for optimisation regarding the doping and film thickness, as 

the Si hetero-emitter does not have to be designed to achieve 

excellent optical properties.  In conventional heterojunction 

solar cells, the p-type amorphous Si hetero-emitter is 

contacted with n-conductive TCO.  This creates a Schottky 

barrier which hinders the transport of charge carriers and 

can strongly reduce the fill factor of the solar cells.  We were 

able to demonstrate that an illumination-dependent voltage 

measurement is a simple and valuable method to investigate 

these barriers.  Figure 4 illustrates that high emitter doping 

can reduce the effect of this Schottky barrier, thus increasing 

the fill factors.

1 Cluster system to deposit amorphous Si hetero-emitters, applying 

plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) and sput-

tered TCO coatings (left).  In the SEM image of a TCO coating, the 

columnar structure and the large grains are clearly evident (right).  

2 N-type Si solar cell with an amorphous Si hetero-emitter, 

a-Si:H(p), with (left) and without (right) a TCO(n) coating on the 

back-surface.  To passivate the front surface, a front-surface field, 

c-Si(n+), is used with passivating dielectric layers.

1
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3 Comparison of the internal quantum efficiency of solar cells with 

amorphous-crystalline Si hetero-emitters on the front-surface (red) 

and the back-surface (blue), whereby the front-surface of the latter 

features a transparent, diffused front-surface field.  The shaded 

region symbolises the current gain which can be achieved by having 

a transparent front-surface coating. 

4 Illumination-dependent open circuit voltage of solar cells with 

amorphous-crystalline Si heterojunctions for lightly doped (blue) 

and heavily doped (red) amorphous silicon hetero-emitters.  

A further advantage of cells with back-surface p-type emitters 

is that in principle a TCO contact layer is no longer needed.  

Currently TCOs imployed on the front-side contain the scarce 

and expensive Indium. This new cell concept allows hetero-

junction solar cells without TCO to be produced, offering 

more degrees of freedom in the electrical characterisation of 

the contact properties.  The investigation of contact properties 

can be extended to opaque contact layers and can thus allow 

deeper insight into the limiting mechanisms.  In addition to 

the advantages already mentioned for the solar cell with a 

back-surface amorphous Si hetero-emitter, the base conduc-

tivity aids the collection of charge carriers at the front surface, 

raising the fill factor.  With this type of concept, we increased 

the efficiency value of solar cells in our laboratories up to 

22.8 %.  These cells are characterised not only by a high open 

circuit voltage of up to 705 mV and a short circuit current 

density of 39.9 mA/cm2 but also feature very high fill factors, 

particularly for hetero-contacts, of up to 81.2 %.

The work is supported by the German Federal Ministry for the 

Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU).
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In solar cells made of block-cast silicon, metal impurities 

limit the achievable material quality and thus the 

efficiency potential.  The effect of impurities on the 

charge carrier lifetime and thus on the solar cell quality 

depends essentially on their distribution.  The density 

and size distribution of metal precipitates are very 

sensitive to the temperatures experienced during the 

crystallisation and cell processes.  With the help of the 

models we have developed, the production processes 

can be optimised in this respect, resulting in improved 

material quality.   

Alireza Abdollahinia, Jonas Schön, Martin C. Schubert, 

Wilhelm Warta, Stefan Glunz

The extent to which the efficiency potential of solar cells is 

limited by metal impurities depends on the feedstock material.  

Nevertheless, even when extremely pure silicon has been 

used, the diffusion of metal impurities from the crucible walls 

into the block during crystallisation leads to limitation of the 

material quality due to metals throughout the entire volume 

and particularly in regions close to the crucible.

In general, metals which are concentrated into precipitates 

are less harmful to the solar cell than dissolved metals, but 

the concentration of precipitated impurities in solar cells made 

of block-cast silicon is often orders of magnitude higher than 

that of dissolved metals.  The process steps which cause 

purification during solar cell production primarily remove 

dissolved metals, so that the significance of precipitates 

increases during processing.

With the help of a two-dimensional model developed at 

Fraunhofer ISE, the distribution of selected metal impurities 

is simulated in dependence on the feedstock material and 

the production process.  In addition to its excellent prediction 

quality for the concentration of dissolved iron, comparison 

with recent measurements of the size distribution of iron pre-

cipitates demonstrates the high quality of the model (Fig. 2).  

From these results, the limitation of the charge carrier lifetime 

due to the various precipitates and the homogeneously 

distributed atoms is determined, and this in turn serves as the 

basis for optimisation procedures.

The project is supported by the German Federal Ministry 

for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor 

Safety (BMU). 

influEncE of PrEciPitAtE diStributionS 
on Silicon mAtEriAl QuAlity

1 The micro-spectroscopic measurement around a sketched metal 

precipitate near the junction of three grain boundaries reveals a 

clear decrease in the charge carrier lifetime near the precipitate.

2 Comparison of simulated and measured precipitate density along 

a grain boundary as a function of the precipitate size before and 

after emitter diffusion.  Mainly small and medium-sized precipitates 

are removed during emitter diffusion.
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chArActEriSAtion bASEd on 
timE-modulAtEd luminEScEncE
Time-modulated luminescence is a procedure to 

determine charge carrier lifetimes in silicon wafers 

and solar cells.  It is very robust against the artefacts 

which often appear in lifetime measurements and can 

be applied in material science applications in many 

different ways.  Drawing on the work and theoretical 

insight gained in the previous year, we were able to 

deepen our understanding of this method in 2012 and 

develop new applications.  

Johannes Giesecke, Martin Schubert, Wilhelm Warta, 

Stefan Glunz

In time-modulated (quasi-steady-state) luminescence, the 

charge carrier lifetime of an optically or electrically excited 

semiconductor substrate is determined from the phase shift 

between the time-dependent profile for exciting free charge 

carriers and their radiative recombination.  Although this 

phase shift is generally not identical with the charge carrier 

lifetime, the actual injection-dependent lifetime can be 

determined from this phase shift with an iteration procedure 

developed at Fraunhofer ISE.  Further, it was demonstrated 

that the phase shift of a quasi-steady-state, time-modulated 

experiment corresponds to a so-called differential lifetime.  The 

underlying theory enables the actual lifetime to be determined 

analytically from the measurable differential lifetime.  This 

means a drastic reduction in the experimental effort needed 

for all differential lifetime measurements.

The following applications of time-modulated luminescence 

were newly developed:

- A procedure to determine the effective lifetime over a very 

 wide injection range (Fig. 2).  The measurement at very low 

 injection density is highly relevant for diverse applications in 

 materials science.

- procedures to determine the net doping of silicon 

 substrates

- lifetime determination in solar cells applying dynamic 

 electroluminescence

The work was supported by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft within 

the “SiliconBEACON” project.

1 Multicrystalline silicon wafer in our experimental setup – time-

modulated luminescence is used for carrier lifetime measurements 

of wafers and solar cells. 

2 Schematic diagram of the equipment used at Fraunhofer ISE for 

time-modulated luminescence measurements.  

3 Effective charge carrier lifetime τeff  of a silicon wafer, determined 

as a function of the excess charge carrier density Δn by application 

of a procedure developed at Fraunhofer ISE on the basis of dynamic 

photoluminescence.
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hybrid PrintEd-gAlVAnic contActS 
With coSt-EffEctiVE mAtEriAlS

Material costs, particularly those for metallisation, offer 

the greatest potential to reduce the costs of crystalline 

silicon standard solar cells.  Replacing expensive silver 

for the front-surface metallisation by cost-effective 

copper offers great opportunities but is technologically 

challenging.  Hybrid contacts facilitate the introduction 

of copper, but require detailed understanding of the 

interaction between the printing pastes for contacting 

and the galvanic reinforcement solutions.  With this 

knowledge, it is possible to produce hybrid contacts of 

silver, nickel and copper, which adhere well, are durable 

and allow savings of up to 90 % in the material costs.  

Jonas Bartsch, Markus Glatthaar, Achim Kraft, 

Andrew Mondon, Markus Wendling, Stefan Glunz

Multiple-layer contact stacks for solar cells have been inten-

sively researched for many years due to the flexibility that they 

offer.  One of the most interesting techniques to apply the 

metals is galvanic deposition due to the high conductivity of 

the metal coatings, the low processing temperatures and the 

low costs.

The process of this type which can be most simply introduced 

into solar cell production is galvanic reinforcement of printed 

contact seed layers.  Only very slight modifications to existing 

production lines need to be made for the resulting hybrid 

contact, as the seed layers can usually be printed with the 

technology already employed today.  Nevertheless, major 

savings in material costs can be achieved with this technology.  

These features agree well with present demands of the solar 

cell industry for cost reduction strategies without major invest-

ments or far-reaching changes to the production sequence. 

The cost reduction potential is provided by the opportunity 

to replace much of the silver used as a contact material by 

copper.  Depending on the printing method used to create 

1 Solar cell after copper-plating, before growth of the cover layer 

of silver or tin. 

2 Example for a printed seed layer with very narrow width 

(app. 30 µm) and very little material usage (app. 40 mg paste). 

1 2
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the seed layer, only about 30 mg of silver paste (fine-line 

screen-printed seed layer) or even only 8–15 mg of silver 

paste (aerosol printing or ink-jet printing) is needed instead 

of approximately 100 mg of silver (industrial screen-printing 

completely of silver).  This allows production costs to be 

reduced significantly.  In addition, the future availability of 

copper should be much more favourable than for silver.

Whereas galvanic deposition of silver onto printed seed layers 

is already largely mastered technologically, there are still open 

questions concerning the usage of copper in hybrid contacts.  

Firstly, a barrier layer of nickel must be grown to prevent 

copper from diffusing into the solar cell.  Here, the required 

consistency (thickness, homogeneity, imperfections) of this 

layer must be determined.  Another aspect is that both 

galvanic nickel and copper electrolytes reduce the adhesion 

of printed contact layers to the wafer surface under certain 

conditions.  

Detailed understanding of the interactions between the paste 

and the electrolyte were gained by chemical analyses and 

microstructural investigations.  Reactions between the glass 

matrix of the contact and also some reaction products of 

contact firing and certain ionic species of the electrolyte 

solutions, as well as moisture and elevated temperatures 

affect the contact adhesion negatively.  By adapting the 

3

3 Polished section and SEM image of a solar cell hybrid contact 

(left) and the corresponding element mapping from energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX, right).  The following features 

can be recognised in the EDX image: printed silver seed layer 

(yellow), nickel diffusion barrier (green), copper conductive layer 

(red) and tin capping layer (blue).

galvanisation process, we have succeeded in 

increasing the adhesion to the required level, 

enabling this metallisation strategy to be applied 

even in the module.  Following predictions of very 

good long-term stability based on initial estimates, it 

is planned to confirm these results with module tests 

according to the IEC 61215 standard.  This will pave 

the way for industrial application of this cost-effective 

metallisation approach.

The work was supported by the German Federal 

Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and 

Reactor Safety (BMU) within the “KuLi” and “Sonne” 

projects.
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Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) of Al2O3 to passivate 

p-doped surfaces, particularly heavily doped surfaces, 

leads to excellent passivation results already with 

minimal layer thicknesses.  With an in-line ALD reactor, 

in which sequential deposition of the processing gases 

is implemented by spatial separation of the reaction 

zones, we succeeded in obtaining layers of the same 

quality with industrially applicable equipment as from 

a laboratory unit.

Jan Benick, Martin Hermle, Antonio Leimenstoll, 

Armin Richter, Felix Schätzle, Christian Schetter, 

David Schuldis, Harald Steidl, Karin Zimmermann, 

Stefan Glunz

In recent years, interest in aluminium oxide (Al2O3) for silicon 

photovoltaics has increased strongly.  The reason is the fact 

that aluminium oxide passivates boron-doped surfaces very 

effectively.  Al2O3 is thus interesting for very diverse solar cell 

concepts, particularly for the back-surface of p-type solar cells 

or the passivation of the boron emitter of n-type solar cells. 

The best results to date have been achieved with atomic layer 

deposition.  Due to sequential deposition of aluminium and 

oxygen, Al2O3 grows monolayer for monolayer.  The proces-

sing time can be significantly shortened with the in-line ALD 

reactors recently developed by the industry, so that application 

in industrial solar cell production becomes feasible.  In contrast 

to sequentially operating ALD, the reactions in an in-line ALD 

reactor are distributed among different reactor zones, through 

which the wafers move on an air cushion (Fig. 3).  Typical layer 

thicknesses of 4 nm can be obtained in a processing time of 

approximately 15 seconds.

We used an in-line ALD reactor produced by the SoLayTec 

company to optimise the processes and develop Al2O3 layers 

which enable very effective passivation on both lightly and 

heavily doped p-type surfaces.  In particular, excellent results 

could be obtained after the firing process that is needed 

to form contacts with printed metal pastes.  This is shown 

in Fig. 2, taking a boron emitter as an example, which was 

passivated with a layer stack of Al2O3/SiNx.  For n-type solar 

cells, this passivation makes a VOC potential exceeding 

700 mV feasible.  

 

rAPid in-linE Ald dEPoSition of 
Aluminium oxidE 

1 In-line ALD reactor.

2 Schematic cross-section through the 

reactor zone of the in-line ALD reactor. 

1

3 Emitter saturation current density as a function of the Al2O3 layer 

thickness, measured on boron-doped emitters which were passivat-

ed with Al2O3/SiNx stacks. 
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ion imPlAntAtion for PhotoVoltAicS

Many cell concepts for highly efficient silicon solar cells 

feature local doping, e.g. heavily doped zones beneath 

the contacts.  Ion implantation proves to be an ideal 

technology for creating such locally heavily doped 

regions, as the structuring can be created in situ by 

using shadow masks.  However, the crystal surface 

is damaged or made completely amorphous during 

implantation due to the high energy of the implanted 

ions.  This surface damage must be healed in a sub-

sequent high-temperature annealing step, during 

which a SiO2 passivation layer can also be created.  

By optimising the implantation process and the 

annealing step, we have succeeded in making a

completely implanted silicon solar cell with an 

efficiency value exceeding 22 %.

Jan Benick, Martin Hermle, Antonio Leimenstoll, 

Andreas Lösel, Ralf Müller, Felix Schätzle, Christian Schetter, 

Sonja Seitz, Nadine Weber, Stefan Glunz

Doped zones are conventionally created in photovoltaics 

by diffusion (tube furnaces).  However, the entire wafer is 

covered with dopant in this process, so that local doping 

can be achieved only by the use of structured diffusion 

barriers.  By contrast, local doping can be implemented with 

ion implantation by use of a shadow mask, i.e. without 

additional processing steps.  Implantation is also superior to 

other doping processes, e.g. diffusion in a tube furnace, with 

regard to reproducibility and homogeneity of the doping.  A 

high-temperature annealing step is needed to heal the crystal 

damage caused by implantation.  However, this step can be 

used simultaneously in the solar cell process to deposit a high-

quality thermal oxide for surface passivation.

The electrical quality of such implanted emitters is illustrated 

by Fig. 1.  It shows the saturation current densities and the 

resulting maximal open-circuit voltages for different implanted 

phosphorus emitters (varying implantation dose), which were 

passivated with SiO2 during the annealing step.  It is evident 

that lower saturation current density (down to 20 fA / cm²) 

can be achieved with weaker doping and thus higher sheet 

resistance. 

With an optimised annealing step, the crystal damage for 

both boron and phosphorus implantation can be healed 

together, so that only one high-temperature step is needed.  

To evaluate the developed processes, we have produced solar 

cells with boron implantation over the entire front-surface and 

phosphorus implantation over the entire back-surface.  These 

cells reached efficiency values exceeding 22 %, the highest 

value ever achieved for a completely implanted solar cell with 

contacts on both surfaces.  The ion implanter which has now 

been installed at Fraunhofer ISE enables us to evaluate very 

diverse concepts and technology, so that the efficiency of 

ion-implanted solar cells can be increased further in future.

1 The ion implanter, which was recently installed in the clean 

room of Fraunhofer ISE, allows silicon to be doped with boron 

and phosphorus at very exactly defined positions.  

2 Emitter saturation current density and maximal open-circuit 

voltage as a function of the implantation dose for phosphorus 

profiles passivated with SiO2.  
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cuStomiSEd doPing StructurES for 
bAck-contAct SolAr cEllS 

1

Very fine and precisely defined structures can be created 

by inkjet printing technology.  At Fraunhofer ISE, we 

have co-operated with materials manufacturers to apply 

inks that can be used directly in inkjet printing and 

function as diffusion barriers.  This elegant processing 

step is particularly interesting for so-called back-contact, 

back-junction (BC-BJ) solar cells, because it can signifi-

cantly reduce the number of processing steps needed to 

produce such cells.

Daniel Biro, Raphael Efinger, Philip Hartmann, Mike Jahn, 

Roman Keding, Achim Kimmerle, Jan Specht, 

Benjamin Thaidigsmann, David Stüwe, Robert Woehl, 

Andreas Wolf, Ralf Preu

1 BC-BJ solar cell (156 x 156 mm2) with front (left) and 

rear side (right), fabricated with industrially feasible 

processes in the PV-TEC laboratory.

PASSIVATION METAL CONTACTS

BSF

EMITTER

ANTIREFLECTION LAyER

PASSIVATION

FRONT S IDE n +-DOPINGn-S IL ICON

2 The high efficiency BC-BJ solar cell uses n-type Si wafers and features a 

front-surface which is optimised for optical and electrical properties.  The 

emitter, the back-surface field (BSF) and both metal contacts are located on 

the back-surface of the solar cell.
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3 Printed diffusion barrier that defines the n-doped regions (top). 

Even at diffusion temperatures Tdiff ~1000°C, the printed diffusion 

barrier completely prevents the diffusion of boron into the Si wafer 

(ECV measurement, bottom).
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The standard Al-BSF solar cell which is most commonly 

industrially produced today is manufactured with relatively few 

process steps, most of which are simple and affect the entire 

surface of the cell.  However, this limits the efficiency value 

which can be achieved for such cells.  The back-contact, back-

junction (BC-BJ, Fig. 1 and 2) solar cell, with its emitter and 

contacts of both polarities on the back-surface, has potential 

for very high efficiency.  The challenge now is to produce the 

more complex solar cell structure with as few processing steps 

as possible, which can be industrially implemented.

To meet this goal, we are developing process clusters which 

allow several doping structures to be realised in a single 

high-temperature step (co-diffusion).  At the same time, these 

structures must be produced locally with great accuracy.

We use high throughput inkjet technology to carry out the 

patterning steps with the required precision.  This contact-free 

printing technology allows dopant glasses to be etched back 

by using etching masks or enables local printing of dopant 

sources and diffusion barriers.  Diverse processing parameters 

for the printing process, e.g. the printing resolution, were 

optimised to create fine structures.  This allows the thickness 

and width of the diffusion barrier to be set reliably.  Further-

more, parameters were determined for generating local 

structures which function as optimal barriers against 

phosphorus or boron diffusion (Fig. 3).
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SimultAnEouS co-diffuSion ProcESSES 
for n-tyPE SolAr cEllS

In comparison to industrially produced solar cells made 

of p-type silicon, solar cells of n-type silicon have the 

potential for higher efficiency values.  However, the 

process to manufacture highly efficient n-type solar 

cells is complex, as it typically needs several sequential 

masking and diffusion steps to form heavily n-doped 

or p-doped regions.  One possibility to reduce the 

number of process steps required is to use simultaneous 

co-diffusion processes, in which previously deposited 

layers containing dopants serve as a diffusion source 

parallel to the diffusion from the vapour phase.  The 

heavily doped regions are then formed in a single high-

temperature step.

Daniel Biro, Arne Fallisch, Roman Keding, Sebastian Mack, 

Philip Rothhardt, Robert Woehl, Andreas Wolf, Ralf Preu

At present, several different concepts for solar cells based on 

n-type silicon wafers are being intensively investigated.  Most 

of them feature heavily doped regions with different dopants 

on the front and back-surfaces of the wafer.  Depending on 

the solar cell concept, diverse specifications are made for the 

surface concentration and depth of the doping profile.  The 

heavily doped regions are typically formed by diffusion from 

the vapour phase.  For simultaneous co-diffusion processes, 

a solid diffusion source in the form of a thin film is deposited 

onto the sample already before the high-temperature step, 

e.g. by plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) 

or atmospheric pressure chemical vapour deposition (APCVD).

The choice of processing gases during deposition allows 

phosphorus silicate (PSG) or boron silicate glasses (BSG) to be 

deposited as the solid diffusion source with different dopant 

concentrations, which then causes n-type or p-type doping of 

the wafer in the subsequent high-temperature step. 

In combination with conventional vapour phase diffusion, 

e.g. diffusion of POCl3 or BBr3, different depth profiles of 

various dopants can be generated simultaneously and very 

cost-effectively in a single high-temperature step on a single 

sample by adapting the processing parameters for this method 

(Fig. 2).  Industrial quartz tube furnaces are available in PV-TEC 

at Fraunhofer ISE for such processes (Fig. 1).  By combining 

the diffusion from three different sources in one single high 

temperature step, back-junction back-contact (BJ-BC) solar 

cells with 19.8 % conversion efficiency have been processed.

The work is supported by the European Union and the 

German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature 

Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU). 

1 Industrial quartz tube furnace for boron diffusion and co-diffusion 

processes to produce n-type Si solar cells in PV-TEC. 

2 Dopant depth profiles after diffusion from dopant sources 

deposited from the vapour phase (POCl3) or as a solid (PSG or BSG).  

The same high-temperature step was used to generate all the depth 

profiles shown.   
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Metal contacts are deposited onto the front- and back- 

surfaces of silicon solar cells to conduct the generated 

electricity out of the cell.  On the front-surface, it is 

essential to achieve highly conductive contact fingers 

while simultaneously reducing shading of the solar 

cell to a minimum.  In addition to continually improving 

the screen-printing process, which is used almost 

exclusively in industrial manufacturing of solar cells 

for metallisation, we are working intensively on the 

development of novel printing processes, particularly 

stencil printing, the dispensing process and rotary 

printing.

Daniel Biro, Florian Clement, Denis Erath, Harald Gentischer, 

Boris Hamouda, Markus Klawitter, Martin Kuchler, 

Michael Linse, Elmar Lohmüller, Andreas Lorenz, 

Maximilian Pospischil, Jan Specht, Benjamin Thaidigsmann, 

Ralf Preu

In stencil printing with hybrid stencils, the metallic paste is 

pressed in a single printing step through a finely structured 

metal sheet, which is coated with an emulsion on the lower 

surface.  The grid structure of the metal sheet is held together 

by thin bars.  With this process, it is possible both to improve 

the homogeneity of the contact fingers and to increase the 

finger height for constant contact width.  The resulting 

increase in contact conductivity raises the absolute efficiency 

value by up to 0.3 % in comparison to standard screen-

printing processes.  With HIP-MWT solar cells, that were 

produced of large-area p-type Czochralski silicon wafers and 

passivated on both surfaces, efficiency values of up to 20.2 % 

have already been achieved with the stencil-printing approach.

A further possible alternative to the established screen-printing 

procedure is offered by the dispensing process, which has 

already enabled efficiency values of up to 20.6 % when 

applied to MWT-PERC solar cells made of p-doped float-zone 

silicon.  In this process, the metallic paste is ejected through 

a thin dispensing nozzle which moves over the wafer and 

deposits a narrow line (Fig. 1).  This allows the homogeneity 

and finger morphology to be improved again (line widths of 

less than 40 µm already demonstrated) and the mechanical 

load on the wafer is significantly reduced.  Drawing on 

rheological investigations and subsequent fluid dynamic 

simulations (Fig. 2), we have succeeded in modelling the 

dispensing process realistically and in drawing conclusions 

for scaling up the print head in future.

The work is supported by the German Federal Ministry for the 

Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU) 

and an industrial consortium.

noVEl Printing ProcESSES for 
induStriAl Silicon SolAr cEllS

21 

3  Distribution of efficiency values for large-area HIP-MWT 

solar cells made of two different types of Czochralski Si (cell area: 

156 x 156 mm²).  The front-surface metallisation with hybrid stencils 

leads to increased efficiency and greater process stability. 
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1 High-speed camera image of a dispensing nozzle.  

2 Simulated speed profile of a 10-nozzle parallel-dispensing 

print head.
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2 External quantum efficiency (EQE) of a silicon tandem cell 

measured with the SpecLab System.  The quantum efficiency of the 

upper sub-cell is shown in blue, that of the lower sub-cell in red.  

1 BlockIV system to measure illuminated and dark IV curves of 

silicon thin-film cells.

1

mEASurEmEnt tEchnology for Silicon 
thin-film tEchnology

At the Fraunhofer ISE Laboratory and Service Centre 

(LSC) in Gelsenkirchen, we have further extended our 

measurement technology for film characterisation and 

measurement of thin-film solar cells in 2012, parallel to 

expansion of the silicon thin-film technology itself.  

The aim is to be able to measure the most important 

properties of amorphous and microcrystalline silicon 

films on site.  A newly developed measurement block 

allows us to measure the illuminated and dark IV curves 

of our thin-film solar cells fully automatically.

Dietmar Borchert, Martina Dörenthal, Stefan Hohage, 

Sven Holinski, Sinje Keipert-Colberg, Britt-Marie Meiners, 

Amada L. Montesdeoca-Santana, Markus Rinio, Petra Schäfer, 

Ralf Preu

We have optimised our FAKIR System for rapid measurement 

of sheet resistance especially for transparent, conductive oxide 

layers.  The FAKIR system is ten times faster than conventional 

systems. 

To determine the film quality of our amorphous and microcrys-

talline silicon films, we measure the temperature dependence 

of conductivity with our SigmaT measurement set-up.  The 

light and dark conductivity values determined from these 

measurements at room temperature are important criteria for 

the quality of our deposition processes.

We have implemented two measurement methods with 

our SpecLab System.  One is measurement of the spectral 

response or the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of our 

thin-film solar cells.  The other is the constant photocurrent 

method (CPM), which we have integrated into the system.  

It allows the defect density in amorphous silicon to be 

determined.

We have developed a special measurement block (BlockIV) 

for the measurement of illuminated and dark IV curves, which 

allows all individual cells on our test substrates to be measured 

automatically.  The block is internally temperature-controlled.  

The individual cells are identified by the measurement 

software via an automatic control box. 

We also construct measurement systems of the types we have 

developed on demand for our project partners and external 

customers.
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Effective cleaning to remove metal impurities is an 

important pre-condition for high-quality passivation 

of the surface of highly efficient, crystalline silicon 

solar cells.  Cleaning baths based on hydrogen per oxide 

are operated at high temperatures and clean very 

efficiently.  However, the high processing temperatures 

cause the hydrogen peroxide to decompose rapidly.  

By replacing the decomposed hydrogen peroxide, 

the concentration can be kept constant but the high 

consumption of chemicals makes this type of process 

uneconomic.  Ozone-based cleaning baths can be used 

in many applications and are cost-effective. 

Anamaria Moldovan, Jochen Rentsch, Martin Zimmer, 

Ralf Preu

Replacing hydrogen peroxide by ozone opens up completely 

new chemical engineering possibilities: Ozone, being a strong 

oxidising agent, can already provide the functionality of 

hydro gen peroxide at low temperature and concentration 

levels.  An ozone generator prototype, which continuously 

generates ozone from oxygen and feeds it into the processing 

bath, was installed in an automated batch-processing system, 

that had been adapted to the needs of the photovoltaic 

industry.  

A mixture of dilute hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids is used 

to dissolve the oxidised impurities.  The addition of hydrochlo-

ric acid increases the solubility of oxidised metals, while the 

hydrofluoric acid, combined with ozone, etches away several 

nanometres of the silicon surface in a controlled fashion.  This 

exposes impurities which are located immediately below the 

surface and ensures that the cleaning is not only superficially 

effective.  The effect can also be used to adjust the surface 

concentration on an emitter which may already be present.

As the etching and cleaning effects can be adjusted 

independently of each other by different parameters, this type of 

ozone-based cleaning process can result not only in simplification 

and cost reduction compared to previous cleaning processes, but 

also in the combination of cleaning and conditioning steps, which 

would allow the processing sequences for highly efficient solar 

cells to be simplified further.

The project was supported by the German Federal Ministry for 

the Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU).

multifunctionAl o3-bASEd clEAning 
for SolAr cEllS 

1 Processing bath with water glowing blue-violet 

due to its ozone content.

2 Dependence of the difference in sheet resistance and the 

thickness reduction due to etching on the ozone concentration 

(for 1 minute processing time and constant concentration of hydro-

chloric and hydrofluoric acids).
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Anti-rEflEction And PASSiVAtion 
coAtingS from PlASmA dEPoSition 

In co-operation with Manz AG, we have developed 

a high-turnover concept for vacuum systems and 

processes to produce thin functional coatings for the 

c-Si photovoltaic industry.  The first project goal was 

to produce high-quality silicon nitride films as anti-

reflection coatings for solar cells.  We succeeded in 

achieving high coating density already at low 

processing temperatures and high coating rates.  

Marc Hofmann, Norbert Kohn, Saskia Kühnhold, 

Jochen Rentsch, Pierre Saint-Cast, Daniel Trogus, 

Dirk Wagenmann, Ralf Preu

The reflection from crystalline silicon solar cells can be reduced 

by coating them with a thin film of material having a refractive 

index of about 2.1 and a thickness of about 80 nm.  Hydro-

genated silicon nitride (SiNx:H) is a very suitable material, as it 

not only provides the desired optical effects but also improves 

the bulk quality of multicrystalline solar cells (bulk passivation) 

and passivates the surface.  For this reason, SiNx:H coatings are 

frequently applied in the c-Si PV industry.

In co-operation with Fraunhofer ISE, Manz AG developed a 

new, innovative system concept for vacuum deposition of thin 

functional coatings via plasma-enhanced chemical vapour 

deposition (PECVD).  The system is distinguished by the 

following specifications:

- high-power plasma: very efficient decomposition of the  

 processing gases and thus a high gas utilisation factor and  

 high deposition rates

- vertical, shadow-free mounting of the wafers during the  

 coating process: homogeneous deposition of the coatings  

 without carrier marks

- simultaneous coating of wafers on two carriers to the right  

 and left of the plasma zone: very high gas utilisation factor

An additional advantage of the high-power plasma technology 

is the opportunity to produce films with a high mass density 

also at relatively low processing temperatures below 400 °C.

The work is supported by the German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research (BMBF).

1

1 Coating equipment on an industrial scale, as was developed 

by Manz AG on the basis of the project results.  View of the wafer 

handling system of the PECVD coater (left).  Schematic diagram of 

the processing chamber where coating takes place (right).

2 Mass density of the SiNx:H coatings as a function of substrate 

temperature during deposition (left). Hydrogen content of the 

SiNx:H coatings as a function of the substrate temperature during 

deposition (right).  All coatings have approximately the same 

refractive index of 2.1.
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Solar cells with dielectric front-surface and back-surface 

passivation combine excellent electrical and optical 

properties with each other.  The roughness and the 

coating of the back-surface of the solar cell are the 

decisive parameters for the efficiency value.  The 

physically based simulation which we use to model the 

optical effect of these parameters allows the spectral 

hemispherical reflectance and the current generated in 

the cell to be predicted for the first time for given 

passivation layers and surface structures, as the com-

parison of simulated and measured results shows.  The 

optical properties of various coating materials and back-

surface morphologies for the solar cell can thus already 

be analysed and optimised by computer simulation.

Johannes Greulich, Stefan Rein, Christoph Schwab, 

Nico Wöhrle, Ralf Preu

In order to describe the properties of rough back-surfaces of 

solar cells, the Phong illumination model has been used up to 

now.  Usually the two free parameters of the Phong model 

could be chosen such that the simulated reflectance of the 

solar cell to be modelled agreed with the measured result.  

However, due to the empirical character of the Phong model, 

the possibilities of applying it to predict the optical properties 

of solar cells with rough back-surfaces are very limited.

The new approach to simulate the optical properties of rough 

surfaces with dielectric passivation layers consists of initially 

determining the three-dimensional surface profile very accu-

rately, e.g. with a confocal microscope.  The surface profile is 

subsequently divided up into small triangles and introduced 

into the symmetry element of optical simulation (Fig. 1).  In 

the ray-tracing simulation, the course of a beam incident on 

such a small triangle is described with the transfer matrix 

formalism corresponding to Snell’s law of refraction and the 

Fresnel equations.  Only the refractive indices and thicknesses 

of the back-surface coating are required as input quantities.  

This allows the charge carrier generation rate (Fig. 1) and the 

reflectance (Fig. 2) to be predicted, which agree accurately 

with measurements without further parameter adaptation.

The project is supported by the German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research (BMBF).

oPticAl SimulAtion of PASSiVAtEd SolAr 
cEllS With A rough bAck-SurfAcE  

1

1 The spatially resolved generation rate, which is shown here for 

λ = 900 nm only at selected depths within the optical symmetry 

element with a quarter pyramid (left) and the rough back-surface 

(right), can be accurately simulated with the physical model.

2 The simulated reflectance agrees accurately with measured 

results, shown here for three back-surface morphologies (A, B, C) 

and two passivation stacks (1, 2) as examples.
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PhotoluminEScEncE-bASEd QuAlity con-
trol of QuASi-monocryStAllinE WAfErS

Quasi-monocrystalline silicon, which has entered solar 

cell production as a new input material over the past 

two years, is intended to combine the cost advantages 

of multicrystalline silicon with the quality advantages of 

monocrystalline silicon and thus enable high efficiency 

values for lower production costs.  Fraunhofer ISE has 

investigated quasi-monocrystalline wafers from various 

manufacturers and identified significant differences in 

quality.  Efficiency values range from 15.7 % to 18.1 % 

for standard solar cells and from 16.3 % to 19.7 % 

for solar cells with passivated back-surfaces.  These 

differences were attributed to diverse material defects, 

opening up possibilities for reliable quality assessment 

before solar cell production starts.

Juliane Broisch, Teodora Chipei, Jonas Haunschild, 

Stefan Rein, Isolde Reis, Ralf Preu

Fraunhofer ISE has investigated quasi-monocrystalline wafers 

from various manufacturers, in order to test the suitability 

of this new class of materials, identify performance-limiting 

defects and develop methods of quality assessment. 

Figure 1 shows a series of wafers from the base to the cap of a 

silicon brick.  As can be seen in the digital photos (above), the 

monocrystalline structure of the wafers is well preserved along 

the height of the brick.  Despite this, recombination-active 

defects are visible in the photoluminescence (PL) images, 

starting at the base in a cross-shaped region and extending 

across the entire wafer with increasing height in the brick.  

These result in a continuous decrease of the resulting 

efficiency values from 17.8 % to 16.3 %.  The physical 

causes are crystal structural defects, so-called dislocations, 

which originate at the adjacent edges of seed plates which 

were not optimally orientated. 

As the limiting defects can already be identified in PL images 

of the as-cut wafers, it is theoretically possible to evaluate 

their quality before further processing.  Based on the struc-

tures in the PL images, the wafers were divided for testing 

into five different classes and then processed into standard 

solar cells with aluminium back-surface fields (Al-BSF) or solar 

cells with passivated emitter and rear contacts (PERC).  Figure 

2 shows that the experimentally determined category for the 

as-cut wafers is clearly reflected by the continuous decrease 

in efficiency value for both processes.  In addition, PL analysis 

allows the crystallisation process to be optimised, as the 

origin, dissemination and effect of defects in the crystal can 

be determined accurately.

1

1 Photos (above) and PL images (below) of quasi-monocrystalline wa-

fers from various positions in the silicon brick from the base (left) to 

the cap (right).  Whereas the photos indicate constantly high quality, 

the PL images show a strong increase in dislocations toward the cap. 

2 Average solar cell efficiency value for two solar cell processes as 

a function of the quality bin determined by PL imaging of the as-cut 

wafers. (1 = highest quality, 5 = lowest quality).
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Locally modified doping structures can be generated in 

crystalline silicon solar cells by selective laser diffusion.  

At Fraunhofer ISE, processes were developed which 

allow heavily doped zones to be generated beneath 

the metal contacts in high-efficiency solar cells, 

improving the contact quality.  In addition, the intro-

duced heavy doping suppresses losses due to recom-

bination of charge carriers at the metal-semiconductor 

interface.  

Susana Fernandez Robledo, Ulrich Jäger, Jan Nekarda, 

Andreas Wolf, Ralf Preu 

Doping to a depth of several micrometers can be achieved in 

a short time (t < 10 µs) by laser-induced diffusion.  The reason 

is that the diffusion rate in crystalline silicon is up to ten orders 

of magnitude higher in the liquid than in the solid phase. 

Solar cells with passivated surfaces have potential for high 

efficiency values, because this concept not only optimises the 

optical properties of the back-surface of the solar cell, but also 

reduces recombination losses.  This is achieved by passivating 

the surfaces and using lightly doped phosphorus emitters.  

However, these do not establish sufficient electrical contact 

to the silver pastes which are usually screen-printed onto the 

front-surface of solar cells.  By selective over-doping with the 

laser, a higher concentration of dopants can be introduced 

under the contacts, ensuring an ohmic contact between the 

emitter and the front-surface electrodes.  Due to the heavy 

doping under the metal contact, the field effect prevents the 

minority charge carriers from reaching the recombination-

active metal-semiconductor contact.  This additionally reduces 

the recombination current of the cell and makes higher open 

circuit voltages feasible.  Thus, highest efficiency values can 

be achieved by laser-doped, selective emitter structures.  In 

comparison to a homogeneously doped emitter, the efficiency 

value of solar cells with passivated surfaces and contacts on 

both surfaces was increased by up to 0.6 %, so that peak values 

of up to 20.0 % were achieved.

The work was supported by the German Federal Ministry for the 

Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU). 

lASEr diffuSion for SolAr cEllS 
mAdE of cryStAllinE Silicon

1

1 Front-surface of a monocrystalline p-type solar cell with 

passivated surfaces and laser-doped, selective emitter, with 

a conversion efficiency of 20 %.

2 SEM image of a heavily laser-doped emitter on a textured, 

monocrystalline silicon surface. 

3 Efficiency improvement obtained by implementing a selective 

emitter in solar cells with passivated surfaces.  By introducing a 

heavily doped zone beneath the contacts, the cell efficiency can 

be increased compared to the reference.
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Module technology converts solar cells into durable products 

for safe operation in PV power plants.  We support product 

development toward optimal efficiency, reduced costs and 

enhanced reliability.  We offer comprehensive services for 

quality control of modules and power plants from accurate 

laboratory measurement to monitoring in the field. 

Module technology

Our Photovoltaic Module Technology Centre (MTC) is 

equipped with a wide range of processing and analytical 

platforms for testing materials and developing products and 

processes.  Scientists have direct access from the laboratory  

to industrially relevant module formats and production 

volumes.  A fully automated tabber-stringer serves as a 

reference for cell connection.  Laminators with usable areas 

of up to 1700 mm x 1000 mm are available for module 

production.

Comprehensive characterisation at all stages of production 

makes targeted optimisation of products and processes 

feasible.  Quality control begins with investigation of the 

incoming materials, from the cell through cell connectors and 

polymer films to glass.  The quality of joints can be tested in 

the Photovoltaic Module Technology Centre (MTC) by solder 

wetting investigations, peeling tests, micrographs of polished 

sections and high-resolution X-ray images; the quality of the 

lamination process is evaluated by DMA, DSC and gel content 

determination.  The performance and integrity of a cell can 

be traced by characterisation at all stages from initial delivery 

through stringing and encapsulation to the finished module. 

The experimental methods are complemented by numerous 

simulation models.  They allow the loss and gain factors in the 

connection and encapsulation of solar cells to be analysed and 

provide information on mechanical loads and electrical and 

optical effects in the module.

Photovoltaic modulES 
and SyStEmS

Durability analysis and environmental simulation

In addition to the system efficiency, the lifetime of the 

components in a PV power plant is decisive in determining 

its profitability.  We investigate the behaviour of products, 

components and materials over their service life.  This includes 

materials testing and computer simulation of load tests and 

aging effects for various materials, components and products, 

e.g. PV modules.

We investigate the effect of weathering with analytical 

methods.  The aim is to recognise aging mechanisms, 

their causes and effects on materials, product components 

and entire products as early as possible.  Most of these 

investigations apply non-destructive methods such as optical 

microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared 

(FTIR) spectroscopy and electroluminescence imaging.  The 

development of new or combined characterisation methods 

is also part of our work.  One of the aims of these efforts is to 

replace destructive measurement methods by non-destructive 

methods in future. 

Understanding and identifying the causes of aging is the 

task of environmental simulation, in which the behaviour of 

test objects such as PV modules is observed and documented 

in detail in the field at selected locations.  We use sites in 

Freiburg (temperate climate), near the Zugspitze (Alpine 

climate), in the Negev desert (subtropical climate), on Gran 

Canaria (maritime climate) and in Jakarta (tropical climate).  

The work on environmental simulation is intended to allow 

the aging behaviour of new materials, components and 

products over their lifetime or service life to be better under-

stood and predicted.

Not only the equipment of TestLab PV Modules, which has 

been accredited since 2006, is available for testing, but also 

special testing facilities for combined loads or accelerated 

aging.
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Quality assurance for PV modules, systems 

and power plants

With the four phases of the Fraunhofer ISE quality cycle 

– yield assessment, module measurements, system testing 

and monitoring – we ensure comprehensive quality control of 

PV modules and power plants.  Together with good planning 

and the usage of high-quality components, this is decisive for 

efficient operation of a PV system.

In the planning phase of a PV power plant, we draw on 

reliable radiation and meteorological data and simulate 

the system configuration exactly.  Yield-reducing factors 

like soiling and shading are determined accurately.  Strong 

networking within Fraunhofer ISE and international projects 

ensure that current research results are continually implemen-

ted in the simulation software that we develop.

For accurate measurement and characterisation of PV 

modules, our CalLab PV Modules offers many different types 

of standard and high-accuracy measurements for research, 

development and production.  The CalLab PV Modules at 

Fraunhofer ISE is one of the internationally leading labora-

tories in this field, with its measurement accuracy of better 

than 1.8 % for crystalline modules.  We calibrate reference 

modules for production lines and test compliance of random 

samples with the guaranteed power according to international 

standards. 

Once a PV system has started operation, comprehensive 

on-site analysis provides information about the quality of the 

system.  Our spectrum of services includes visual inspection, 

thermographic imaging and determination of the actual pow-

er supplied.  Reduced power, weaknesses and deviation from 

technical standards can thus be detected early and suitable 

counter-measures can be taken.

Throughout the complete service life of a PV system, our cus-

tomised PV monitoring offers accurate analysis of system and 

component efficiency.  It is based on long-term experience 

with national and international projects and the high scientific 

level of our work.  Fraunhofer ISE ensures optimal yields from 

PV modules and power plants by consistent quality assurance. 

P h o t o V o l t a i c  M o D u l e s 

a n D  s y s t e M s

Thermographic investigation of a solar generator in a photovoltaic 

power plant.  The high-resolution infrared image of a faulty module 

is superimposed over the digital photo and reveals individual solar 

cells with noticeably higher operating temperatures.  The result is 

a clear indicator for yield losses and risks affecting the reliability of 

the affected module.
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P h o t o V o l t a i c  M o D u l e s 

a n D  s y s t e M s

c o n t a c t

Module technology    Dr Ulrich Eitner Phone +49 761 4588-5825

 ulrich.eitner@ise.fraunhofer.de

Durability analysis and    Claudio Ferrara Phone +49 761 4588-5650

environmental simulation      claudio.ferrara@ise.fraunhofer.de

Quality assurance for PV modules,    Klaus Kiefer Phone +49 761 4588-5218

systems and power plants   klaus.kiefer@ise.fraunhofer.de
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Novel high-efficiency cells with back-contacts present a 

great challenge to module manufacturing technology.  

single-sided connection with conventional connector 

ribbons leads to strong mechanical stresses and bowing.  

the concept of a structured interconnector developed at 

Fraunhofer ise avoids this with a special design.  it was 

successfully applied to thin MWt (metal wrap-through) 

cells with a thickness of 120 µm.  The demonstration 

modules achieve efficiency values of 17 % with an 

absolute efficiency loss from cell to module of only 1 %.  

the advantage of this concept compared to a conductive 

back-sheet is that it requires only slight modification of 

the standard module concept.  This significantly reduces 

the risk of additional costs or decreased durability.

Dirk Eberlein, ulrich eitner, Ingrid Hädrich, Marco Tranitz, 

Martin Wiese, Harry Wirth

High cell efficiency helps to reduce the area-proportional costs 

of a module and consequently the PV system – both reduce 

the levellised cost of PV electricity.  Various concepts exist to 

integrate highly efficient MWT back-contact solar cells into 

modules, but none has established itself on the market yet.  

Our module concept is designed such that the production 

processes and materials used are very similar to those for 

the standard module concept.  This lowers the threshold for 

market penetration and minimises the risks associated with 

module reliability.

The interconnector design is based on the separation of 

electrically conducting elements from the contact points for 

soldering.  It ensures low ohmic losses due to sufficiently large 

cross-sections for conduction and simultaneously reduces 

thermomechanical stress after the soldering process.  A special 

EVA layer between the back of the cell and the interconnector 

prevents short circuits.  The design is optimised by using a 

FEM simulation model, which is based on partial differential 

equations from the discipline of electrostatics.

An efficiency value of 17.0 % and a fill factor of 77.7 % are 

obtained for demonstrator modules in 10-cell and 16-cell 

formats.  Qualitative investigations such as electrolumi-

nescence (EL) imaging confirms that the modules remain 

undamaged after the various production processes.  Also after 

accelerated aging with 200 temperature cycles between -40°C 

and +85 °C, the performance remains unchanged and there is 

no evidence of damage in the EL images.

The work was supported by the European Union in the project  

“Ultimate” within the 7th Framework Programme.

Back-contact modulE tEchnology 
with StructurEd intErconnEctorS

1 MWT back-contact module with connection technology based on 

the structured interconnector.

1 

2  FEM simulation of the current transport in a structured 

interconnector: ohmic losses (colours), current direction (arrows).
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Metallised areas on solar cells serve as the substrates 

for electrical contacts and are thus central to module 

integration. soldering is the contact technology which 

has established and proven itself in the industrial 

context. currently, novel metallisation concepts, 

assembly technology and materials are being intensively 

evaluated for their application in photovoltaics.  the 

driving forces for substitution are cost pressure (e.g. 

for expensive input materials like silver) and ecolo-

gical risks.  It is particularly important to thoroughly 

investigate the reliability of solder joints.  We found 

diffusion processes in the solder joint components to 

have a major effect on stability.  

Dirk Eberlein, Ulrich Eitner, Peter schmitt, Marco Tranitz, 

Harry Wirth

The quality and reliability of solder joints are greatly influenced 

by diffusion processes throughout their lifetime.  This leads to 

the formation of intermetallic phases and to diffusion of solder 

components (tin) into the metallisation.  Intermetallic phases 

are alloys consisting of materials from the solder joint (e.g. tin, 

silver and copper) and which have different properties than 

the initial metals.  These phases form within the solder and at 

the interfaces to the cell metallisation and the copper core of 

the cell connector.  They affect the mechanical and electrical 

properties of the solder joint.  The clear effect of tin diffusion 

into the porous matrix of the metallisation on mechanical 

properties was proven.  A correlation between diffusion and 

the mechanical reliability of the solder joints is determined 

by optical quality-testing methods and peeling tests.  The 

degradation processes are accelerated by isothermal storage 

at elevated temperatures over differing lengths of time.  It is 

evident that the adhesion of the metal contacts to the wafer 

decreases when the amount and penetration depth of tin into 

the porous matrix increases.  This behaviour varies for different 

soldering alloys and metallisation techniques.  The main para-

meters are the porosity of the metal contacts and the compo-

sition of the soldering alloy.  Our results allow the solder joints 

to be optimised by the choice of materials, the composition of 

the components and the processing parameters.

rEliaBility of cEll mEtalliSation in 
Pv modulE conStruction

1 SEM image of a polished cross-section of a solder joint 

containing lead after isothermal storage at elevated temperatures 

(left) and the corresponding tin distribution, measured by EDX 

(right).

1 

2  Solder joints of differing composition show a reduced adhesion af-

ter isothermal storage at elevated temperatures.  
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investigations by Fraunhofer ise of a heavily soiled 

photovoltaic system on Gran Canaria identified a yield 

reduction of up to 80 % in 2010.  Anti-soiling coatings 

are intended to prevent dirt from accumulating and to 

guarantee the yield of solar thermal and photovoltaic 

systems.  to do so, the coatings must be stable under 

the local weathering conditions.  in addition, the 

coatings may not reduce the solar transmittance.  

Many coatings which are currently commercially 

available do not meet these two specifications. 

thomas Kaltenbach, Christian Schill, Karolina Slamova, 

Harry Wirth

The conditions prevailing in deserts promote soiling of solar 

systems located there.  However, these regions are particularly 

favourable for collecting solar energy because of the high 

irradiance totals.

Fraunhofer ISE co-operates with local institutions to maintain 

outdoor exposure test sites both in the Negev desert and on 

the Canary Islands (Fig. 1), where soiling effects are investi-

gated within the joint research project “SpeedColl”.  The 

SpeedColl project is supported by the German Federal Ministry 

for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety 

(BMU) as well as an industrial consortium (www.speedcoll.de).

Fraunhofer ISE conducted a market survey to determine 

which coatings are currently available.  A procedure to cause 

reproducible soiling of test samples with standard dust types 

(Fig. 2) was developed and tested with selected samples.

To test the stability of the coatings, the samples were 

subjected to various accelerated aging tests (temperature 

of 85 °C, with and without UV radiation).  Possible degra-

dation of the anti-soiling properties was investigated by 

measurements of transmittance and contact angles, as well 

as by the specially developed soiling test.

With this testing procedure, it was proven that none of the 

investigated coatings reduce the solar transmittance initially 

(Fig. 3).  However, some of the coatings already lose their 

anti-soiling effect after 250 hours of UV irradiation and thus 

appear to be unsuitable for solar thermal systems. 

tESting of anti-Soiling coatingS on 
glazing matErialS

1 Heavily soiled glass sample after exposure on Gran Canaria.

2 Glass samples before soiling and after deposition of Arizona dust.

1 

3  Solar transmittance of three investigated coatings. Reference: 

clean sample.  Further points: soiled and cleaned samples at 0 h 

and after accelerated aging for 250 h and 500 h at 85 °C with 

UV irradiation.
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in recent years, the PV industry has become increasingly 

aware of a phenomenon which causes a gradual but 

reversible loss of performance from PV generators.  

this phenomenon, which can occur at the negative 

end of a string of PV modules, is known by the name 

of potential-induced degradation (PiD).  to avoid 

limitations on circuit design or inverter selection for 

system planning, the PiD problem should already be 

solved by stabilisation measures at the cell and module 

level.  In order to test their effectiveness quickly, we 

are working within a project supported by the German 

Federal Ministry of education and Research (BMBF) on 

both rapid tests and long-term tests under outdoor 

exposure for verification.

stephan hoffmann, Michael Köhl, Harry Wirth

With rapid tests based on the IEC draft standard 62804, we 

can test the resistance of a PV module to PID.  We apply a 

potential difference between earth and cells with the help 

of an earthed, conductive film on the glass under dry room 

conditions or in climatic chambers maintained at a given 

temperature and high, well-defined air humidity.  Our inves-

tigations allow us to model the leakage current as a function 

of the temperature and relative air humidity near the module.  

We were able to demonstrate that the same exponential 

temperature dependence for the leakage current and thus the 

same activation energy applies for different earthing variants.  

However, the leakage current is an order of magnitude 

higher for high air humidity (85 %) than for dry air, and yet 

a further order of magnitude higher when the whole surface 

of the glass cover is earthed with aluminium foil.  Adequate, 

reproducible earthing is achieved only with relative humidity 

values exceeding 60 %, as then the moisture film covering the 

glass pane passes the percolation point.

In addition to the laboratory tests, the long-term performance 

of the modules is investigated by outdoor exposure to the 

widely differing meteorological conditions of Freiburg and 

Gran Canaria (Fig. 1).  Rainfall, causing high electric conducti-

vity, was identified as a major risk at the Freiburg site (Fig. 2), 

whereas on Gran Canaria the high salt concentration and dust 

levels created an encrustation over the entire module area 

which lead to permanently high conductivity over the glass 

surface and thus to high leakage currents.

laBoratory and outdoor tESting of 
PotEntial-inducEd dEgradation

1 Outdoor test stand on Gran Canaria to determine climatic 

effects on potential-induced degradation.  The power and leakage 

current data for the modules as well as meteorological data are 

continuously recorded. 

2 Comparison of the leakage current on a day with rainfall (until 

about 10.30 a.m.) and a dry day.  The leakage current which flows 

through the water film on the module is two orders of magnitude 

higher than for the dry module.  After drying during the course of 

the day, the measured leakage current returns to a similar level as 

on the dry day. 
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electroluminescence measurements have been carried 

out at Fraunhofer ISE since 2007 to investigate and 

characterise PV modules.  These measurements make 

faults or effects visible, which cannot be detected by the 

naked eye.  Thus, electroluminescence measurements 

are playing an increasingly important role in quality 

control of PV modules.  however, it is not always clear 

which conclusions can be drawn from the images.  the 

increasing expectations and questions raised by our 

clients demand well-founded evaluation of the effects, 

particularly with regard to long-term stability.

Daniela Dirnberger, Boris Farnung, Stephan Hoffmann, 

Klaus Kiefer, Carlos Moschella, Frank Neuberger, 

Sandor Stecklum, Daniel Philipp, Karl-Anders Weiß, 

Harry Wirth

Electroluminescence tests (EL tests) play an important role 

in applications ranging from cell development up to quality 

control for commercially available PV modules.  The test 

provides information on defects or conspicuous features in the 

solar cells.  Typical abnormalities include cell cracks, inactive 

cell regions or defective contact areas.

To date, about 4750 modules in their initial state have been 

subjected to the EL test in addition to performance measure-

ments.  Detailed analysis of 1830 modules revealed that 62 % 

of the modules have cell cracks.  Inactive cell regions were 

discovered in some of the affected modules (12 % of 

the complete testing batch).  A correlation between the 

proportion of cracked cells and deviations from the rated 

power could not be determined (Fig. 3). 

Additional accelerated aging tests are applied to identify 

which images of damage correspond to an increase in cracks 

and thus loss of performance in subsequent operation.  In 

Fig. 1, several cracks can be seen which led to deactivation of 

cell regions after accelerated aging (Fig. 2).  After exposure, 

the module power had decreased by 3.9 %.

Not all conspicuous features must be regarded as critical 

with regard to the long-term stability of the PV module 

performance.  An important aspect of our investigations is 

thus the further growth of existing defects during module 

operation and their effect on lifetime and yield. 

ElEctroluminEScEncE tEStS of 
Pv modulES 

1 EL image of a newly manufactured polycrystalline module.

2 The EL image of the same module after a temperature-cycling 

test reveals inactive cell regions (red).

3 Percentage of cracked cells per module versus the deviation of 

the measured module power from the rated power.
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With falling investment costs, the return from a PV 

power plant is being determined increasingly by its 

yield over its entire lifetime.  the “energy Rating” 

concept does not only take account of the power 

delivered by solar modules under stc conditions but 

also provides a holistic evaluation of performance.  

low-light behaviour and temperature dependence 

are the two most important influences on the annual 

yield.  Both characteristics can be measured accurately 

in callab PV Modules and used for prediction models.  

in order to minimise the uncertainty in measuring these 

quantities, we have developed new procedures and 

optimised the measurement technology.

Daniela Dirnberger, Klaus Kiefer, Ulli Kräling, Björn Müller, 

Frank Neuberger, Christian Reise, Harry Wirth

High-quality meteorological data for the planned system 

location and complete characterisation of the PV components 

are essential for accurate yield predictions.  Manufacturers’ 

data sheets do not always provide sufficient information on 

the dependence of the efficiency value or module power on 

the solar irradiance.  If these quantities are measured with 

the procedures that we have developed and an optimised 

measurement system, the measurement uncertainty for all 

measured points is ± 0.5 %.  In the analysis which we made 

for three sites in northern Germany, southern Germany 

and southern Spain, the resulting contribution to the total 

un certainty in the predicted yield was maximally ± 1 % for 

modules of crystalline silicon cells and ± 2 % for cadmium 

telluride modules.  If previous methods or values from manu-

facturers’ data sheets are used, additional deviations of 0.5 to 

2.5 % can easily occur.

Accurate module characterisation is thus essential for “Energy 

Rating” and accurate yield prediction.

”EnErgy rating” – nEw Evaluation 
critEria for Pv modulES  

1 PV power plant with a rated power of 10 MW.

2 If non-optimal measurement systems and procedures are used, 

significant errors (red) can be made in the measured dependence 

of module efficiency on irradiance. 
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Complementing the work on silicon photovoltaics, our 

research and development on solar cells also covers other 

types of photovoltaic technology: III-V semiconductors, dye 

solar cells, organic solar cells, concentrator technology, 

nanomaterials and novel concepts for photovoltaics.

III-V semiconductors 

Multi-junction solar cells, based on III-V semiconductors such 

as gallium indium phosphide, aluminium gallium arsenide, 

gallium arsenide or gallium indium nitride arsenide, achieve 

the highest efficiency values of all solar cells, up to 44 %.  

Triple-junction solar cells of GaInP/GaInAs/Ge have already 

been applied successfully on earth in combination with optical 

concentration and in space.  In addition to these two PV 

market segments, we supply III-V solar cells to niche markets 

such as laser power beaming, thermophotovoltaics and other 

specialised applications.

For applications in satellites, we are concentrating on 

radiation-resistant, multi-junction cells (triple to sextuple).  

Cells with a low mass are particularly advantageous.  We 

are thus developing very thin cells with a thickness of only 

a few micrometres.  To this purpose, we apply techniques 

to separate the solar cell structures from one substrate and 

transfer them to other substrates.  Among other approaches, 

we have applied so-called „wafer-bonding“ very successfully 

and can create new material combinations in this way.  We 

are continuing to work on producing III-V semiconductor 

structures directly on a silicon substrate by epitaxial growth.   

In doing so, we are investigating central questions of materials 

science, such as techniques to overcome lattice mismatch and 

stress compensation.  

Dye solar cells

The technology for dye solar cells has developed well beyond 

the laboratory scale over the last few years.  We were able to 

demonstrate that modules of dye solar cells can be produced 

with industrially relevant technology such as screen-printing 

and new sealing technology.  The possibility for implementing 

AltErnAtiVE PhotoVoltAic 
tEchnologiES

design aspects was demonstrated in prototypes.  The module 

durability is being tested in the laboratory and outdoors.  

Prototypes of dye solar modules with commercially interesting 

dimensions (60 cm x 100 cm) have already been produced on 

undivided substrates.  This serves as proof that the production 

concept can be upscaled.

Organic solar cells

Organic solar cells are particularly attractive due to the anti-

cipated low production costs.  High mechanical flexibility and 

low mass will open up new application fields for photovoltaics 

in future.  We are developing new cell structures which can be 

produced from cost-effective materials by efficient processes.  

The goal of these developments is production in a roll-to-roll 

process.  We have produced the first solar cell modules with 

technology that can be transferred to continuous production.  

Aiming for higher efficiency and longer lifetimes, we are 

investigating new organic semiconductors and electrodes, and 

the durability of encapsulated solar cells in accelerated aging 

tests.  Lifetimes of several years have become realistic.

Concentrator technology

In ConTEC, the Concentrator Technology and Evaluation 

Centre, we are developing modules and systems which 

concentrate sunlight by a factor of >300 for the terrestrial 

application of solar cells based on III-V semiconductors.  Silicon 

solar cells are used for concentration factors of <100.  We 

develop and investigate soldered and adhesive connections 

which withstand temperature cycling well and are very 

durable.  In addition, we simulate thermo-mechanical effects 

in concentrator modules, carry out accelerated aging tests and 

develop new appropriate testing procedures.  The FLATCON® 

technology, which was developed at Fraunhofer ISE, is an 

example of successful module development.  It is now being 

produced commercially with success by Soitec Solar in Freiburg 

under the name of ConcentrixTM Modul.  In current research, 

we are investigating the co-generation of heat and electricity 

with a concentrating system.
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Novel solar cell concepts and photon management

We develop concepts and technology which can be applied to 

overcome fundamental limits on the efficiency of conventional 

solar cells.  One concept is photon management.  The aim is 

to raise the efficiency by splitting or shifting the solar spectral 

distribution before the radiation is absorbed by the solar cells.  

One example is up-conversion, in which unusable low-energy 

photons are transformed into high-energy photons.  These 

can then be absorbed by standard solar cells.  In addition, we 

are developing solar cells of quantum-dot materials.  As their 

properties such as the band gap can be adjusted according 

to the application, silicon quantum-dot materials are very 

promising candidates for the production of tandem solar 

cells based on silicon.  We have produced a quantum-dot 

membrane cell, which unequivocally confirmed for the first 

time in the world that this nanomaterial can be used as a 

solar cell.  Further concepts include fluorescent concentrators, 

thermophotovoltaic systems and solar cells for wireless energy 

transmission with laser beams.

A L T E R N A T I V E  P H O T O V O L T A I C  T E C H N O L O G I E s

Dye solar cells will soon enter the market on a broad 

scale.  As dye solar cells can be designed to be either 

transparent or opaque, they represent an interesting 

option primarily for building-integrated photo-

voltaics.  In 2012 at Fraunhofer ISE, we reproducibly 

produced 60 cm x 100 cm modules with durable, 

glass-soldered sealing and internal series circuits in a 

screen-printing process (see page 106).  Test modules 

have been integrated into the façade of a laboratory 

for demonstration purposes.
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A L T E R N A T I V E  P H O T O V O L T A I C  T E C H N O L O G I E s

C O N T A C T s

III-V epitaxy, solar cells and components  Dr Frank Dimroth Phone +49 761 4588-5258

frank.dimroth@ise.fraunhofer.de

Dye and organic solar cells   Dr Uli Würfel Phone +49 761 203-4796

uli.wuerfel@ise.fraunhofer.de

Concentrator systems    Maike Wiesenfarth Phone +49 761 4588-5470

maike.wiesenfarth@ise.fraunhofer.de

Novel solar cell concepts     Dr Jan Christoph Goldschmidt Phone +49 761 4588-5475 

and photon management    jan.christoph.goldschmidt@ise.fraunhofer.de
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In concentrator photovoltaics, lens-based optical 

systems are applied which focus the solar radiation 

onto very small solar cells.  We have been developing 

and optimising point-focussing concentrator modules 

for many years.  Our FLATCON® module achieved an 

efficiency value of 32.1 % in outdoor measurements.  

The thermal behaviour of these modules is an important 

design criterion for further optimisation.  We apply 

finite element simulation and computational fluid 

dynamic models to design optimal modules.  The 

simulation models are validated experimentally.  

Armin Bösch, Tobias Dörsam, Harald Kraus, Marc Steiner, 

Maike Wiesenfarth, Andreas Bett

Concentration of the solar radiation means that the energy 

intensity incident on the solar cell is high.  More than 30 % of 

the solar energy is converted into electricity by highly efficient, 

multi-junction solar cells.  We have equipped our FLATCON® 

modules with industrially manufactured solar cells from AZUR 

Space Solar Power and achieved an efficiency value of 32.1 % 

(Fig. 2).  The remaining energy is mainly converted to heat 

and dissipated to the surrounding environment.  In order to 

ensure low solar cell temperatures, this heat transfer must 

be carefully designed.  We apply simulations to predict the 

thermomechanical loads and temperature distributions, which 

are then compared to experimental results obtained under 

outdoor conditions.  An example is shown in Fig. 1.  The 

temperature distribution over the back surface of the module 

was simulated by computational fluid dynamic models.  It 

agrees well with the temperature distribution measured with 

an infrared camera.

A further option for thermal management is to use the 

thermal energy.  This is the most efficient way to use solar 

energy.  The thermal energy is stored in heat-storage media 

and used as process heat.  We also investigate these so-called 

CPVT systems (concentrator photovoltaic and thermal) at 

Fraunhofer ISE.  Our main topics include development of 

the receiver and optimisation of the interaction between the 

optical system and the receiver.

Our work is supported by the German Federal Ministry for the 

Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU) 

and the Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU).

oPtimiSAtion of Point-focuSSing 
concEntrAtor modulES  

1 The spatially resolved temperature distribution in a lens-based 

concentrator module is of great interest.  The investigated con-

centrator module is shown in the centre; to the left and right 

respectively are the simulated and measured temperature 

distributions over the back-surface of the module.  The two 

temperature distributions agree very well with each other.

21

2 I-V characteristic curve and photo of the FLATCON® module. 

The measurement was made on the outdoor test stand in Freiburg 

on 18.8.2012.  The module with an area of 832 cm2 has an efficiency 

value of 32.1 %.
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Triple-junction solar cells of III-V semiconductors 

represent the industrial standard for satellite applica-

tions in space.  The stack structure is manufactured of 

different elements from groups III and V of the periodic 

table.  This guarantees a high efficiency value exceeding 

30 % for extraterrestrial radiation conditions.  Together 

with our industrial partner in the “Nanospace II” project, 

AZUR space solar Power, we have investigated whether 

a new solar cell structure based on quantum wells could 

improve on previous efficiency values.

Stephanie Essig, Peter Fuss-Kailuweit, David Lackner, 

Gerald Siefer, Frank Dimroth, Andreas Bett

Current space solar cells consist of three sub-cells, each of 

which uses radiation from a different range of the solar 

spectrum.  High-energy, cosmic particle radiation creates 

defects in the crystal structure, which continually decrease the 

efficiency of the solar cell.  Thus, we had to take account of 

the radiation-induced damage already in designing the solar 

cell. 

In a quantum-well solar cell, a multi-layer stack of two 

alternately deposited materials is inserted between the 

p-doped base and the n-doped emitter.  The layer thickness 

corresponds to only a few atomic layers, so quantum mecha-

nical effects can be observed.  The configuration is thus called 

a quantum-well stack and has been designed by us to absorb 

more light at longer wavelengths than in a conventional solar 

cell (Fig. 1).  This allows us to match the current generated by 

the individual sub-cells better to each other and counteracts 

the damaging effect of particle radiation in space.

This project was financed by the European Space Agency.

SolAr cEllS with multiPlE QuAntum 
wEllS for SPAcE APPlicAtionS

1 Electron micrograph of a cross-section through a solar cell with a 

quantum well stack.  The image shows the alternating thin layers of 

the quantum well region, which is surrounded by the host solar cell 

material. 

1

2 Light fraction which is converted into electric current by solar 

cells with and without quantum wells.  The solar cell including 

quantum wells absorbs light in an additional spectral range, where 

the standard solar cell shows no response.
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Multi-junction solar cells of III-V compound semicon-

ductors achieve the highest efficiency values today 

for converting sunlight into electricity.  We have been 

working for more than 15 years on this technology and 

in 2009, we achieved an efficiency value of 41.1 % under 

concentrated illumination, using a solar cell with three 

pn junctions.  In a research project supported by the 

European Union, we are now working together with 

project partners in Europe and Japan to produce and 

accurately measure the next generation of multi-

junction solar cells with four pn junctions.

Frank Dimroth, Stephanie Essig, Elvira Fehrenbacher, 

Stephan Heckelmann, Ranke Koch, David Lackner, 

Karin Mayer, Markus Niemeyer, Eduard Oliva, Inessa Semke, 

Gerald Siefer, Michael Schachtner, Manuela Scheer, 

Katrin Wagner, Alexander Wekkeli, Andreas Bett

In III-V multi-junction solar cells, several pn junctions with 

spectral responses ranging from the blue to the infrared

regions of the solar spectrum are stacked on top of each 

other.  These solar cells are used today in space and in 

terrestrial photovoltaic concentrator systems.  The industrial 

standard is a triple solar cell with three separate pn junctions 

in GaInP, GaAs and Ge materials.

The next generation of these highly efficient cells should 

consist of four or five sub-cells, so that the efficiency of 

converting solar energy into electricity can be increased still 

further.  We are working together with our project partners on 

these new solar cell concepts.  They are created by inserting 

a new material with a band gap of 1.0 eV into the present 

structure.  We are using lattice-mismatched Ga1-xInxAs layers, 

whereby the band gap energy is determined by the concen-

tration of indium in the crystal.  A challenge is presented by 

the changes in atomic spacing in these crystal layers.  These 

can cause dislocations which affect the material and solar cell 

properties negatively.  One of our main research topics is the 

development of transitional layers between the materials.  In 

addition, we optimise the material quality on the basis of test 

structures and solar cells.

The characterisation of quadruple solar cells is a further field 

of development.  Because the sub-cells are connected in 

series, the spectrum of the solar simulator must be adjusted 

such that identical photocurrents are generated under the 

measurement conditions as for standard AM 1.5d conditions.  

New solar simulators that we have designed are used for this 

purpose (Fig. 2).  They allow the spectral distribution to be 

adjusted separately in different spectral ranges.  We also parti-

cipated in international inter-laboratory comparisons, in which 

we demonstrated good agreement between measurements at 

Fraunhofer ISE and AIST in Japan.

The research work is supported by the European Union within 

the “NGCPV” project.

www.III-V.de

dEVEloPmEnt And chArActEriSAtion of 
concEntrAtor SolAr cEllS

1 Metal fingers of a concentrator solar cell with a diameter of 1 mm 

(left) and calibration of a cell under AM1.5d standard conditions.

2 XSIM solar simulator for exact measurement of solar cells with up 

to six pn junctions.

1 2
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1

In contrast to conventional solar cells, the photo active 

layer of organic solar cells consists of two different 

materials, a donor and an acceptor phase, which both 

contribute to the generation of charge carrier pairs.  

The holes are transported within the donor, the elec-

trons within the acceptor.  Organic solar cells are usually 

described theoretically with one-dimensional models, 

which do not represent the two-phase character of the 

photoactive layer.  To overcome this weakness, we have 

developed a two-dimensional model which explicitly 

takes account of both components of the photoactive 

layer.  This was successfully applied to determine the 

effect of doping both components.

Martin Andreas Fischer, Felix Stelzl, Uli Würfel, 

Birger Zimmermann, Stefan Glunz

In previous simulations, the effective semiconductor model 

was used, in which the electron (hole) transport level 

corresponds to that of the acceptor (donor).  The effects of 

charge carrier mobility, contact selectivity or p-type or n-type 

doping of the photoactive layer are already well represented 

with this model.  However, the effect of doping both phases 

cannot be investigated with this model, as then compensation 

occurs.

Our extended 2-D model allows this investigation, as it takes 

account of both phases explicitly.  Figure 2 shows that the 

simulated efficiency can be significantly increased by this 

measure.  The reason is that an organic solar cell is a 

com ponent relying only on majority charge carriers, as 

the electrons are located exclusively in the acceptor phase 

and the holes purely in the donor phase.  Generation and 

re combination of charge carriers occurs exclusively at the 

interface between the two phases.  Differing doping con-

centrations result in the formation of a depletion zone with 

corresponding band bending.  The charge carrier concen-

tration is thus lowest at the interface and reaches its highest 

value in the centre of each phase.  This enables significantly 

more effective transport to the contacts, which positively 

influences the fill factor and thus the efficiency value.  Figure 3 

shows that the charge carriers are transported to the electro-

des with a relatively homogeneous distribution in the undoped 

case.  By contrast, in heavily doped phases the charge carriers 

initially move perpendicularly to the interface into the centre 

of the respective phase, before they are transported to the 

electrodes in the most highly conductive zones.

The project is supported by the German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research (BMBF) and the Deutsche Forschungs-

gemeinschaft (DFG).

two-dimEnSionAl modElling of 
orgAnic SolAr cEllS 

1 Organic solar cell module without ITO on a flexible substrate.  

2 Relative efficiency value of an organic donor/acceptor solar cell as 

a function of the p-type doping of the donor phase and the n-type 

doping of the acceptor phase.

222

3  Spatially resolved distribution of the short circuit current for the 

case of undoped phases (left) and the case of a heavily n-doped 

acceptor and a heavily p-doped donor (right).  IL stands for the 

interfacial layer, where the charge carriers recombine.
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Dye solar cells will soon enter the market on a broad 

scale.  Applications in lifestyle products have already 

been implemented.  As dye solar cells can be designed 

to be either transparent or opaque, they also represent 

an interesting option for building-integrated photo-

voltaics.  Photovoltaically active architectural glazing is 

being developed at Fraunhofer IsE.  The modules with 

durable glass-soldered sealing and internal series circuits 

can now be reproducibly produced in dimensions of 

60 cm x 100 cm.      

Katarzyna Bialecka, Henning Brandt, Katrine Flarup-Jensen, 

Andreas Hinsch, Ramiro Loayza Aguirre, Welmoed Veurman, 

Stefan Glunz

In contrast to conventional solar cells, an organic dye is used 

to convert light into electricity in dye solar cells.  The modules 

are produced by simple screen-printing and are sealed with 

glass solder in a thermal process.  The active layer is coloured 

with dye and the module is filled with electrolyte using 

prototype equipment which was developed at Fraunhofer ISE 

and is continually being optimised.  The manufacturing of dye 

solar modules can be integrated into existing processes for 

production of architectural glazing.

The large-area screen-printing process was reproduced in 

a small prototype production series by project partners.  

Furthermore, we demonstrated that earlier results for 

10 cm x 10 cm modules could be reproduced for the up-

scaled modules with an area of 60 cm x 100 cm.  An efficiency 

value of 6.6 % relative to the active area has already been 

achieved.  Development of the electrolyte is important for 

the long-term stability of dye solar cells.  In co-operation with 

project partners, we have tested the stability of a wide range 

of materials in standardised test cells with conventional PV 

standard test procedures.  Promising materials are now used in 

the large-area modules.

In addition to materials development, our current work is 

concentrating on optimising the module concept and further 

implementation of the processing steps in an industrially 

applicable environment.  Here, we are co-operating specifically 

with those enterprises from sectors which are interested in 

producing and marketing dye solar cells.

The work within joint research projects is supported by the 

Baden-Württemberg Foundation, the German Federal Ministry 

of Education and Research (BMBF) and the Fraunhofer-

Gesellschaft. 

Product dEVEloPmEnt of 
dyE SolAr modulES

1

1 Mobile showroom to present large-area dye solar modules at 

trade exhibitions and conferences.
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Photon management denotes techniques which 

influence the light path and its spectral distribution 

with the aim of overcoming fundamental limits on 

the efficiency of conventional solar cells.  Spectrally 

selectively reflecting structures are important com

ponents of systems for photon management.  These 

can be applied e.g. to increase the efficiency of up

conversion, to improve light collection in fluorescent 

concentrators or directly to raise the absorptance of 

solar cells.  

Benedikt Bläsi, Johannes Eisenlohr, Stefan Fischer, 

Judith Frank, Benjamin Fröhlich, Johannes Gutmann, 

Jan Christoph Goldschmidt, Martin Hermle, Barbara Herter, 

Stefan Janz, Janina Löffler, Janina Posdziech, Tim Rist, 

Heiko Steinkemper, Sebastian Wolf, Stefan Glunz

Depending on the intended application, we produce 

selectively reflecting structures from different materials.  Multi-

layer stacks of different silicon carbide compounds (SiC) with 

differing refractive indices are suitable for the near-infrared 

range (Fig. 1).  These can be prepared by plasma-enhanced 

chemical vapour deposition (PECVD).  PECV deposition of 

SiC is well suited to integration into solar-cell manufacturing 

processes.  For instance, back-surface reflectors for solar cells 

can be produced which simultaneously support the electrical 

surface passivation.  Resonator structures to increase the 

efficiency of up-conversion processes represent another 

application possibility.  In this case, low-energy photons that 

cannot be absorbed by silicon are converted into usable 

photons of higher energy.  By clever design of the resonance 

wavelengths, the multi-layer systems can amplify both the 

absorption of incident photons and the desired emission of 

usable photons.

For visible light, multi-layer stacks can also be produced by 

cost-effective spin-coating (Fig. 2).  These stacks can achieve 

selective reflectance of almost 100 % (Fig. 3).  The spectral 

position of the reflectance peak can be shifted and secondary 

maxima suppressed by variation of the layer thicknesses. 

The work on photon management is supported by the Deut-

sche Forschungsgemeinschaft, the German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research (BMBF) and the European Union.

nAno-StructurES for EfficiEnt 
Photon mAnAgEmEnt

1 SEM image of a filter structure consisting of amorphous SiC 

compounds.  The films are deposited onto silicon by PECVD.  The 

structure is optimised for strong reflection of light with wavelengths 

exceeding 1500 nm. 

2 Selective reflector for the visible spectral range, which was 

produced by alternately spin-coating with PMMA and TiO2 nano-

particles. 

1 2

3  Reflectance of a so-called Bragg filter, which was produced by 

PECVD of SiO2 and SiN.  Spectrally selective reflectance of almost 

100 % is achieved.
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      Supplying power efficiently
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In the first half of 2012, the share of electricity generated in 

Germany from renewable sources exceeded 25 percent for the 

first time.  This share should increase to 80 percent by 2050.  

The main growth is in the wind energy and photovoltaic 

sectors.  As the electricity generated from both sources 

fluctuates according to the weather conditions, further 

expansion in these sectors will demand major adaptation 

of the energy supply system.  In order to cope with the 

associated technical, ecological and economic demands, we 

are developing new concepts and components based on 

modern communications technology for energy management 

of distributed generators and loads in the distribution grid.  

Involvement of the electricity customers with regard to usage 

behaviour, consumption visualisation and efficient billing 

methods (smart metering) are playing an increasingly signifi-

cant role in this process.

Storage of electricity to compensate for differences between 

supply and demand is a particularly important aspect when 

the amount of electricity generated from renewable sources 

increases.  Storage solutions are also needed in autonomous, 

off-grid electricity systems and for electric vehicles.  Thus, we 

are working intensively on developing and optimising battery 

systems for stationary and mobile applications.  Our work con-

centrates on increasing the performance and storage capacity, 

improving operation management strategies and developing 

control systems for all common types of battery technology.

The development of photovoltaics is the most dynamic of the 

renewable energy sectors.  Already at the end of June 2012, 

it accounted for 5.1 percent of the electricity generated in 

Germany.  To also maintain this market growth now that 

feed-in payments are decreasing, the costs for the systems 

technology must be reduced further.  This applies particularly 

to inverters to feed photovoltaic electricity into the grid, a 

renewABle power 
generAtion

product sector in which German manufacturers continue to 

dominate the market.  Nevertheless, there is still considerable 

potential for increasing efficiency and reducing costs, which 

can be exploited with new circuit designs, digital controls 

technology, advances in power semiconductor components 

and passive components.  In addition, as the share of 

electricity that is generated from fluctuating sources and fed 

into the grid increases, inverters will have to provide more 

and more grid-stabilising features in future.  To this purpose, 

we offer specialised know how for the entire power spectrum 

up to the MW range in the fields of circuit design, as well as 

dimensioning and implementing analog and digital controllers.  

Beyond this, as a new service to our clients, we carry out all 

tests demanded by the new grid-connection regulation for 

transformers with power ratings up to more than 1 MW.

Around 1.4 thousand million people in rural areas, 

innumerable technical systems for telecommunications, 

environmental measurement technology or telematics, and 

four thousand million portable electronic devices all have 

one feature in common: They require off-grid electricity.  

Increasingly, regenerative energy sources or other innovative 

energy converters are being used to supply it.  An increasing 

share of the photovoltaic modules sold world-wide is used 

in these markets, some of which are already economically 

viable without external subsidies.  In addition, there is an 

enormous market for decentralised water desalination and 

purification technology based on renewable energy sources.  

For this broad spectrum of applications, we develop concepts, 

components and systems for off-grid power supplies based on 

photovoltaics, fuel cells, wind energy and hydroelectricity.

In future, vehicles will run partly or completely on electricity 

and draw their energy from the grid (electric and plug-in 

vehicles).  Fraunhofer ISE is working at the interface between 
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the vehicles and the grid on concepts for an environmentally 

acceptable power supply and optimal integration of the 

vehicles into the electricity grid. Together with partners from 

the car and power industries, the institute is developing 

components for energy management and for bi-directional 

energy transfer between vehicles and the grid, as well as 

universal metering and billing systems.  

For solar power generation on a large scale, predominantly for 

application in southern countries, Fraunhofer ISE is working on 

technology for solar-thermal power stations.

Our laboratory facilities include:

-  power electronics laboratory with modern equipment and  

 software for power up to 1 MW 

-  laboratory for inverter certification (fault ride-through,  

 efficiency value measurement, power quality, etc.)

-  development environments for micro-controllers, digital  

 signal processors (DSP) and embedded systems

-  measurement laboratory for electromagnetic compatibility  

 (EMC)

-  laboratory for information and communications technology  

 for power plants and control systems

-  SmartEnergyLab for developing and testing Smart Grid  

 solutions

-  measurement and calibration laboratory for solar modules

-  outdoor test field for solar components

-  battery laboratory for development and testing from the  

 low-power to automotive range

-  lighting laboratory

-  test stands for fuel cells operating with hydrogen and   

 methanol

-  development laboratory for redox-flow battery systems

-  testing and development laboratory for drinking water  

 treatment systems

R E N E W A B L E  P O W E R  G E N E R A T I O N

Engineers at Fraunhofer ISE developed a universal charging unit 

within the “Fraunhofer Systemforschung Elektromobilität” project 

(Fraunhofer systems research on electromobility).  It offers both 

the infrastructure to charge electric vehicles via their on-board 

charge controllers and also rapid charging via a specially developed, 

extremely compact 22 kW converter which is integrated into the 

unit.  In addition to charging and feeding electricity back into the 

grid, further functions such as energy metering and billing, vehicle 

identification and communication are integrated into the unit.
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R E N E W A B L E  P O W E R  G E N E R A T I O N

C O N T A C T s

Autonomous power supplies and mini-grids   Dr Matthias Vetter Phone +49 761 4588-5600

    matthias.vetter@ise.fraunhofer.de

smart Grids    Dr Christof Wittwer  Phone +49 761 4588-5115

  christof.wittwer@ise.fraunhofer.de

      

      Dr Thomas Erge  Phone +49 761 4588-5337

   thomas.erge@ise.fraunhofer.de

Power electronics and control systems  Prof Bruno Burger Phone +49 761 4588-5237

bruno.burger@ise.fraunhofer.de

Electric storage systems   Dr Matthias Vetter Phone +49 761 4588-5600

matthias.vetter@ise.fraunhofer.de

solar power plants    Dr Thomas Fluri Phone +49 761 4588-5994

thomas.fluri@ise.fraunhofer.de

Decentralised PV water purification systems   Dr Joachim Koschikowski Phone +49 761 4588-5294

joachim.koschikowski@ise.fraunhofer.de

      

      Dr Joachim Went Phone +49 761 4588-5240

joachim.went@ise.fraunhofer.de

Electromobility    Dr Günther Ebert Phone +49 761 4588-5229

guenther.ebert@ise.fraunhofer.de
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At the end of 2011, we took two photovoltaically 

powered, reverse-osmosis plants into operation for 

seawater desalination on Cyprus.  They are the first 

reverse-osmosis plants in the world in which the power 

demand can be dynamically adapted to the instanta-

neous power supplied by the sun.  Ideally, intermediate 

energy storage in batteries can be avoided completely 

due to the dynamic operation mode.  After a year of 

operation, we can now draw predominantly positive 

conclusions concerning the system design, the specific 

energy demand, operation with minimised battery 

storage, control algorithms, membrane degradation 

and the reliability of the installed components.

Julian Anhalt, Marcel Klemm, Sebastian Rauscher, 

Alexander Schies, Matthias Vetter, Joachim Went,  

Günther Ebert

The field test confirmed that high accuracy can be achieved 

with the design method that we had developed.  Although 

the dynamic operation mode meant that the systems 

frequently operate in the partial load range, a very low 

specific energy consumption of 4.6 kWh/m³ was achieved 

with the help of our flexible energy recovery unit (Fig. 3).  

The desalination process itself does not require battery 

storage.  The use of a small battery storage unit is very 

advantageous for maintaining the automation function and 

Internet connection for remote monitoring and control.  The 

fluctuating mechanical load on the membranes for reverse 

osmosis has not led to any premature degradation to date.  

Bio-fouling and scaling were reduced by flushing the system 

with fresh water overnight.  The reliability of some externally 

purchased components was inadequate: A defective filling 

pump had to be replaced and a 3/2 directional control valve, 

the key component of the energy recovery unit, suffered heavy 

corrosion, although seawater-resistant steels were used.  For 

future plants, we are planning to avoid these critical valve 

components by applying a new invention which promises still 

lower specific energy consumption accompanied by reduced 

complexity and system costs for PV-RO plants.

The project was supported by the German Federal Ministry 

of Economics and Technology (BMWi) within the InnoNet 

Programme and by our industrial partners, Pairan Elektronik 

GmbH, IBC Solar AG, Gather Industrie GmbH, MAT Plasmatec 

GmbH, Katadyn Produkte AG and Technisches Büro Becker.

field teSt with pV-powered 
reVerSe-oSmoSiS plAntS (pV-ro)

1

1 Corroded valve; pitting corrosion of the base plate for the 

3/2 directional control valve, the key component of the energy 

recovery unit. 

2 PV-RO plant on Cyprus (Pentakomo Lab).
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optimiSed determinAtion of the StAte 
of chArge for leAd-Acid BAtterieS

1 The Rappenecker Hof is an example for an off-grid power supply.  Lead-acid batteries are the most widely used type of 

rechargeable batteries.  They are not only found in 

autonomous systems and island grids in threshold and 

developing countries, but they also present a storage 

option to increase the proportion of on-site consump-

tion in grid-connected systems.  In order to quantify the 

residual amount of stored energy accurately, algorithms 

to determine the state of charge are needed.  Previous 

methods caused major difficulties, because the reliability 

and accuracy were inadequate for many operating con-

ditions and states of charge.  We have developed a new 

method based on stochastic filtering, which determines 

the state of charge for all types of lead-acid battery 

accurately and reliably.

Georg Bopp, Johannes Kehl, simon schwunk, 

Matthias Vetter, Günther Ebert

Determination of the state of charge is a challenge, 

particularly in off-grid power supplies.  For applications in 

a forklift truck with very regular cycling operation or in 

uninterruptible power supplies, in which the batteries are 

almost always fully charged, it is relatively simple to determine 

the state of charge on the basis of identifying complete 

charging and integrating the battery current over time.  The 

task is much more complex when it involves photovoltaic 

power supplies with long periods at an intermediate state 

of charge.  When current is flowing, it is not possible to 

determine the state of charge directly from the terminal 

voltage of a battery.  Many processes within the battery 

result in deviations from the open-circuit voltage.

The new method draws on many measurements of the 

terminal voltage, filters these measurements and combines 

them with integration of the battery current over time.  In 

this way, a good estimation of the state of charge is finally 

obtained.  Previous methods suffered either from the lack of 

possibilities for correction or were developed only for a specific 

type of lead-acid battery.  Due to the work of Fraunhofer ISE, 

the method can now be applied to all types of lead-acid 

batteries and allows continuous correction for all operating 

points.  Stochastic methods are also very suitable for applica-

tion to other types of batteries.

The work in co-operation with the Steca company was 

supported by the German Federal Ministry for the Environ-

ment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU) within 

the Pilebi project.

2 The graph shows the state of charge determined accurately with 

the newly developed method and the reference.  The application is 

an off-grid photovoltaic power supply. 
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A nationwide energy supply system does not exist in 

many regions of the world, either because they are 

very remote or the infrastructure is not sufficiently 

developed.  Nevertheless, the demand for electricity 

also exists there and is mainly met by diesel generators.  

As these are associated with high costs and environ-

mental disadvantages, we are working on new technical 

solutions with the goal of achieving more efficient, 

reliable and cost-effective power supplies.  Photovoltaics 

provides a suitable method for generating electricity 

in the relevant areas.  The systems technology for PV 

hybrid systems is being further developed in a research 

project, keeping this background in mind.

Bruno Burger, Michael Eberlin, Max Jung, Severin Philipp, 

Florian Reiners, simon schwunk, Olivier Stalter, 

Matthias Vetter, Günther Ebert

The essential components of the village power supply are the 

PV generator, a hybrid battery system, an inverter, a PV battery 

charge controller and a higher-level energy management 

system.  The photovoltaically generated electricity is tem-

porarily stored via the charge controller in the hybrid battery 

system if generation exceeds the instantaneous consumption.  

If the required energy cannot be supplied by the photovoltaic 

system, it is drawn from the battery.  The system operates 

with voltages of up to 1000 V to achieve high efficiency.

The battery has represented a major cost factor over the 

system lifetime up to now.  Usually lead-acid batteries are 

used, which have a favourable purchase price but often 

have a very limited lifetime in such applications.  Due to 

their technical specifications, lithium-ion batteries would be 

much better suited for such systems, but they have been too 

expensive to date.  By combining both systems, it is possible to 

reduce the aging of the lead-acid battery by up to 40 %.  The 

additional system costs caused by combining them are low, 

as additional power electronics could be avoided.  Figure 4 

illustrates a typical switching process.  It can be seen that 

both battery systems supply electricity for a short period of 

time.  If a suitable switching strategy is applied, high switching 

currents which are disadvantageous for the battery can be 

avoided, so that no safety risk or lifetime reduction is caused.  

innoVAtiVe SyStemS technology for 
future VillAge power SupplieS 

4 Switching process from the lithium-ion to the lead-acid battery 

string.  Initially, the power to the load is supplied only by the 

lithium-ion battery; then the current is drawn from both batteries 

for a short period.  After a short time, the lithium-ion battery is 

disconnected from the DC bus and the lead-acid battery is the sole 

source of current for the load.
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Fraunhofer ISE designed and developed the complete battery 

system, including the modular battery management system 

suited for high voltages, the systems to estimate the battery 

state of charge and state of health, the module construction, 

the switching devices and the switching strategies.

In addition to the battery system technology, the power-

electronic components needed for a village power supply 

system were developed at Fraunhofer ISE: a 120 kW battery 

inverter and a 51 kW PV battery charge controller.  The aim 

was to achieve a configuration which was as efficient, reliable 

and cost-effective as possible.  Contrary to previously available 

stand-alone inverters, step-up converters and transformers 

were not included in the developed system.  Instead, the 

concept was based on a high system voltage on the DC side.  

In combination with a highly efficient NPC topology, efficiency 

values exceeding 98 % were achieved.  The maximum 

value today is usually 95 %.  The high output power is also 

previously unattained.

The developed PV battery charge controller enables separate 

control of up to six different PV generators at their maximum 

power point (MPP).  The selected topology with step-up and 

step-down converters results in a PV voltage range from 

350 V to 1200 V, whereas the battery voltage can be between 

650 V and 1000 V.  This large voltage range contributes 

to great flexibility in the system dimensioning.  In order to 

minimise transformation losses, superjunction field-effect 

transistors as well as the newest generation of silicon carbide 

diodes are used.  As in the stand-alone inverter, transformers 

are not included.  Efficiency values of up to 99 % were 

reached in the first measurements.

12

1 Circuit board of a battery module management system for 

lithium-ion batteries, designed for high-voltage operation.  The 

circuit measures the battery cell voltages, equalises the cells and 

determines the state of charge of the batteries. 

2 Lithium-ion battery module for a hybrid battery system.  The 

cells are connected in series, are air-cooled and monitored by several 

module management circuits.

3 Village power supply with photovoltaics, wind turbine, biomass 

and a diesel generator.  The grid is managed by the central stand-

alone inverter; operation of the distributed photovoltaic inverters is 

controlled by the grid.

5 Efficiency value of the developed stand-alone inverter versus 

output power for different voltages.  The peak efficiency value is 

greater than 98 %.  The efficiency value remains essentially constant 

over a wide range.
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QuAlity ASSurAnce of pV lAmpS: 
new teSting methodS for BAtterieS

Fraunhofer IsE was commissioned by the Gesellschaft 

für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) to extend 

and improve the quality assurance procedures for 

PV-powered lamps which had been developed 

within the “Lighting Africa” programme of the World 

Bank / IFC.  Various investigations and field tests had 

demonstrated that particularly the quality-control tests 

for batteries were not sufficiently comprehensive.  New 

battery testing methods now allow the quality to be 

specified more accurately and realistically.  In addition, 

the testing procedures were extended to include recent 

storage technologies such as lithium-ion batteries.

Georg Bopp, Evandro Augusto Dresch, Norbert Pfanner, 

Friedemar Schreiber, Matthias Vetter, Günther Ebert

1.4 thousand million people around the world have no access 

to electricity.  Petroleum lamps, with high operation costs, are 

often used for lighting.  Solar lamps present an environmen-

tally friendly and cost-effective alternative, but demonstrate 

significant differences in quality.

Comprehensive testing methods to determine the quality of 

such products have been developed and are continually being 

improved by the “Lighting Africa” Organisation, GIZ and 

Fraunhofer ISE.  However, field test results revealed the need 

for further optimisation concerning electric storage devices.

PV lamps make use of various types of battery technologies, 

ranging from lead-acid batteries to lithium-ion cells.  In some 

products, only a very short lifetime was reached, although 

appropriate operating and storage conditions were observed.  

New test procedures were developed which can identify 

premature aging of lead-acid, NiMH and lithium-ion batteries.  

These test procedures simulate regular usage and storage of 

the lamps and take account of higher ambient temperatures.

We were able to demonstrate that the newly developed 

test procedures allow quick and simple quality control of 

both high-quality and low-quality batteries.  In particular, 

accurate results concerning storage were obtained after only 

a few weeks.  With the new test procedures, it can also be 

determined whether products with evidently good cycling 

lifetimes also can withstand special conditions such as long 

transportation periods.

The work was supported by the Gesellschaft für Internationale 

Zusammenarbeit, GIZ.

1 Typical examples of PV-powered lamps corresponding to 

different power classes.

2 Electric storage devices that are used in solar lamps: nickel metal 

hydride, lithium-ion and lead-acid batteries (from left to right).

3 Results of a battery test: the samples of unbranded products 

showed significant reduction in capacity and large deviations in the 

results (black error bars). 
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highly efficient power electronicS 
in the megAhertz rAnge

Wide band gap semiconductors are of great interest for 

power electronics applications.  In addition to the power 

transistors made of silicon carbide (siC), which have 

already become commercially established, the first 600 V 

power transistor prototypes of gallium nitride (GaN) 

have become available.  Due to their lateral configura-

tion, they feature very low switching energy and thus 

allow significantly higher switching frequencies than 

components of silicon (si) or siC.  When the switching 

frequency is higher, the passive components of power 

electronic circuits can be smaller dimensioned.  This 

increases the power density and reduces not only the 

volume and mass but also the production costs of the 

complete system.

Bruno Burger, Dirk Kranzer, Arne Hendrik Wienhausen, 

Günther Ebert

DC-DC converters can be found in very diverse power ranges 

and application areas from consumer electronics through solar 

inverters up to charging equipment for electric vehicles.  Not 

only the electric conversion efficiency, but also the volume, 

mass and cost of the converter are highly relevant.  In the 

case of mobile systems, e.g. vehicles for air and road trans-

port, the efficiency of the complete system can be improved 

by reducing the mass.  In addition, harmful emissions can 

be reduced.  Modern resonant DC-DC converters with 

600 V Si superjunction MOSFETs are operated with 

switching frequencies of up to 350 kHz.

As part of an internal study at Fraunhofer ISE, a resonant 

LLC converter was developed with a maximum switching 

frequency of 1.4 MHz and a nominal output power of 1 kW 

(Fig. 1).  By employing the most modern GaN power transistor 

prototypes, an efficiency value of 94.1 % was achieved, 

although the switching frequency was higher by a factor of 4 

and the transformer was not yet optimised for this application.  

Almost all of the losses were localised in the coils of the trans-

former.  A temperature increase of the GaN power transistors 

themselves was hardly measurable, even when power of 1 kW 

was transferred at a switching frequency of 1 MHz.  This 

demonstrates the excellent semiconductor properties of GaN 

on the one hand but also reveals the great need for research 

on inductive components on the other.  We can assume that 

gallium nitride will permanently change the world of power 

electronics – particularly in the field of photovoltaics and 

resonant voltage converters.

1 First laboratory prototype of the developed resonant DC-DC 

converter employing 600 V GaN power transistor prototypes.  The 

volume can be reduced further and the power density increased by 

further optimisation such as reduction of the cooling block and con-

structing a stack of circuit boards. 

2 Efficiency of the developed resonant voltage converter versus 

output voltage for varying output power.  The decrease for lower 

power values is determined by the topology.
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In recent years, fires which affected buildings with 

photovoltaic systems made headlines in the German 

press.  This stimulated Fraunhofer IsE, together with 

TÜV Rheinland and other partners, to make a systematic 

investigation of the risks associated with PV systems in 

the case of fire and the measures which can be taken 

to reduce these risks.  We analysed some of the widely 

publicised cases of fires involving PV and conducted 

detailed research on the course of events leading to 

damage.  Further work has concentrated on measures 

against the formation of electric arcs, methods to auto-

matically detect and extinguish electric arcs, and reliable 

tests of associated procedures and devices.

Georg Bopp, Robin Grab, Hermann Laukamp, Severin Phillip, 

Heribert schmidt, Günther Ebert

We systematically record and analyse reports of fire damage 

in PV systems in order to further improve systems technology 

and construction practice.  We aim to determine the cause of 

damage in each case by means of an Internet-based survey 

fire riSk, fire SAfety And fire 
preVention in pV SyStemS

1 Remains of a PV system on a flat roof after fire.  An expert 

investigator found module remnants which indicated that faulty 

soldered connections were a highly probable cause of the fire.   

2 Thermograph showing local overheating of a faulty soldered 

connection and a close-up photo of the same position. 

conducted jointly with TÜV Rheinland, media research and 

contact to expert witnesses and insurance companies.  Over 

a period of 20 years, among the approximately 1.3 million 

PV systems now installed in Germany, we are aware of about 

75 cases in which major fire damage to a building was caused 

by a PV system.  In about 40 further cases, components 

showed evidence of overheating without causing a fire.  

Figure 3 shows how often which part of the system was 

affect ed by damage due to fire or overheating.  If the cases 

where buildings with PV systems caught fire due to other 

causes are also included, the fire brigade was involved in 

fighting a total number of 350 fires.

In several states of the USA, the installation of an electric arc 

detector in grid-connected PV systems has been required since 

2012.  It is intended to disconnect the system if an electric arc 

occurs.  In order to support the German industry in developing 

and testing such detectors, experiments on the origin, expan-

sion and detection of electric arcs are being carried out within 

the project.  At Fraunhofer ISE, electric arcs are created under 

the most realistic test conditions possible in a real PV system.  

Our goal is to create reference spectra for reproducible testing 

of electric arc detectors.

The project is supported by the German Federal Ministry for 

the Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety 

(BMU). 

www.pv-brandsicherheit.de

3  Which component caused the damage?  Number of defects based 

on about 100 cases of fire in PV systems.
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1

1 Web-based configuration interface of the OpenMUC software to 

control and monitor the systems.

2 Optimised schedule for a combined heat and power plant (CHP) 

based on the predicted thermal load and a price curve.

3 Optimal battery 

charging strategy for a 

building with a PV system 

with the goal of reducing 

both the feed-in and 

consumption peaks and 

maximising on-site 

consumption.

The development of smart grids is accompanied 

by increasing demands on distributed generators, 

consumers and storage systems.  In addition to fulfilling 

their primary objectives (e.g. supplying heat in the case 

of a combined heat and power plant), distributed units 

should contribute to compensation of the fluctuating 

output from renewable energy sources and provide grid 

services.  Innovative control strategies allow anticipa-

tory operation, which reacts quickly to dynamic stimuli 

and makes optimal use of flexibility.  To this purpose, 

we develop operation management algorithms which 

use predictions as the basis for calculating optimal 

system operation schedules and implement these as 

control commands.

Thomas Erge, Raphael Hollinger, Bernhard Wille-Haußmann, 

Christof Wittwer, Günther Ebert

Anticipatory planning, which is natural to human beings, does 

not play any role today in the control of distributed systems 

within the energy system.  For conventional power plants, 

individual operation schedules must already be provided and 

registered.  Thus, prediction-based schedule optimisation is 

standard for these power plants.  By contrast, distributed pow-

er plants, consumers and storage units are usually operated on 

the basis of instantaneous power demands (e.g. heating-led 

operation of a combined heat and power plant).

prediction-BASed operAtion mAnAge-
ment StrAtegieS in A SmArt grid

However, only when anticipatory planning is applied to supply 

by local generators and to the usage of available storage 

systems, that e.g.  electricity generation during high-demand 

periods, smoothing of PV generation and electricity con-

sumption peaks as well as higher-priority usage of electricity 

generated from renewable sources can be optimised.

Our algorithm consists of three stages: 

1. preparation of predictions (e.g. of local heating demand)

2. preparation of an ideal schedule based on the prediction  

 and external stimuli if relevant

3. system control with the least possible deviation from the  

 ideal schedule

During continuous operation, the three steps are regularly 

repeated according to the sliding horizon principle to allow 

dynamic reaction to changed stimuli and deviations from 

the predictions.  The algorithm has already been applied 

successfully both to long-term horizons such as the day-ahead 

trading of electricity from distributed generators and to 

short-term horizons (optimisation every 15 minutes) as part of 

model-based predictive control strategies.
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Widespread integration of electric vehicles into the 

electricity distribution grid is not only a challenge but 

also an opportunity for stable grid operation.  The load 

shift potential of electric vehicles can be used both to 

avoid peak loads and to attenuate the solar peak around 

noon.  The “smart Grids” Department of Fraunhofer IsE 

is developing and testing innovative solutions and pilot 

systems to this purpose.  In 2012, the “Electromobility 

Fleet Test” supported by the German Federal Ministry 

for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor 

safety (BMU) was successfully completed.  several 

successor projects started during the course of the year.

Robert Kohrs, Michael Mierau, Dominik Noeren, 

Christof Wittwer, Günther Ebert

Electromobility is a serious market sector today; all major 

manufacturers are working on mass-produced vehicles and 

questions of grid integration.  The German Federal Govern-

ment also reconfirmed its goal of one million electric vehicles 

by 2020.  As a result, concepts for load shifting, grid services 

and storage utilisation in the smart grid and grid codes for 

electric vehicles are highly relevant. 

The focus of Fraunhofer ISE in the “Electromobility Fleet Test”, 

a project supported by the German Federal Ministry for the 

Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU), 

was the development of a tariff-controlled charging system 

which also allowed electricity to be fed back into the electricity 

grid.  The special feature of the implemented concept was that 

the optimisation algorithm operated in the vehicle, in the so-

called mobile Smart Meter (mSM) developed for this purpose.  

Time-dependent tariffs reflect generation and consumption in 

the grid and are used, in combination with user specifications 

and battery parameters, to calculate a cost-optimised charging 

schedule.  After extensive testing in the workshops of VW, 

the system was tried out successfully in a field test.  Battery 

degradation is taken into account via a battery model which 

is stored in the mSM.  Electricity is fed into the grid only when 

this is economically advantageous for the user.

This concept is to be further developed and extended in the 

“iZEUS” project with the Adam Opel AG and other partners.  

The main aspect is high-resolution grid monitoring in the 

vehicle and automatic adaptation of the charging parameters 

derived from the measured data.  This project is supported 

by German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology 

(BMWi). 

Also since the beginning of 2012, Fraunhofer ISE has been 

working on an intelligent, inductive charging system with a 

central energy management system for urban mobility within 

the “Gemeinschaftlich-e-Mobilität” project supported by the 

Fraunhofer programme for Topics of the Future.

In the town of Fellbach, the integration of electric vehicles 

into the energy system of a passive building complex is being 

demonstrated as a sub-project of the electromobility showcase 

in the “LivingLab BWe mobil” project.  Among other aspects, 

this applies the openMUC energy management software 

framework developed at Fraunhofer ISE (www.openMUC.org).

www.izeus.de www.gemo.fraunhofer.de

conceptS And field teStS for electric 
VehicleS in the SmArt grid

1 The charging station for electric vehicles at Fraunhofer ISE is 

connected with the Smart Energy Laboratory.  This allows testing of 

communication protocols and operation management strategies in 

the Smart Home.

2 As the central charging manager, the mobile Smart Meter (mSM) 

is connected both within the vehicle (CAN bus) and via the 

charging station to the energy utility or grid operator.

11 2
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AnAlySing the potentiAl of electric 
cArS in A cAr-ShAring fleet

Within the project entitled “Lörrach elektrisch mobil”, 

Fraunhofer IsE investigated whether half of the cars in 

the fleet of the Stadtmobil car-sharing provider could 

be replaced by electric cars.  Fraunhofer IsE conducted 

the analysis in two stages, of which the first involved 

determining the technical potential of electric cars.  In 

the second stage, car-sharing users were interviewed 

to investigate their mobility requirements and the 

perceived matching with electromobility.  Fraunhofer 

ISE identified a technical potential for electric cars in the 

car-sharing context which was confirmed by the survey: 

80 % of customers rated the introduction of electric cars 

positively.  More than 60 % could imagine preferential 

use of electric cars. 

Sebastian Gölz, Ulf Hahnel, Dominik Noeren, 

Christof Wittwer, Günther Ebert

In keeping with its reputation as an “Energiestadt®”, the town 

of Lörrach aims to support environmentally friendly mobility 

in co-operation with car-sharing providers.  In a study for the 

project entitled “Lörrach elektrisch mobil”, Fraunhofer ISE 

investigated whether half of the fleet of the local car-sharing 

company Stadtmobil could be replaced by electric cars.  The 

project focussed on two questions: Are electric cars suitable 

vehicles for car-sharing, taking the previous mobility behaviour 

of car-sharing customers into account?  And are electric 

cars accepted by the current car-sharing customers, or are 

they even considered to be particularly attractive?  Based 

on existing mobility data, which were analysed under the 

supervision of Fraunhofer ISE, and the results of a customer 

survey conducted by Fraunhofer ISE, it was demonstrated that 

a potential for electric vehicles in the car-sharing pool can 

be assumed.  Fraunhofer ISE identified that the main general 

concern of users is that they could “remain stranded” with a 

flat battery if they drive an electric car.  The greatest perceived 

challenges were the time to charge the vehicle and the 

need for appropriate infrastructure (Fig. 2).  Nevertheless, 

this does not seem to prevent most users from wanting to 

drive an electric car.  Electric vehicles in the car-sharing fleet 

are perceived as an opportunity to try out electric cars and 

to gain previously lacking experience with electric vehicles.  

Following the positive results of the study conducted by 

Fraunhofer ISE, Stadtmobil is now introducing electric cars 

into its fleet.

The project, “Lörrach elektrisch mobil” was funded by the 

Innovation Foundation for Climate and Water Conservation 

of the local utility, badenova.

1 A first taste of the planned introduction of electric vehicles 

into the car-sharing fleet of Stadtmobil.  Project partners Michael 

Nowack (Stadtmobil), Christine Wegner-Sänger and Arne Lüers 

(both from the Town of Lörrach) next to an electric car.

2 Percentage share of the challenges perceived by car-sharing 

customers concerning the introduction of electric vehicles to the 

fleet. 
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      ElEctricity from HydrogEn
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HydrogEn tEcHnology

Hydrogen releases usable energy in the form of electricity and 

heat when it reacts with oxygen in a fuel cell.  As hydrogen is 

not found in its pure form in nature, it must be extracted from 

its diverse chemical compounds. This is achieved by applying 

energy.  Ideally, hydrogen is produced by means of renewably 

generated electricity using electrolyser systems.  A second 

approach is the reforming of gaseous or liquid fuels, so-called 

hydrocarbons or alcohols.

Although hydrogen is not a source of energy, as a universal 

fuel it will be an important component in the sustainable 

energy economy of the future.  A long-term perspective is to 

store almost unlimited quantities of intermittently generated 

renewable energy as hydrogen, for example in underground 

caverns or the existing gas network.  All desired energy 

services can then be provided with the accustomed reliability.  

The application potential of hydrogen is enormous: In distri-

buted power supplies, fuel cells can supply heat and electricity 

from natural gas with a total efficiency value of up to 90 %.  

Fuel cells, combined with electric motors, serve as mobile, 

non-polluting drive units for cars, trucks and buses.  In 

addition, fuel cells in auxiliary power units (APU) provide 

the power for on-board electrical systems independently of 

the drive unit.  Finally, miniature fuel cells can supplement 

re chargeable batteries in off-grid power supplies or small 

electronic appliances, due to the high energy density of 

hydrogen or alcohol.

Research on innovative technology to produce hydrogen and 

convert it efficiently to electricity and heat in fuel-cell systems 

is the core activity of the „Hydrogen Technology“ business unit 

at Fraunhofer ISE. Together with our partners from science 

and industry, we develop components and the intermediate 

stages up to complete, integrated systems, mainly for off-grid, 

portable and mobile applications.

We develop reformer and pyrolysis systems to convert liquid 

hydrocarbons or alcohols into hydrogen-rich reformate gas.  

The systems consist of the actual reforming reactor and, 

depending on the type of fuel cell connected, gas treatment 

to raise the hydrogen concentration and reduce the amount 

of catalyst-damaging carbon monoxide and sulphur in the 

reformate gas.  Such systems can be used in applications that 

range from stationary combined heat and power plants (CHP) 

through auxiliary power units (APU) up to off-grid power 

supplies.

As our contribution to a sustainable energy supply, we are 

extending our portfolio with regard to the conversion and 

usage of biomass.  We have commissioned a technical proto-

type for gasification of wood, and use it now to demonstrate 

the feasibility of a new process which was developed by 

Fraunhofer ISE in co-operation with other partners. Further-

more, we are using pyrolysis processes to produce synthetic 

fuels from biomass and conventional combustible materials.

To obtain hydrogen from water, we develop membrane 

electrolysis systems supplying power from a few watts up 

to several kW, corresponding to the production of several 

hundred litres of hydrogen per hour.  To gain deeper under-

standing of the processes occurring at the electrodes, we 

apply different characterisation methods such as scanning 
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   H Y D R O G E N  T E C H N O L O G Y    H Y D R O G E N  T E C H N O L O G Y

Fraunhofer ISE officially opened a solar hydrogen station in 2012.  

Funded by the State Ministry for the Environment, the publicly 

accessible hydrogen station is not only a research platform; it 

also marks a milestone within the hydrogen fuelling network in 

the State of Baden-Württemberg.  The solar hydrogen station 

in Freiburg is one of the few examples which include the 

complete energy chain, from renewably generating electricity, 

through electrolysis, to filling vehicle tanks with hydrogen (see 

page 131).  Since its establishment, Fraunhofer ISE has investigated 

electrolyser technology and hydrogen as a fuel for fuel cells as well 

as a storage medium for renewably generated electricity.

electron microscopy or cyclovoltammetry.  At the beginning 

of 2012, we officially opened a public hydrogen filling station 

based on solar-generated hydrogen, to be used by fuel-cell 

bicycles, cars and buses.

The membrane fuel cell, operated with hydrogen or methanol, 

is our favoured energy converter in the power range from 

mW to several kW, being efficient, environmentally friendly, 

quiet and requiring little maintenance.  We have equipped our 

TestLab Fuel Cells to characterise this type of fuel cell.  Further-

more, we cooperate with the VDE Testing and Certification 

Institute in providing advice on development and testing in 

compliance with existing standards and on the certification of 

fuel cells and systems.  

In addition to the development of components and systems, 

we also work on the integration of fuel-cell systems into 

higher-order systems.  We design and implement the electric 

infrastructure, including power conditioning and safety 

technology.  In this way, we create the basis for commercially 

viable fuel-cell systems.  We offer fuel-cell systems for auxiliary 

power units in cars, trucks, ships or aeroplanes, as well as 

emergency power supplies and stand-alone power supplies 

for off-grid applications and portable electronic devices.
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   H Y D R O G E N  T E C H N O L O G Y    H Y D R O G E N  T E C H N O L O G Y

C O N T a C T s

Fuel cell systems    Ulf Groos Phone +49 761 4588-5202

ulf.groos@ise.fraunhofer.de

Micro-energy technology   Dr Christopher Hebling  Phone +49 761 4588-5195

christopher.hebling@ise.fraunhofer.de

Hydrogen production and storage  Dr Thomas Aicher Phone +49 761 4588-5194

thomas.aicher@ise.fraunhofer.de

     

      Dr Tom Smolinka  Phone +49 761 4588-5212

tom.smolinka@ise.fraunhofer.de
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Within the “PEM-Ca-D” project, we are co-operating 

closely with leading Canadian and German research 

organisations to optimise water management in

polymer-electrolyte membrane fuel cells.  With the 

help of innovative in situ and ex situ characterisation 

techniques, combined with computer-assisted modelling, 

fundamental questions concerning the transport and 

distribution of water and its effect on fuel cell perfor-

mance and stability are being investigated.  Our goal 

is to identify potential for optimisation, as a basis for 

developing improved material structures.

Robert Alink, Dietmar Gerteisen, Ulf Groos, Nada Zamel, 

Christopher Hebling  

Water is essential for polymer-electrolyte membrane fuel 

cells.  It is created by the redox reaction between hydrogen 

and oxygen and is necessary for proton conduction in the 

membrane and catalyst layer.  At the same time, flooding 

of the porous structures needed for gas transport must be 

prevented.  Inadequate water management during fuel cell 

operation can reduce the power density, cause temporary 

power interruptions and shorten lifetime.  Water management 

is thus a decisive factor which influences the processes in fuel 

cell components at all scales.

A wide range of expertise, including 3D reconstruction of the 

catalyst layer applying FIB-SEM, visualisation of liquid water 

in operando by synchrotron radiography, spatially resolved 

current density measurement and electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy, is introduced to the project by our partners.  

The consortium includes the Zentrum für Sonnenenergie- und 

Wasserstoff-Forschung (ZSW), the Institute for Microsystems 

Technology (IMTEK) of the University of Freiburg, Fraunhofer 

ITWM, the DLR Institute for Technical Thermodynamics and 

Fraunhofer ISE. 

At Fraunhofer ISE, we are working on optimising the transport 

of liquid water from the catalyst layer to the flow field 

structure.  To this purpose, we are investigating the effect of 

structuring the gas diffusion layer (GDL) and the microporous 

layer (MPL) on the removal of water.  For example, to visualise 

the effect of GDL perforation on water transport with high 

spatial resolution, we have developed an innovative imaging 

method with an environmental scanning electron microscope 

(ESEM).

By applying a defined temperature gradient within the GDL 

sample, we were able to visualise the accumulation over time 

and the capillary transport of liquid water resulting from the 

pressure increase, the first time that this had been done with 

high spatial resolution.

 

WatEr managEmEnt in PolymEr-
ElEctrolytE mEmbranE fuEl cElls

1 Time sequence based on highly resolved ESEM images to 

illustrate the development of capillary transport of liquid water 

through a gas diffusion layer.

1
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To simulate the transport of liquid water in porous structures 

such as the gas diffusion layer, we have developed a new 

fibre-based percolation network model.  The model is based 

on an algorithm which searches for stable, spherical water 

menisci between the GDL fibres with variable contact angles, 

so that percolation can be simulated when water pressure is 

present.  This computer-intensive pre-processing to generate 

the water path network pays itself off with short computing 

times for coupling to a continuum-based fuel cell model.  

With the water distribution in the GDL determined, the 

current generation can be simulated by the fuel cell model 

and applied for material optimisation.

On the one hand, the simulations reveal a major hindrance to 

mass transport caused by the accumulation of water at the 

interface to the catalyst layer, and on the other hand, they 

identify possibilities for deliberately removing water from the 

GDL.

The project was supported by the German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research (BMBF).

www.pem-ca-d.com

1

2 (Above) Simulation of the saturation distribution of water  

in the GDL, assuming condensation below the land area. 

(Below) The molar oxygen flux at the interface to the catalyst layer 

(CL), which is linearly proportional to current generation according 

to Faraday’s law, shows a strong impact due to water accumulation 

near the GDL/CL interface (lower edge zone in simulation).
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cHEmical stability of fuEl cEll systEm 
comPonEnts

Components of fuel cell systems must withstand harsh 

conditions in long-term operation.  They are in contact 

with product water and the acids produced by side 

reactions, at temperatures between -40 °C and +80°C.  

Many components corrode under these conditions.  

This can cause the components themselves to fail, but 

may also damage the fuel cell by the introduction of 

dissolved materials.  Manufacturers’ data sheets do not 

provide sufficient information to assess suitability for 

use in fuel cell systems.  Thus, realistic durability tests 

were developed, which provide important criteria for 

component selection.

anneke Georg, Ulf Groos, Wolfgang Koch, Lisabeth Wagner, 

Christopher Hebling 

Components (e.g. piping, connectors, pumps) were subjected 

to the following durability test:

- freeze-thaw cycles (-20 – +50°C, 5 times, each cycle 

 lasting 10 h)

- heating in de-ionised (DI) water (100 °C, 5 times 24 h)

- storage of the components intended to contact system  

 fluids in DI water and in H2O2 (8 weeks) 

The solutions from the third test were subjected to elemental 

analysis by ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectro-

scopy) (Fig. 3).  The component surfaces were examined under 

light and electron microscopes (SEM), and their elemental 

composition was determined by energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) (Fig. 2).

It became evident that stainless steel components in fuel cell 

systems can suffer heavy corrosion (Fig. 1).  The susceptibility 

to corrosion can be exacerbated by further treatment or 

contact with more noble metals. Elements dissolved out of the 

components can also be detected in the product water.  They 

can form precipitates in the fuel cell (see Fig. 2) or reduce the 

chemical stability or the conductivity of the membrane.  

Altogether, the reliability tests, combined with elemental 

analysis, proved to be important guides for selecting compo-

nents for fuel cell systems. 

The project was supported by the German Federal Ministry of 

Economics and Technology (BMWi) within the Programme for 

Small Fuel Cell Devices in co-operation with our partner, DMT 

Produktentwicklung AG.

1 Corroded valve components in de-ionised water.

2 SEM-EDX measurement: Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Ca precipitates on a gas 

diffusion layer after long-term operation.

1

3 ICP-MS analysis of valve components after 8 weeks in DI water.  

The manganese concentration is very high.  The dissolved iron is of 

particular concern, due to its damaging effect on the membrane.  

Although the data sheets specify the same materials, different 

elements are dissolved from the different components.  
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dynamic modElling of a PoWEr-to-gas 
EnErgy storagE systEm

Electricity generated from renewable sources fluctuates, 

whereas consumers draw electricity from the grid 

according to demand.  It is thus becoming increasingly 

necessary to store large amounts of electricity flexibly 

for some period of time.  One option is chemical storage 

of the electrical energy in the form of substitute natural 

gas (sNG) in the natural gas network.  To achieve this, 

a PEM electrolyser generates hydrogen, which is sub-

sequently converted into methane.  Whereas the PEM 

electrolyser can respond to the fluctuating electricity 

supply over a wide range, a methanisation reactor is 

ideally operated with a constant load.  The hydrogen 

generated by electrolysis thus needs to be buffered in 

the system.   a dynamic system model was constructed 

to design the complete system.

Thomas aicher, Christopher Hebling

As an alternative to feeding hydrogen directly into the natural 

gas network, the introduction of SNG is being considered as 

a method to store electrical energy.   To implement this, the 

hydrogen must be converted to methane, and small amounts 

of light hydrocarbons must be synthesised out of hydrogen 

and carbon dioxide by the Fischer-Tropsch process and added 

to the methane (heating value adaptation).

The configuration of such a system can be seen in Fig. 1.  It 

includes a hydrogen tank after the PEM electrolyser, because 

the system must contain a buffer.  This protects the subse-

quent methanisation and heating value adaptation processes 

against unacceptably large load fluctuations, because chemical 

systems can be operated only to a limited extent in a modulat-

ing mode.

Based on this flow diagram, the Fraunhofer researchers 

prepared a Matlab/Simulink model to describe the dynamic 

behaviour of the individual system components.  One special 

feature of energy storage systems which feed into the natural 

gas network is that they are limited from both ends.  Above 

all, the profile of the fed-in electricity, but also possible limi-

tations in feeding in the generated SNG into the natural gas 

network, play an important role in determining the optimal 

dimensions of the electrolyser, the hydrogen buffer tanks and 

the syntheses.  In addition, recovery of waste heat, usage of 

oxygen from electrolysis and the sources of carbon dioxide 

must be taken into account.

The joint project was supported by the German Federal 

Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).  The other project 

partners are KIT, DVGW-EBI and the companies EnBW, h-tec , 

IoLiTec and Outotec.

2 Block flow diagram of a power-to-gas energy storage system, 

which converts fluctuating electricity e.g. from renewable sources, 

into so-called substitute natural gas (SNG), in order to feed it into 

the natural gas network.  The electricity is initially converted to 

hydrogen, which is then stored in buffer tanks.  From the tanks, an 

almost constant flow of hydrogen enters the following synthesis 

reactors (for methanisation and heating value adaptation).
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To manufacture polycrystalline silicon, trichlorosilane 

(siHCl3) is reduced with hydrogen (H2). The silicon 

precipitates as a solid and a waste gas, consisting of 

silicon tetrachloride (siCl4), hydrogen chloride (HCl), 

unreacted trichlorosilane and about 95 % hydrogen is 

created.  In order to operate this process eco nomically, 

the hydrogen, hydrogen chloride and chlorosilanes must 

be separated and fed back into the reactor.  as existing 

solutions are econo mically viable only for annual 

capacities of 10,000 tonnes or more, an alternative 

is desirable.  One application at Fraunhofer IsE is a 

CVD system.   

Thomas Aicher, Stefan Reber, alexander susdorf, 

Christopher Hebling

Fraunhofer ISE has developed a new process for recycling 

chlorosilanes, hydrogen and hydrogen chloride in the 

laboratory.  In this process, the gases are separated on 

different, commercially available adsorption materials.

The waste gas initially flows across adsorber 1, which adsorbs 

trichlorosilane and silicon tetrachloride.  The remaining gas, 

then containing only hydrogen and hydrogen chloride, passes 

over adsorber 2, which selectively adsorbs hydrogen chloride.  

Thus, the product gas after adsorber 2 is pure hydrogen, 

which can then be reintroduced into the CVD process.  When 

adsorber 1 is regenerated, the previously adsorbed trichloro-

silane and silicon tetrachloride are thermally desorbed into a 

carrier gas.  These materials are exposed to adsorber 3, which 

selectively adsorbs trichlorosilane and separates it from silicon 

tetrachloride.  Pure hydrogen chloride and pure tri chlorosilane 

can be obtained from the regeneration of adsorbers 2 and 3, 

respectively.  Both materials can be added again to the 

CVD system.

This process to continually separate the chlorosilanes and 

hydrogen chloride from hydrogen is currently being tested 

in a pilot plant.

This work was funded within an internal project by 

Fraunhofer ISE.

rEcycling of H2, cHlorosilanEs and 
HydrogEn cHloridE in si cVd ProcEssEs

1

2 Processing diagram for separating hydrogen, chlorosilanes and 

hydrogen chloride from the waste gas of a Si CVD plant.

adsorber 2 adsorber 3

adsorber 1

off gas from SiCVD plant
H2, HCl, SiCl4, SiHCl3

H2, HCl SiCl4, SiHCl3

H2 HCl SiCl4, SiHCl3

1 Four of the six adsorbers, showing the reactors with heating 

strips and thermocouples (green) but without thermal insulation.
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commissioning of a solar-assistEd 
700 bar HydrogEn station  

since March 2012, Fraunhofer IsE has operated a 

publicly accessible 700 bar hydrogen station with 

hydrogen generated on site by advanced PEM electrol-

ysis.  Two PV systems generate some of the electricity 

needed for the filling station and thus demonstrate 

the possibility for sustainable generation of hydrogen 

by renewable energy.  The station allows a 700 bar 

pressurised tank to be filled rapidly within three to five 

minutes in compliance with standards, and thus can 

be used by all hydrogen vehicles of the most recent 

generation.  350 bar pressurised tanks can also be filled.  

Two fuel-cell vehicles are available at the Institute and 

can prove the everyday utility of the technology in daily 

application.

Tom Smolinka, Christopher Voglstätter, Christopher Hebling

The hydrogen station was constructed in two containers.  In 

the electrolysis container, hydrogen is generated at 30 bar by 

a modern, membrane-based process and purified.  The second 

container houses two compressors, the hydrogen pre-cooling 

unit and process control.  The hydrogen is compressed in the 

first stage to 450 bar and stored in a buffer tank.  For rapid 

filling, the gas is then compressed to up to 950 bar and stored 

in a high-pressure tank.  In addition to the two dispenser units 

for automatic filling at 350 and 700 bar filling pressure, an 

additional 200 bar / 300 bar outlet for special applications was 

also installed.

In addition to its primary task of providing fuel for hydrogen-

based vehicles, the filling station also offers further possibilities 

as a research and technological platform.  It is equipped with 

extensive measurement technology to monitor the complete 

system.  The control unit allows flexible operation manage-

ment.  Some components are designed such that apart from 

hydrogen-based mobility, further R&D projects to test filling 

station components, investigate demand-side management or 

explore the power-to-gas sector are possible.

Due to Freiburg’s favourable location, the filling station is 

ideally integrated into the network of hydrogen stations which 

is being established throughout the country, and represents an 

important contribution to sustainable mobility in Freiburg.

The investment was partly funded by the State Ministry for 

the Environment, Climate and Energy Economy of Baden-

Württemberg from the State infrastructure programme.  

Operation of the hydrogen station is partly funded by the 

National Innovation Programme for Hydrogen and Fuel Cell 

Technology.

1 700 bar hydrogen filling station at Fraunhofer ISE with one of 

the two fuel-cell vehicles available to the Institute.

2 700 bar coupling to rapidly fill the tanks of fuel-cell vehicles.

1
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One main goal in the present development of electrodes is to 

reduce the loading with noble metal catalysts while ensuring 

that the electrodes remain very robust.  One approach is 

offered by substrate-based catalyst systems, on which nano-

particles of noble metals are selectively deposited.  Above all, 

niobium-doped titanium dioxide is a suitable catalyst substrate 

for PEM electrolysis.  Together with our partner, the University 

of South Carolina (working group of Prof John Weidner), we 

have developed various electrodes based on iridium-ruthenium 

and their oxides.  We are investigating their stability in long-

term measurements with dynamic power profiles (see Fig. 3).  

For this purpose, we have developed a new laboratory test 

cell, which allows us to measure overpotentials at the anode 

and cathode separately.

The work was funded by the E.ON International Research 

Initiative.

nanostructurEd ElEctrodEs for 
EfficiEnt HydrogEn Production

1 50 bar pressure electrolysis test stand for PEM electrolysis 

laboratory cells.

2 25 cm² laboratory cell with integrated reference electrodes 

to measure anodic and cathodic overpotentials.

The generation of hydrogen with renewable energy 

resources is an important key technology for storing 

large amounts of energy.  PEM electrolysers, which 

operate with an acidic solid electrolyte, are particularly 

suitable for combination with renewable energy.  They 

feature a very rapid dynamic response, tolerate very 

large partial and overload ranges and have a simple 

system configuration.  However, noble metals must be 

used as catalysts within the acidic medium.  By using 

nanostructured electrodes, kinetic losses and the loading 

with noble metal catalysts can be minimised.  One 

main aspect of our work is investigating the long-term 

behaviour and identifying important degradation effects 

of newly developed electrodes.

Sebastian Rau, Tom smolinka, Christopher Hebling

1

3 Galvanostatic measurement of a PEM electrolysis cell with 

nanostructured electrodes over a period of 1000 h (simulation of 

the power profile of a wind energy converter).  The values in red 

specify the degradation of the cell in microvolts per hour.
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oPErating ExPEriEncE WitH 
fuEl cEll VEHiclEs 
To accompany the opening of the solar hydrogen 

station, Fraunhofer IsE has been operating two 

electric vehicles powered by fuel cells since March 

2012.  To date, they have already been driven a total 

distance  of more than 10,000 km.  The so-called 

“F-Cell” proto type vehicles are based on a B Class 

car, Model T 245 from Daimler.  Essential driving data 

are documented in a special log book and allow the 

achievable range to be analysed.  For the two vehicles, 

the average con sumption was determined to be 

1.3 and 1.24 kgH2 / 100 km, corresponding to a driving 

range of about 280 km. A drive from Freiburg to 

stuttgart with an F-Cell car proceeds just as quickly 

and comfortably as usual. 

Thomas Jungmann, Stefan Keller, Christopher Hebling 

Electric vehicles which draw their electricity from a fuel cell 

attain a longer driving range than purely battery-powered 

electric vehicles and their tanks can be refilled within three 

minutes.  Modern fuel-cell vehicles can start from cold at 

temperatures down to -20 °C and do not suffer any restriction 

in driving range at these temperatures.  The F-Cell accelerates 

with the help of a 100 kW electric motor to a maximum speed 

of 170 km / h. The F-Cell is a hybrid vehicle with a 1.4 kWh 

lithium-ion battery. 

With the new European driving cycle, the hydrogen 

con sumption of the F-Cell is about 0.97 kgH2 / 100 km.  

Together with the tank capacity for 3.7 kg of hydrogen, a 

driving range of 385 km can be calculated.  The car driver 

and passengers experience the same comfort as in similar 

vehicles with combustion engines, as the interior space and 

fittings are comparable.

1 The B Class car accelerates to 100 km/h in 11.4 seconds.

During drives through the countryside and particularly 

along motorways, the consumption is often higher than 

the manufacturer’s specifications.  When the average con-

sumption of all trips is calculated, a consumption range 

of 0.93 – 2.01 kgH2 / 100 km is determined.  The longest 

trip with a single tank filling extended 291 km; at the end of 

the trip, there was still 300 g of hydrogen in the tank.  For 

fundamental reasons, the increase in consumption at higher 

speeds is greater than for conventional vehicles.  However, as 

fuel cells are also very efficient in the partial load range, the 

equivalent consumption is well below that for conventional 

vehicles.

1

Electric motor

Air module

 

 

Hydrogen module

Fuel cell stack

 
Hydrogen tank

 

Lithium-ion 
battery

2 Cutaway drawing of an F-Cell car. © Daimler 
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As a complement to our research and development work, 

we offer testing and certification services to clients.  At 

present, Fraunhofer ISE has four accredited testing laborato-

ries: TestLab Solar Thermal Systems, TestLab Solar Façades, 

TestLab PV Modules and the calibration laboratory with 

CalLab PV Cells and CalLab PV Modules.  Our further service 

units include a battery test laboratory, an inverter laboratory, 

a lighting laboratory, a test facility for heat pumps and 

evaporators, a laboratory for characterising phase change 

materials (PCM), a test laboratory for adsorbent and porous 

materials and a test centre for fuel cells.  Furthermore, in 2012 

we began to establish a development and testing centre for 

heat transformation at Fraunhofer ISE.  In future, electrically 

and thermally driven heat pumps will be measured and further 

developed there.

Beyond the service aspect, these units also have a research 

function.  The insights gained during characterisation, 

certification or testing can become the kernel for new research 

topics, be it in product development or improvement, further 

development of testing methods and standards, or theoretical 

development, e.g. in model-based prediction of aging.

TestLab Solar Thermal Systems has been accredited according 

to DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025 since May 2005.  The testing 

facilities include:

- test stand for solar air collectors

- hail test stand

- system and storage tank test stand

- outdoor test stand with trackers and a dynamic rack

- indoor test stand with a solar simulator 

 (max. aperture area 3 x 3.5 m2)

- collector test stand up to 200 °C

- mechanical test unit over an area of 5 x 3 m2 in a climatic  

 chamber

The main work of TestLab Solar Thermal Systems is based on 

commissions from the industry to test collectors, systems and 

tanks according to European and international standards or 

quality labels such as the “Solar Keymark“ of CEN.  A unique 

feature is the possibility to test collectors mechanically at 

temperatures between -40 °C and +90 °C (see page 141).

seRviCe units

TestLab Solar Façades was accredited according to DIN EN ISO/

IEC 17025 in 2006.  It offers a comprehensive range of char-

acterisation for innovative building components and materials 

to developers and planners of façades, façade components 

and windows, including shading devices.  In particular, 

the range of services encompasses the characterisation of 

components which also serve as active solar energy converters 

(e.g. transparent façade collectors and BIPV).  In addition to 

accredited tests, comprehensive services concerning glare 

protection and daylighting are offered (see page 142).

Testing of the following properties is included in the accredi-

tation: g value (also calorimetric measurement), transmittance 

(spectral and broadband), reflectance (spectral and broad-

band) and U value.

TestLab PV Modules has been accredited since 2006 for type 

authorisation of PV modules according to IEC 61215 and 

IEC 61646 and since 2011 for the safety standard, IEC 61730.  

The goal of the test facility is quality control of PV module 

reliability.  Within the framework of its co-operation with the 

VDE Institute, Fraunhofer ISE is responsible for all performance 

tests, while the VDE Institute carries out the safety tests and 

issues certificates after successful testing.  In addition to the 

tests for product type approval, tests according to the manu-

facturers‘ specifications are also carried out to accompany 

the development of PV modules and module components.  

TestLab PV Modules cooperates closely with the calibration 

laboratory at Fraunhofer ISE, comprising CalLab PV Cells and 

CalLab PV Modules (see page 138/139).

The fourth accredited laboratory, having gained this status 

in November 2006, is our calibration laboratory with CalLab 

PV Cells and CalLab PV Modules, which is one of the inter-

national leaders in this field.  The calibration of photovoltaic 

modules plays an important role in product comparisons and 

for quality assurance of PV power plants.  The cell calibration 

in CalLab PV Cells, which has been accredited as a calibration 

laboratory with the Deutscher Kalibrierdienst (DKD – German 

Calibration Service) since the end of 2008, serves as a 

reference for industry and research.  The module calibration in 

CalLab PV Modules is part of the module certification process, 

on the one hand.  On the other hand, it serves to control the 

quality of systems and to support development.
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CalLab PV Cells     Dr Wilhelm Warta  Phone +49 761 4588-5192

  wilhelm.warta@ise.fraunhofer.de

      Jutta Zielonka  Phone +49 761 4588-5146

       cells@callab.de

      Dr Gerald Siefer  Phone +49 761 4588-5433

      Multi-junction and concentrator cells gerald.siefer@ise.fraunhofer.de

CalLab PV Modules   Frank Neuberger Phone +49 761 4588-5280

    frank.neuberger@ise.fraunhofer.de

   

      Dr Gerald Siefer  Phone +49 761 4588-5433

      Concentrator modules gerald.siefer@ise.fraunhofer.de

TestLab PV Modules   Claudio Ferrara    Phone +49 761 4588-5650

       claudio.ferrara@ise.fraunhofer.de

      Daniel Philipp   Phone +49 761 4588-5414

        daniel.philipp@ise.fraunhofer.de

TestLab Solar Thermal Systems Korbinian Kramer Phone +49 761 4588-5354

  Stefan Mehnert testlab-sts@ise.fraunhofer.de

TestLab Solar Façades    Tilmann Kuhn  Phone +49 761 4588-5297

      Passive and active thermal   tilmann.kuhn@ise.fraunhofer.de

      solar applications, solar control

      Dr Helen Rose Wilson  Phone +49 761 4588-5149

      Spectrometry and BIPV   helen.rose.wilson@ise.fraunhofer.de

      Ulrich Amann  Phone +49 761 4588-5142

      g-value testing (SHGC, TSET)  ulrich.amann@ise.fraunhofer.de

      Dr Jan Wienold    Phone +49 761 4588-5133

      Daylighting measurement rooms   jan.wienold@ise.fraunhofer.de

S E R V I C E  U N I T S

C o N T a C T S
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Fraunhofer ISE took a new test stand for solar thermal collectors into operation in 2012 (see page 51).  It allows scientists to simulate 

mechanical loads, e.g. wind effects or snow loads, under extreme climatic conditions and investigate their effect on collectors.  The 

test stand is installed inside a climatic chamber, so that the stability and safety of solar thermal collectors can be tested under wind 

and snow loads.

Quality assurance of PV power plants Dr Christian Reise  Phone +49 761 4588-5282

         christian.reise@ise.fraunhofer.de

Photovoltaic power electronics  Prof Bruno Burger  Phone +49 761 4588-5237

      Inverter   bruno.burger@ise.fraunhofer.de

      characterisation

Inverter laboratory   Sönke Rogalla  Phone +49 761 4588-5454

       soenke.rogalla@ise.fraunhofer.de

Battery testing laboratory  Stephan Lux Phone +49 761 4588-5419

       stephan.lux@ise.fraunhofer.de

Lighting laboratory   Norbert Pfanner Phone +49 761 4588-5224

      norbert.pfanner@ise.fraunhofer.de

Laboratory for vapour compression Thore Oltersdorf  Phone +49 761 4588-5239 

heat pumps    Test stand    thore.oltersdorf@ise.fraunhofer.de

Testing centre for heat   Dr Lena Schnabel Phone +49 761 4588-5412

transformation       lena.schnabel@ise.fraunhofer.de

PCM laboratory    Thomas Haussmann Phone +49 761 4588-5351

       thomas.haussmann@ise.fraunhofer.de

Test laboratory for adsorption    Dr Stefan Henninger Phone +49 761 4588-5104

materials and porous materials       stefan.henninger@ise.fraunhofer.de

TestLab Fuel Cells   Ulf Groos  Phone +49 761 4588-5202

         ulf.groos@ise.fraunhofer.de
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CalibRation of solaR Cells aCCoRding 
to inteRnational standaRds

CalLab PV Cells offers the measurement and calibration 

of solar cells from a wide range of PV technology and 

works with companies and institutes at national and 

international levels to develop accurate measurement 

methods for new types of technology.  CalLab PV Cells 

is one of the internationally leading photovoltaic 

calibration laboratories.  It serves as a reference 

for research and industry.  Solar cell manufacturers 

commission us to calibrate their reference solar cells for 

production lines according to international standards.  

Tobias Gandy, Jochen Hohl-Ebinger, Thomas Hultzsch, 

Robert Köhn, Katinka Kordelos, Markus Mundus, 

Simone Petermann, Michael Schachtner, Wendy Schneider, 

Holger Seifert, Astrid Semeraro, Karin Siebert, Gerald Siefer, 

Wilhelm Warta, Jan Weiß, Jutta Zielonka

CalLab PV Cells is accredited according to ISO/IEC 17025 

as a calibration laboratory for solar cell calibration with the 

Deutscher Kalibrierdienst (DKD).  In the course of harmonising 

calibration in Europe, the accreditation is currently being 

transferred to the Deutsche Akkreditierungsstelle (DAkkS), 

the German signatory organisation to the ILAC Mutual 

Recognition Arrangement (MRA).  With the support of 

the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature 

Conservation and Reactor Safety (BMU), and in co-operation 

with PV manufacturers, we work continuously on improving 

tolerances and developing new measurement procedures.  

For example, the change in solar cell parameters at higher 

temperatures plays a decisive role for their yield in practical 

application.  A new procedure, with which temperature 

coefficients can be determined with a previously unattainable 

accuracy, has proven to be very attractive for manufacturers of 

solar cells.  The special feature of our method is measurement 

of the temperature-dependent spectral response.  Since 2012, 

we have been applying this and other special measurements 

in a project to optimise the maximum annual yield of high-

efficiency solar cells.  The project is funded by the German 

Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and 

Reactor Safety (BMU).

In order to guarantee the comparability of measurements 

for solar cells from different types of PV technology, we are 

continuing to develop measurement procedures for novel solar 

cells.  Cells with back-surface contacts or bifacial structures are 

particularly important.  Organic solar cells and thin-film cells, 

especially those with multi-junction cell structures, also present 

a particular challenge.  To meet it, we have taken advantage 

of our experience with the calibration of multi-junction solar 

cells for space and terrestrial concentrator applications.  By 

extending our facilities for calibrating multi-junction cells of 

thin-film materials, we were able to support the rapid 

development of this technology still better with accurate 

measurements.  The spectral response or the external quan-

tum efficiency of multi-junction solar cells is determined using 

our grating monochromator in a set-up that was specifically 

extended for the measurement of multi-junction solar cells.  

We measure the current/voltage characteristics of dual and 

triple cells with our triple-source simulator under almost any 

standard conditions, such as AM0 (ISO 15387) for space 

applications and AM1.5d (ASTM G173-03) for concentrator 

applications.  Concentrator cells can be measured with our 

flash lamp simulator at concentration ratios of up to 5000.  In 

addition, we have taken a solar simulator with six independent 

light sources into operation for calibrated measurement of 

solar cells with up to six pn junctions.

www.callab.de

1

1  The spectral response is also measured for large-area 

solar cells with high accuracy and exact specification of the 

measurement uncertainty.
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1

1 Precise calibration of a PV module in CalLab PV Modules.

2 Alignment of a CPV module in the laboratory measurement 

stand for concentrator modules. 

The accredited calibration laboratory, CalLab PV 

Modules, has been one of the internationally leading 

laboratories for more than 25 years.  This leading 

position has been further reinforced by achieving a mea-

surement uncertainty of 1.8 % for solar modules 

of crystalline cells. 

Daniela Dirnberger,  Boris Farnung, Martin Jantsch, 

Klaus Kiefer, Ulli Kräling, Frank Neuberger, 

Michael Schachtner, Gerald Siefer

 

CalLab PV Modules has again improved its accuracy in 

precision measurements of solar modules.  The measurement 

uncertainty of 1.8 percent, which is not achieved anywhere 

else at present, primarily benefits the manufacturers.  The very 

low measurement tolerances in calibrating reference modules 

for production lines guarantee great reliability in specifying the 

rated power and tolerances.

To evaluate the energy yield from PV modules, not only 

the rated power but also further properties such as initial 

degradation, low-light behaviour and temperature depen-

dence are important.  Accurate measurement of these effects 

makes exact yield simulation feasible for different climatic 

zones and provides a benchmark for investors as an aid to 

selecting the module manufacturer.

To check the module power for large PV power plants, 

we have developed a procedure for drawing representative 

random samples.  This offers the investor reliable information 

on the real module power already on the basis of 10 to 

50 measured modules.

Measurement of concentrator modules

Measurements of concentrator modules are generally made 

outdoors.  To do this, we operate several tracking units 

equipped with measurement data acquisition, so that all 

relevant irradiation and meteorological data are recorded in 

addition to the current-voltage characteristics.  In addition, 

we operate a laboratory test stand to measure concentrator 

modules.  This is based on the provision of parallel light using 

a parabolic reflector with a diameter of 2 m.

 

www.callab.de

CalibRation of Pv and ConCentRatoR 
Modules

2
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1 In the combined UV and damp-heat climate chamber, 

PV modules can be subjected to a maximal UV dose of 200 W/m2 

under maximum conditions of 60 % relative humidity and 90 °C 

temperature for accelerated aging.  Thus, not only standard test 

conditions but also the simultaneous effects of several degradation 

factors can be simulated.

2 Mechanical-load test facility.  With it, tests conforming to IEC 

standards and tests which go beyond these can be carried out 

automatically (maximum pressure and suction of 10 kPa, maximum 

frequency 0.2 Hz).

TestLab PV Modules offers a broad spectrum of 

services centred on quality and reliability testing.  

our laboratory, which is accredited according to 

ISo 17025, is equipped with modern and innovative 

testing facilities.  Many years of scientific experience in 

lifetime analysis mean that we can advise our clients 

competently and independently.

Stefan Ali, Holger Ambrosi, Heinrich Berg, Ilie Cretu, 

Claudio Ferrara, Philipp Hog, Georg Mülhöfer, 

Daniel Philipp, Sandor Stecklum, Carola Völker, 

Jeanette Wolf

TestLab PV Modules was founded in 2006 as a service unit 

of Fraunhofer ISE.  In cooperation with the Group Service 

Life Analysis, we develop tests and procedures to ensure the 

quality and reliability of PV modules.  To do this, we use inno-

vative facilities which can be applied for purposes extending 

well beyond the standard tests.  This allows us to simulate 

degradation factors very realistically.  We focus on offering the 

following services:

Consultancy and testing specific to clients’ requirements 

and applications

Individual questions require individual answers.  Accordingly, 

we offer our clients target-oriented services.  Regardless of 

whether it concerns comparative module testing (benchmark-

ing) or assessing the suitability of a specific type of module for 

particular application conditions, the provision of individual 

and cost-effective solutions for each client always has the 

highest priority for TestLab PV Modules.

assessment and analysis of defects, risk minimisation

Potential induced degradation (PID), so called snail trails and 

yellowing are only a few of the typical defects which clients 

often present to us.  We offer the option of analysing these 

and other defects systematically and identifying causes and 

effects.  Our goal is to reduce the occurrence of such defects.  

Thus, TestLab PV Modules offers specific tests and test 

sequences for many typical defects.

Quality control according to international standards

In close co-operation with our partner, the well known 

certification institute VDE, we certify modules according to 

international quality and safety standards (IEC 61215, IEC 

61646, IEC 61730).  We contribute to further development 

of these standards by participating in international working 

groups.

testlab Pv Modules

1 2
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2
1

TestLab Solar Thermal Systems is authorised by DIN 

CERTCo, CERTIF and SRCC, and is fully accredited 

according to ISo 17025 by DakkS (Deutsche akkredi-

tierungsstelle).  We test solar collectors, storage tanks 

and complete systems, thereby supporting our clients 

around the world in developing solar thermal system 

components.   

Sven Fahr, Korbinian Kramer, Stefan Mehnert, Arim Schäfer, 

Christian Schmidt, Christoph Thoma, Jasmin Veser

We accompany our clients in the product certification process, 

e.g. for the European quality label Solar Keymark or the 

American quality label of the Solar Rating and Certification 

Corporation SRCC.  We also offer on-site inspection of 

production as part of a contract to prepare such certification. 

In 2012, we completed construction of our large test stand 

for mechanical loads.  It is integrated into a climatic chamber, 

so very diverse mechanical load constellations can be tested 

at specific ambient temperatures (from -40 °C to +90 °C) (see 

article on p. 51).  Its special features include the large testing 

area of 3 x 5 m2, the possibility for applying heavy loads of up 

to 10 tonnes and reproduction of different load scenarios, e.g. 

cyclic loads, load gradients, dynamic loads.

Comparative investigations of PVT hybrid collectors were con-

tinued.  A methodology to characterise many variants of this 

technology is thus available at TestLab Solar Thermal Systems.

Long and intensive work on our solar air-collector test stand 

was completed.  With it, it is now possible to offer similar 

technical characterisation to that for collectors with liquid 

heat-transfer media.  In addition, the testing facilities for air 

collectors were extended to accommodate models without 

covers.

System investigations, particularly tank measurements 

according to DIN EN 12977, Parts 3 and 4, can be carried out 

in our systems and storage tank laboratory.  This is where the 

coefficients are determined to evaluate tanks according to the 

Energy Label of the EU, which will be introduced in 2013.

We have operated an indoor test stand with a solar simulator 

in TestLab Solar Thermal Systems since 2002.  In 2012, we 

automated many aspects of laboratory operation, making it 

simpler for us to achieve our accustomed high reproducibility.

In combination with our precision tracker, we applied our 

medium-temperature test stand to measure efficiency 

characteristic curves for operating points up to 200 °C.  This 

means that experimental development work on concentrating 

process-heat collectors (e.g. for solar-thermally driven air-

conditioning) is feasible in TestLab Solar Thermal Systems.

 

In 2012, many further methodological developments were in-

troduced by our staff members to standardisation committees 

and will be implemented in new standards. 

 

www.kollektortest.de

testing and design suPPoRt in 
testlab solaR theRMal systeMs

1 Large test stand for mechanical loads integrated into a climatic 

chamber for extensive testing at temperatures between -40 °C 

and 90 °C.

2 Scientists of Fraunhofer ISE setting up a storage tank test, in 

which the performance is determined for evaluation according to 

the Energy Label of the EU.

1 2
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TestLab Solar Façades offers a comprehensive range 

of characterisation for innovative building components 

and materials to developers, manufacturers and plan-

ners of façades, façade components and solar compo-

nents.  Special laboratories are available to determine 

the optical and thermal properties of transparent 

components and sun-shading systems.  For façades 

for active use of solar energy (with photovoltaic and/

or solar-thermal components), we offer comprehensive 

characterisation, which also includes the interaction 

between yield, comfort and passive solar gains.  Further 

facilities include a daylighting measurement container 

and an outdoor test unit.

Ulrich Amann, Johannes Hanek, Angelika Helde, 

Tilmann Kuhn, Jan Wienold, Helen Rose Wilson

We characterise transparent and translucent materials.  We 

test building components, e.g. glazing units, and evaluate the 

energy-relevant, thermal and optical properties of complete 

façades.  

 

The following measurement facilities are available:

- solar calorimeter to determine the total solar energy 

 transmittance, also for active-solar façades

- efficiency measurement 

- thermal transmittance measurements (U value) of 

 glazing units

- angle-dependent transmittance and reflectance 

 measurements with large integrating spheres, both 

 broadband and spectral

- UV-vis-NIR spectrometers to determine the spectral 

 properties of glass, films and surfaces

 

The laboratory has been accredited according to 

DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025 since 2006.  It is a so-called “flexible 

accreditation”, which encompasses not only standard 

procedures but also the further-reaching procedures 

developed at Fraunhofer ISE to determine g value, transmit-

tance, reflectance and U value.  The German building code 

recognises our laboratory‘s determination of the g value 

(total solar energy transmittance).  Some of the development 

of testing procedures was publicly funded.

 

Daylighting measurement rooms

The daylighting measurement rooms consist of two identical 

office rooms, located side-by-side in a container.  They can be 

rotated, so that any desired façade orientation can be chosen.  

- glare protection tests

- user acceptance studies

- comparison of the lighting situation behind two 

 façade systems

Façade testing facility

In addition to laboratory measurements, we offer the 

measurement of complete façades under real climatic 

conditions.  Long-term investigations provide information 

on the stability, switching performance and loads on the

façade.  The optimisation of controllers can be experimentally 

validated.  

MeasuReMent of building façades 
and tRansPaRent CoMPonents

1 Solar calorimeter at Fraunhofer ISE to determine the total solar 

energy transmittance (g value).

1
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Quality Assurance of 
PV Power Plants

With the four phases of the Fraunhofer ISE quality cycle – yield 

assessment, module characterisation, system testing and 

monitoring – we offer comprehensive quality assurance of PV 

power plants from the planning phase to on-going operation.

- Our quality assurance services start already in the planning  

 phase of a PV system.  Our independent yield assessments  

 provide exact information about all of the parameters which  

 affect the yield and their uncertainty

- We offer complete and comprehensive testing of the whole  

 PV system, so that our clients can be sure that their plant 

 really corresponds to the state of the art and delivers the 

 promised power.  Once a PV system has started operation,

 its quality can be controlled with on-site analysis   

 that includes visual inspection, thermography and 

 determination of the actual power generated.

- Our customised PV monitoring offers accurate analysis 

 of the component and system efficiency over the complete 

 service lifetime of a PV power plant.

Laura Hardt, Klaus Kiefer, Anselm Kröger-Vodde, 

Christian Reise, Andreas Steinhüser

We test batteries and battery systems based on lead-acid, 

NiCd, NiMH and Li ion cells, as well as redox-flow and high-

temperature batteries and double-layer capacitors.  Battery 

testing systems and impedance spectrometers are available 

for use either according to the procedures specified by the 

relevant standards or in a climatic chamber or a water bath 

according to clients’ specifications.

Long-term tests

We also offer long-term tests lasting several months as lifetime 

tests for batteries and battery systems.

automotive sector

We test systems up to a power of 250 kW with currents up 

to 600 A and voltages up to 1000 V and can control the test 

systems via a CAN bus.

Stationary sector

Distributed storage of electricity in battery systems is 

becoming increasingly important.  We test electric storage 

systems in a realistic environment, making use of solar 

simulators, diesel generators and our modern range of 

inverters and charge controllers.

Georg Bopp, Nikolaus Lang, Stephan Lux, Stefan Rinne, 

Simon Schwunk, Matthias Vetter 

Battery Test Laboratory

2 Storage batteries, e.g. for the automotive sectors, can be tested 

for power of up to 250 kW. 

21

1 10 MWp solar power station in Masdar, Abu Dhabi.
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Inverter Laboratory

Characterisation

We carry out accurate measurements of photometric 

quantities for LED and fluorescent lamps, lights and lighting 

systems.  These include measurement of the luminous flux, 

the lumi nous efficacy and the illuminance distribution, and 

investigations of the operating and long-term performance 

of the lighting technology under different conditions.  We 

also determine the electrical properties of electronic controls 

and electronic ballasts, including the efficiency, operating 

behaviour and fault management.

Equipment

-  software-controlled lighting measurement stand with a 

 photometric integrating sphere of 1.50 m diameter 

-  software-controlled spectrometer for automated 

 measurement of the light spectral distribution, 

 perceived luminous colour and colour rendering

-  a luminance camera, luxmeters and long-term test stands

-  accurate broadband wattmeters, digital oscilloscopes

-  programmable, very stable power supplies.

 

Georg Bopp, Norbert Pfanner, Matthias Vetter

Lighting Laboratory 

1 Our equipment and our experienced team enable detailed 

analysis of inverters up to a power rating of 1 MW with regard to 

performance and grid reaction. 

2

2 Photometric integrating sphere of the lighting laboratory to 

determine the luminous flux, the luminous efficacy and the long-

term performance of light sources and lamps.

Our so-called megawatt laboratory is equipped with all of the 

facilities which are needed to test central inverters up to a 

power rating of 1 MW according to diverse grid connection 

guidelines.  A test facility for low-voltage ride-through on the 

medium voltage side enables us to investigate the reaction 

of inverters to short-term grid defects.  Our highly accurate 

measurement technology makes it possible to determine 

reliably not only the conversion efficiency of inverters but also 

their MPP tracking behaviour.

Thanks to international co-operation, we are able to provide 

support concerning guidelines of both the German association 

of electricity and water utilities (BDEW) and also similar bodies 

from other countries (China, Spain, etc.).  In addition, we can 

offer our clients extensive simulation services in connection 

with certifying units and systems and addressing specific 

problems in PV parks.

Bruno Burger, Robin Grab, Sönke Rogalla

1
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SmartEnergyLab – Thermal-Electrical 
Building Energy Systems 

To test heat pumps, we have a test stand to simulate (hard-

ware-in-the-loop) the most important types of heat sources 

and sinks (ground, ground water, air).  A heating power range 

from 4 kW up to 12 kW is covered.  The measurements is 

made in accordance with EN 14511 and EN 14825 for space 

heating and according to EN 16147 for domestic hot water.  

At present, of the systems operating with air, only those heat 

pumps with duct-based configurations can be tested.  The 

evaporator test stand is oriented toward the specifications 

of EN 328, but is used primarily for new development of 

evaporators.  Extension of the power range which can be 

tested and expansion to include all common types of heat 

pumps will be completed in 2013.  In this context, we intend 

to apply for accreditation according to ISO/IEC 17025 and 

registration as an official testing centre for the EHPA quality 

label.

Simon Braungardt, Sebastian Helmling, Thomas Kramer, 

Marek Miara, Thore oltersdorf, Christian Sonner, 

Jeannette Wapler

Testing Facility for Heat Pumps

2

1 Central control desk in the SmartEnergyLab.

As their economic viability increases, distributed electricity 

generators are being installed in many residential buildings 

and provide electricity where it is consumed.  Changes in the 

funding structure are resulting in completely new operating 

strategies, which are moving away from feeding all the 

generated electricity into the grid toward on-site consumption 

with local control strategies.

The SmartEngeryLab is comprehensively equipped with the 

types of distributed generators and storage units that will be 

found in future residential buildings.  The laboratory works 

with a powerful simulation computer, which allows model-

based “hardware-in-the-loop” operation.  This means that 

any desired dynamic scenarios for loads and generation in the 

domestic context can be created.

The infrastructure of the SmartEnergyLab allows system 

providers to test and evaluate both their individual systems 

and also complete concepts in a realistic environment.  These 

analyses include e.g. efficiency evaluation and the assessment 

and development of energy management gateways or local 

control strategies.

Bernhard Wille-Haußmann, Christof Wittwer

2 Measurement of a small-capacity ground-source heat pump.

1
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Testing and Development of 
Heat Exchangers

Phase-change materials, composites, components and systems 

are tested in the PCM Laboratory according to the criteria of 

the quality seal, RAL GZ 869.  The laboratory is an authorised 

certification body for this quality seal.

Measurement instruments are also available to determine the 

following material parameters:

- thermal conductivity and thermal transmittance (U value) of  

 building components and wall constructions 

- specific and latent heat storage capacity, nucleation 

 temperature and supercooling by Calvet and heat-flux  

 differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

- cycling equipment

- adiabatic test room constructed according to DIN EN 14240 

 for static and dynamic measurement of heat and cooling 

 systems

- specially for characterisation of phase change slurries (PCS):

 - density

 - thermal conductivity

 - particle size

 - viscosity

 - stability analysis

- test stands to prepare, characterise and cycle emulsions

- test cells with outdoor surfaces to measure PCM systems

Stefan Gschwander, Thomas Haussmann, Peter Schossig

PCM Laboratory: Characterisation of 
Phase-Change Materials

1 Measurement stand to measure the adsorption capacity and 

dynamics of adsorption heat exchangers.  

2

2 Calvet DSC for thermal characterisation of latent-heat storage 

materials.

Various test stands are available to evaluate heat exchangers:

- air/water heat exchanger (air: 10–1200 m³/h for defined 

 input humidity and temperature, water: 60–1800 l/h for 

 defined input temperature)

- air/air heat exchanger (150–500 m³/h for defined input 

 humidity and temperature, also suitable for open sorption)

- evaporator (for water and hydrocarbons as the working 

 media) and adsorber (only water) (evaporation power up to 

 2.5 kW, adsorption capacity up to 8 kg)

The sensors installed in the measurement stands allow the 

heat transfer rate, the thermal transmittance and the heat 

transfer coefficients to be determined.  The experimental 

expertise is complemented by simulation-based analysis.  

Depending on the question, tools such as COMSOL Multi-

physics, OpenFoam, CoilDesigner, IMST-ART, Modelica or 

in-house software are used.

Further testing and simulation methods are available to

investigate flow characteristics, fluid and temperature 

distributions and heat and mass transport dynamics, which 

allow the most influencing factors to be identified for 

characteristic components of a heat exchanger.   

Gerrit Füldner, Michael Herrmann, Alexander Morgenstern, 

Thore Oltersdorf, Lena Schnabel, Peter Schossig, 

Ursula Wittstadt

1
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We characterise and test membrane fuel cells and systems 

with an electric power rating up to 5 kWel as well as miniature 

fuel cells.  In co-operation with the VDE Testing and Certifica-

tion Institute, we offer consultancy services, tests according to 

standards and certification.

In the characterisation of fuel cells, we particularly emphasise 

the detailed investigation of local processes.  With the help 

of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, we can analyse 

the individual chemical-physical processes with regard to 

their dependence on material properties, construction and 

operation management.

Our walk-in climatic chamber allows investigations to be 

carried out over the temperature range from -20 °C to 

+60 °C.  The relative humidity can be varied at temperatures 

above +5 °C between 10 % and 95 %.  The high throughput 

of conditioned air, up to 2000 m3 per hour, is notable. 

Dietmar Gerteisen, Ulf Groos, Jürgen Wolf, 

TestLab Fuel Cells

2

1 Thermal balance to determine the water vapour adsorption 

capacity of large composite samples as a function of pressure and 

temperature.

The laboratories for thermal and structural analysis offer a 

broad spectrum of analytical methods to characterise porous 

materials.  They are applied to accompany materials develop-

ment and answer questions concerning surface area, pore 

structure, porosity, morphology and adsorption characteristics 

for different gases. 

Our facilities include equipment for isothermal gas sorption 

measurements with various test gases (N2, CO2, EtOH, MeOH, 

H2O) to determine the specific surface area, pore volume, pore 

size distribution and the complete adsorption characteristic 

with volumetric methods.  

In addition, thermogravimetric methods are available for 

H2O, EtOH and MeOH as the measurement gases, i.e. 

determination of the adsorbed mass as a function of pressure 

and temperature along isobars or isotherms.  Our range of 

equipment is rounded out by instruments for macro-pore 

characterisation by mercury intrusion and density determi-

nation by helium pycnometry.  

Various calorimeters for different size and temperature ranges, 

as well as two laser-flash systems, are available to determine 

heat capacity and thermal conductivity.  The methods to 

investigate morphology include optical and laser-scanning 

microscopy to determine particle shape and size distribution, 

roughness and homogeneity of surfaces, as well as X-ray 

powder diffractometry for structural analysis. 

Stefan Henninger, Peter Schossig

2 Climatic chamber to characterise fuel cell stacks and systems with 

an electric power rating up to 5 kWel.

21

Test Laboratory for Porous Materials
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Dr Hatem Bentaher

Higher Institute of Industrial Systems, Gabes, Tunisia

1.7.–31.12.2012, Research Area: Solar Cooling

Julius Denafas

Baltic Solar Energy, Vilnius, Lithuania

1.2.2012–31.1.2013, Research Area: Manufacture and 

Characterisation of Metal Contact Structures

Karoline Fath

Karlsruher Institut für Technologie (KIT), Karlsruhe

1.11.2010–31.10.2013, Research Area: Life Cycle Analysis of 

Building-integrated PV Systems 

Jesús Febres Pascual

National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland 

1.9.–30.11.2012, Research Area: Energy Efficient Buildings

Simon Fey

Hochschule Offenburg, Offenburg

1.9.2011–31.7.2014, Research Area: Energy Gateway

Matteo Greppi

Università di Bologna, Bologna, Italy

3.2.–3.6.2012, Research Area: PV-Thermal Hybrid Collectors 

Antti Haarahiltunen

Aalto University, School of Electrical Engineering, Aalto, Finland

1.5.–31.7.2012, Research Area: Simulation of Impurities in Silicon

Dr Henner Kampwerth

University of New South Wales, Photovoltaics Centre of Excellence, 

Sydney, Australia

16.–23.10.2012, Research Area: Characterisation of Silicon and 

Solar Cells

Antanas Katalevskis

Kaunas University of Technology, Kaunas, Lithuania

1.2.2011–31.1.2012, Research Area: Fe-Imaging with 

Photoluminescence

VISITING SCIENTISTS

Rodrigo Lopes Sauaia

Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul, 

Porto Alegre/RS, Brazil

1.12.2011–31.1.2013, Research Area: Laser Structuring with LCP

Raymond Sterling Garay

National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland 

1.9.–30.11.2012, Research Area: Energy Efficient Buildings

Ieva Meiere

Riga Technical University, Riga, Lithuania

1.2.2012–31.1.2013, Research Area: Corrosion Investigations on 

Bipolar Plates for PEM Electrolysis

Daisuhe Nishi

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology 

(AIST), Tsukaba, Japan

27.8.–21.9.2012, Research Area: Characterisation of 

III-V Multi-Junction Solar Cells 

Dr Wattana Ratismith

Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

2.–26.10.2012, Research Area: Stationary Concentrating Solar 

Thermal Collectors 

Salla Päivikki Repo

Aalto University, School of Electrical Engineering, Aalto, Finland

5.3.2012–28.2.2013, Research Area: Collaborative Work on the 

Characterisation and Technology in the Areas of AI2O3, Black 

Silicon, Material Characterisation

Seok-Jun Seo

Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology (GIFT), 

Gwangju, South Korea

1.3.2011–28.2.2012, Research Area: Electrochemical Properties of 

Porous Substrates for Dye Solar Cells

Prof Melkon Tatlier

Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey

1.10.2012–30.9.2013, Research Area: Energy Efficient Buildings

Dr Nada Zamel

University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada

1.10.2011–30.9.2013, Research Area: Water Management and 

Fuel Cells
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PV Rollout, 2nd European American Solar Deployment Conference, 

Boston, MA, USA, 9./10.2.2012

27th Symposium Photovoltaische Solarenergie (OTTI), Kloster Banz, 

Bad Staffelstein, Germany, 29.2.–2.3.2012 

Workshop SiliconFOREST, Falkau, Germany, 4.–7.3.2012

Energy Storage, Düsseldorf, Germany, 13./14.3.2012

SiliconPV, 2nd International Conference on Silicon Photovoltaics, 

Leuven, Belgium, 3.–5.4.2012

CPV-8, 8th International Conference on Concentrating Photovoltaic 

Systems, Toledo, Spain, 16.–18.4.2012

Workshop “Induktive Ladesysteme”, Forum ElektroMobilität e. V., 

Berlin, Germany, 17.4.2012

Workshop “Industriearbeitskreis zum Projekt OGEMA 2.0”, Kassel, 

Germany, 20.4.2012

Workshop “PV-Module Reliability”, Lugano, Switzerland, 3./4.5.2012

22nd Symposium Thermische Solarenergie (OTTI), Kloster Banz, 

Bad Staffelstein, Germany, 9.–11.5.2012

Fraunhofer-Energietage, Berlin, Germany, 10./11.5.2012

KONGRESS, Forum ElektroMobilität e. V., Berlin, Germany, 

15./16.5.2012

Workshop “Chancen und Anforderungen für Kunststoffe in der 

Solarthermie”, Berlin, Germany, 16.5.2012 

Berliner Energie-Tage, Berlin, Germany, 23.–25.5.2012

38th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialist Conference, Austin, TX, USA, 

3.–8.6.2012

7th Seminar Power Electronics for Photovoltaics (OTTI), 

Munich-Dornach, Germany, 11./12.6.2012 

CONGRESSES, CONFERENCES 
AND SEMINARS

Fachforum “Quality of PV-Systems” (OTTI), Munich, Germany, 

12.6.2012

Intersolar Europe Conference, Munich, Germany, 11.–14.6.2012 

3rd VDI Conference “Wärmepumpen – Umweltwärme effizient 

nutzen”, Düsseldorf, Germany, 19./20.6.2012

2nd Seminar Power Electronics for Photovoltaics, 

San Francisco, CA, USA, 9.7.2012

1st International Conference on Solar Heating and Cooling for 

Buildings and Industry, San Francisco, CA, USA, 9.–11.7.2012

Intersolar North America Conference, San Francisco, CA, USA, 

9.–12.7.2012

Fachforum “Netzferne Stromversorgung mit Photovoltaik” (OTTI), 

Freiburg, 17./18.9.2012

27th European Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition 

Frankfurt, 24.–28.9.2012

4th VDI Specialists‘ Symposium “Solarthermie – Heizen und Kühlen 

mit der Sonne”, Ludwigsburg, Germany, 27./28.9.2012

FVEE Annual Meeting, Berlin, Germany, 16./17.10.2012

Solar Summit Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany, 18./19.10.2012

VDI Specialists‘ Conference “Thermische Energiespeicher in der 

Energieversorgung”, Ludwigsburg, Germany, 23./24.10.2012

Workshop “ModQS – Automatisierte Fehlerdiagnose in 

Heizungssystemen“, Freiburg, Germany, 8./9.11.2012

7th International Renewable Energy Storage Conference and 

Exhibition (IRES 2012), Berlin, Germany, 12.–14.11.2012

4th Workshop on MWT Solar Cell and Module Technology, 

Amsterdam, Netherlands, 20./21.11.2012

In 2012, Fraunhofer ISE organised or co-organised the congresses, 

conferences and seminars listed above.
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Jonathan Hampel 

“HCl Gas Gettering of 3d Transition Metals for Crystalline Silicon 

Solar Cell Concepts“

Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz

Mainz, 2012

Jonas Haunschild

“PL-Imaging – Vom Block zum Modul“ 

(PL-Imaging – From Block to Module)

Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg 

Freiburg, 2012

Dirk Jacob

“Gebäudebetriebsoptimierung. Verbesserung von Optimierungs-

methoden und Optimierung unter unsicheren Randbedingungen“ 

(Optimisation of Building Operation. Improving Optimisation 

Methods and Optimising under Uncertain Boundary Conditions)

Universität Karlsruhe

Karlsruhe, 2012

Annerose Knorz

“Entwicklung und Charakterisierung von Laserablationsverfahren 

für die Silizium-Solarzellenherstellung“ 

(Development and Characterisation of Laser Ablation Process for the 

Manufacture of Silicon Solar Cells)

Universität Konstanz

Konstanz, 2012

Stefan Lindekugel

“Process Optimisations for Improved Performance of Recrystallised 

Wafer Equivalent Solar Cells“

Universität Konstanz

Konstanz, 2012

Jochen Link 

“Elektromobilität und erneuerbare Energien: Lokal optimierter 

Einsatz von netzgekoppelten Fahrzeugen“ 

(Electromobility and Renewable Energies: Local Optimised Use of 

Grid-Connected Vehicles)

TU Dortmund 

Dortmund, 2012

DOCTORAL THESES

Christoph Maurer

“Theoretical and Experimental Analysis and Optimization of 

Semi-Transparent Solar Thermal Façade Collectors“

Karlsruher Institut für Technologie (KIT)

Karlsruhe, 2012

Nilofar Moghbel

“Development of a Model of Evaluating Veiling Reflection on 

Monitor Screens under Daylight in Office Rooms“

Karlsruher Institut für Technologie (KIT)

Karlsruhe, 2012

Jan-Frederik Nekarda

“Laser Fired Contacts (LFC) – Charakterisierung, Optimierung und 

Modellierung eines Verfahrens zur lokalen Rückseitenkontaktierung 

dielektrisch passivierter Silizium-Solarzellen“ 

(Laser Fired Contacts (LFC) – Characterisation, Optimisation and 

Modelling of a Process for the Local Back-Side Contacting of 

Dielectrically Passivated Silicon Solar Cells)

Universität Konstanz

Konstanz, 2012

Dirk Reinwand

“Dynamisches Magnetron-Sputterverfahren zur Vorderseiten-

metallisierung kristalliner Silicium-Solarzellen“ 

(Dynamic Magnetron Sputtering Process for Front-Side Metallisation 

of Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells)

Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg

Freiburg, 2012

Robert Woehl

“Entwicklung und Charakterisierung einer rückseitig kontaktierten 

und sammelnden n-Typ Silizium-Solarzelle mit Aluminium-Emitter“ 

(Development and Characterisation of a Back-Side Contacting and 

Collecting n-type Silicon Solar Cell with Aluminium Emitter)

Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg

Freiburg, 2012
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PROMOTION OF YOuTH

Girls’ Day 2012

Again in 2012, Fraunhofer opened its doors for the nation

wide “Girls’ Day“.  Twenty students were offered the 

possi bility to experience a closer look at the research and 

development work at our institute.  In different laboratories 

at the Institute, the girls performed experiments in small 

groups under the direction of Fraunhofer scientists and gained 

insight into the daily life of a physicist working in the area of 

renew able energy.  At the end of the day, the girls proudly 

presented their results to the group. 

www.girls-day.de

Umwelt-Talent School 2012

From 29.–31. October 2012 the “UmweltTalent School“ took 

place for the second time at Fraunhofer ISE.  Experienced 

scientists relayed theoretical and practical knowhow on 

the subject of solar energy.  Thirtyone students in grades 

9 through 13, interested in science and technology, attended.  

In workshops the students worked together meticulously on 

their inventions.  The topics covered included solar power 

generation, solar energy concentration and the optical 

technology for solar applications.  In addition to the practical 

work, Fraunhofer ISE also offered an informative and varied 

program around the event.  The successful event carried out in 

cooperation with the Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU) 

will be continued in 2013. 

www.ise.fraunhofer.de/de/studium-jobs-und-karriere/

talent-school

Activity in schools: “Solar researchers visit 

the classroom“

With this cooperative action offered to schools in the Freiburg 

region, Fraunhofer ISE motivates young students for jobs in 

solar energy.  Together with the Solare Zukunft e.V.,  young 

scientists from Fraunhofer ISE prepared a class period revolving 

around the topic of solar energy.  In addition to demon

strations and handson experiments, the Fraunhofer scientists 

describe their own educational experiences and daily job 

responsibilities to the students.  The event offered a welcome 

change from the normal course work. 

www.solarezukunft.org

Fraunhofer ISE is  a lso act ive in recruit ing youth for the sc ient if ic  and engineer ing f ie lds.  We organise 

numerous ongoing events in which our sc ient ists  act ive ly  partake.   Through these,  we str ive to foster 

enthusiasm in today’s  youth for the topic of renewable energy.   Further,  the act iv i t ies  offer  young people 

the poss ib i l i ty  to gain ins ight about educat ional  t ra in ing poss ib i l i t ies  and employment at  an ear ly  stage. 

www.ise.fraunhofer.de/de/studium-jobs-und-karriere/talent-school
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Method for Local High-Doping and Contacting of a Semiconductor 

Structure which Comprises a Solar Cell or Precursor of a Solar Cell

Suwito, Dominik; Benick, Jan; Jäger, Ulrich

DE 10 2010 006 315 A1

Solar Cell Assembly and also Solar Cell Arrangement

Peharz, Gerhard; Nitz, Peter; Schmidt, Thomas; Bösch, Armin; 

Jaus, Joachim; Bett, Andreas

2012/00101

Method for Tracking a Solar Generator to the Sun, Control for a 

Solar Plant

Burger, Bruno; Stalter, Olivier

EP 2 406 694 A3, ZA 2011/06576

Concentrator for Solar Radiation and Use thereof

Wirth, Harry

DE 10 2008 014 618 A1

Fluid Distribution Element for a Fluid-Conducting Device, in 

Particular for Multichannel-like Fluid-conducting Appliances 

which are Nested in each Other

Sicre, Benoit; Oltersdorf, Thore; Hermann, Michael

EP 2 220 451 A1

Solar Cell and Method for the Production of a Solar Cell

Clement, Florian; Biro, Daniel; Menkö, Michael; Kubera, Tim

DE 10 2008 033 632 A1

Measuring Method and Device for Characterising a Semiconductor 

Component

Warta, Wilhelm; Kasemann, Martin; Carstensen, Jürgen; 

Schütt, Andreas; Föll, Helmut

EP 2 245 473 B1, EP 2 245 473 A2

Semiconductor Device and the Use thereof

Dimroth, Frank; Schöne, Jan

EP 2 031 641 A1

PATENTS GRANTED

Controllable Change-over Apparatus for a Solar Module

Burger, Bruno; Schmidt, Heribert

US 2010/0295381 A1

Thermal Plastic Collector with Pushed-in Absorber Body

Köhl, Michael; Weiß, Karl-Anders; Müller, Axel; 

Franke, Hannes

DE 10 2007 041 267 A1

Multi-Junction Solar Cell

Dimroth, Frank; Schöne, Jan

EP 2 012 367 A1

Method for Applying a Structure to a Semiconductor Element

Schultz-Wittmann, Oliver; Granek, Filip; Grohe, Andreas

US 2010/0301456 A1

Solar Module Serially Connected in the Front

Löckenhoff, Rüdiger

CN 101647125 A

Method for Metallising Semiconductor Elements and Use thereof

Grohe, Andreas; Nekarda, Jan; Schultz-Wittmann, Oliver

JP 5111507

Inverter with Integrated Control and Regulation for a Tracker

Burger, Bruno; Lerchenmüller, Hansjörg

KR 10-1159253 , US 2010/0126553 A1

Partially Transparent Static Sun Protection Device

Kuhn, Tilmann; Hermann, Michael

EP 2 047 055 A1

Method for Operating a Direct Oxidation Fuel Cell and 

Corresponding Arrangement

Eccarius, Steffen; Litterst, Christian; Koltay, Peter

US 2008/0318090 A1
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Process and Device for the Precision Processing of Substrates by 

Means of a Laser Coupled into a Liquid Stream, and Use of the same

Kray, Daniel; Reber, Stefan; Mayer, Kuno; Hopman, Sybille; 

Biro, Daniel; Mette, Ansgar

EP 1 979 125 A1

Circuit Arrangement Having a Dual Coil for Producing an 

Alternating Voltage or an Alternating Current

Schmidt, Heribert; Burger, Bruno

US 2009/0168467 A1

Method for Dry Chemical Treatment of Substrates and 

also Use thereof

Reber, Stefan; Willeke, Gerhard

JP 5133257

System Comprising a Glazing Element and a Gas Supply Device

Graf, Wolfgang; Rox, Rainer

2,456,111 C

Circuit Breaker for a Solar Module

Burger, Bruno; Schmidt, Heribert

JP 4999839

Device and Method for Continuous Chemical Vapour Deposition 

under Atmospheric Pressure and Use thereof

Reber, Stefan; Hurrle, Albert; Schillinger, Norbert

5138594

Heat Exchanger Plate Arrangement which is in Thermal Contact 

with an Absorbent

Schmidt, Ferdinand; Schnabel, Lena; Henning, Hans-Martin; 

Nunez, Tomas; Henninger, Stefan

EP 1 920 202 A1

Solar Cell Module and Method for its Production

Jaus, Joachim; Bett, Andreas; Bösch, Armin; Dimroth, Frank; 

Lerchenmüller, Hansjörg

CN 101238587A, EP 1 913 643 A1, KR 10-1183743, 

US 2008/0230109 A1

Passenger Car Air-Conditioning Systems with Adsorption Heat Pumps

Henning, Hans-Martin; Mittelbach, Walter

CN 101098794, JP 2008-518835, US 2008/0066473 A1

Device with a Channel Conducting a Flowable Medium and a 

Method for Removing Inclusions

Koltay, Peter; Litterst, Christian; Eccarius, Steffen

DE 10 2005 005 231 A1

Method for Simultaneous Recrystallisation and Doping of Semicon-

ductor Layers and Semiconductor Layer Systems Produced According 

to this Method

Reber, Stefan

US 2011/0018102 A1

Solar Cell with Organic Material in the Photovoltaic Layer and 

Method for the Production thereof

Hinsch, Andreas; Georg, Andreas; Niggemann, Michael

US 2005/0098203 A1

P A T e n T S  G r A n T e D
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LECTuRE COuRSES 
AND SEMINARS 

University of Freiburg

Dr Peter Fuß-Kailuweit

”Selected Semiconducter Devices“, Seminar WS 11/12 and WS 12/13, 

Master Online Photovoltaics (MOPV) 

Dr Stefan Glunz

”Photovoltaische Energiekonversion“, Lectures SS 12, 

Faculty of Engineering

Dr Stefan Glunz, Dr Martin Schubert, Dr Harry Wirth

”Crystalline Silicon Photovoltaics“, Lectures SS 12, 

Master Online Photovoltaics (MOPV)

Dr Stefan Glunz, Dr Uli Würfel

”Fundamentals of Solar Cells“, Lectures WS 11/12 and WS 12/13, 

Master Online Photovoltaics (MOPV)

Prof Elisabeth von Hauff

”Physik organischer Halbleiter“, Lectures SS 12, Faculty of Physics 

and Mathematics

Dr Doreen Kalz

”Case Study: Energy Efficiency in Building“, Seminar SS 12, 

Zentrum für Erneuerbare Energien (ZEE), Renewable Energy 

Management (REM)

Dr Gerald Siefer

”III-V Solar Cells and Concentrator Systems“, Lectures WS 11/12 

und WS 12/13, Master Online Photovoltaics (MOPV) 

Dr Werner Platzer, Dr Ralf Preu, Dr Christof Wittwer

“Technology I“, Lectures WS 11/12 Zentrum für Erneuerbare 

Energien (ZEE), Renewable Energy Management (REM)

Dr Werner Platzer, Dr Christof Wittwer, 

Dr Bernhard Wille-Haussmann, Raphael Hollinger, 

Dr Jochen Link, Dr Olivier Stalter, Gregor Dötter

”Elective II – Energy Efficiency and Solar Thermal Energy“, 

Lectures SS 12, Zentrum für Erneuerbare Energien (ZEE), 

Renewable Energy Management (REM)

Dr Ralf Preu

”Solar Cell Production Technology“, Lectures SS 12, Master Online 

Photovoltaics (MOPV)

Dr Ralf Preu, Dr Christof Wittwer

”Photovoltaics“, Lectures SS 12, Zentrum für Erneuerbare Energien 

(ZEE), Renewable Energy Management (REM)

Stefan Reichert

”Grid Integration and Control of PV Systems“, Lectures WS 11/12, 

Master Online Photovoltaics (MOPV)

Dr Olivier Stalter

”Fundamentals of PV Systems“, WS 11/12, Master Online 

Photovoltaics (MOPV)

Dr Olivier Stalter

”Electrical Engineering and PV Power Electronics“, 

Lectures WS 11/12, Master Online Photovoltaics (MOPV)

Prof Eicke R. Weber, Dr Werner Platzer, Korbinian Kramer

”Solarthermie“, Lectures WS 11/12, Faculty of Physics and 

Mathematics

Prof Eicke R. Weber, Dr Uli Würfel

”Photovoltaische Energiekonversion“, Lectures SS 12, 

Faculty of Physics and Mathematics

Prof Eicke R. Weber, Dr Uli Würfel,

”Photovoltaik“, Seminar SS 12 and WS 12/132, Faculty of Physics 

and Mathematics

Dr Christof Wittwer

”Smart Grid and Autonomous Communities“, Lectures WS 11/12, 

Master Online Photovoltaics (MOPV)

Dr Uli Würfel

”New Concepts for Photovoltaic Energy Conversion“, Lectures SS 12, 

Master Online Photovoltaics (MOPV)
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Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University (DHBW), 

ravensburg

Prof Bruno Burger

”Solar-Technologien“, Lectures SS 12, Electrical Engineering – 

Automation

Dirk Kranzer

”Leistungselektronik“, Lectures WS11/12, 

Electrical Engineering – Automation

Hector School, Karlsruhe

Prof Bruno Burger

”Green Mobility Engineering – Power Electronics“, 

Lectures WS 11/12

Prof Bruno Burger

“Energy Engineering and Management – Power Electronics“, 

Lectures SS 12

Dr Christof Wittwer

”Smart Grid Technology“, Lectures WS 12

University of Applied Sciences, Offenburg

Norbert Pfanner

”Solartechnologie“, Lectures SS 12, 

Electrical Engineering/Information TechnologyPlus

KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

Prof Bruno Burger

”Leistungselektronische Systeme für regenerative Energiequellen“, 

Lectures WS 12/13, Electrical Engineering/Information Technology

Dr Heribert Schmidt

”Photovoltaische Systemtechnik“, Lectures SS 12, Electrical 

Engineering/Information Technology

ruhr-University Bochum

Dr Dietmar Borchert

”Photovoltaics“, Lectures WS 12/13, 

Electrical Engineering/Information Technology

L e C T U r e  C O U r S e S 

A n D  S e M I n A r S 

Stuttgart State Academy of Art and Design, Stuttgart

Florian Kagerer

”Bauökologie/Energieeffizientes Bauen“, Lectures SS 12, 

Architecture 

College of Applied Science, Georg Agricola zu Bochum

Dr Dietmar Borchert

”Photovoltaik“, Lectures SS 12, Machine Technology

Technical University Berlin

Anton Neuhäuser

”CSP – Concentrating Solar Power“, WS 11/12 TU Berlin, Masters 

Course of Studies: Global Production Engineering for Solar 

Technology

University of Kassel

Brisa Ortiz

”PV Hybrid System Simulation Tools“, Seminar SS 12, European 

Master of Renewable Energy, EUREC

Brisa Ortiz

”Funding of R&D Projects“, SS 12, European Master of Renewable 

Energy, EUREC

University of Koblenz-Landau

Dr Doreen Kalz

”Solares Bauen“, Presence seminars WS 12/13, Distance Learning 

Course: Energy Management

In addition to the teaching activities at colleges and universities listed here, 

scientists at Fraunhofer ISE regularly head practical workshops and teach 

courses of further study for people from the finance sector and industry.  

For example, in the series „PV Training“ we offer seminars and workshops 

on silicon technology or in the OTTI seminar „Off-Grid Power Supply“ we 

supply knowledge on the products, planning and construction of remote 

electrical power systems.
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Glunz, S. W.; Preu, R.; Biro, D.

»Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells: State-of-the-Art and Future 

Developments«, in: Comprehensive Renewable Energy, 

Chapter 1.16, Sayigh, A., Elsevier, Oxford, 2012, pp. 353-387, 

ISBN 9780080878737

Groos, U.; Gerteisen, D.

»Micro Fuel Cells«, in: Fuel Cell Science and Engineering: Materials, 

Processes, Systems and Technology, Chapter Micro Fuel Cells, 

Stolten, D.; Emonts, B., Wiley-VCH Verlag, Weinheim, Germany, 

2012, pp. 131-145, ISBN 9783527330126

Lang-Koetz, C.2; Hinsch, A.; Beucker, S.1

»Dye Solar Cells«, in: Nanotechnology and Energy: Science, 

Promises, and Limits, Chapter 3.2, Lambauer, J.; Voss, A.; 

Fahl, U., Pan Stanford Publishing, Singapore, Singapore, 2012, 

pp. 114-128, ISBN 9789814310819

Mack, S.; Wolf, A.

»Bericht PTJ Forschungsjahrbuch Erneuerbare Energien 2011/MASSE-

Projekt«, in: Forschungsjahrbuch Erneuerbare Energien 2011, 

Chapter MASSE – Massenfertigungstaugliche Verfahren für die 

Herstellung von monokristallinen Solarzellen mit 20 % Wirkungs-

grad, PTJ, Germany, 2012

Philipps, S.; Dimroth, F.; Bett, A.

»High Efficiency III-V Multi-Junction Solar Cells«, in: Practical Hand-

book of Photovoltaics, Chapter ID-2 – High-Efficiency III-V Multi-

junction Solar Cells , McEvoy, A.; Markvart, T.; Castaner, L., Elsevier 

Academic Press, Maryland Heights, MO, USA, 2012, pp. 417-448, 

ISBN 9780123859341

Philipps, S.; Guter, W.; Welser, E.; Schöne, J.; Steiner, M.; Dimroth, F.; 

Bett, A. W.

»Present Status in the Development of III-V Multi-Junction Solar 

Cells«, in: Next Generation of Photovoltaics: New Concepts, 

Chapter 1, Ana Belén Cristóbal López, Antonio Martí Vega, 

Antonio L. Luque López, Springer, Berlin, Germany, 2012, pp. 1-22, 

ISBN 978-3-642-23368-5

BOOkS

Schmidt, D.3; Kalz, D.

»LowEx Technologien – Analyse und Bewertung von LowEx-Techno-

logien in Heiz- und Kühlkonzepten in Nichtwohngebäuden«, 

in: Allianz Bau: Innovationen für die Baubranche, Sedlbauer, K., 

Fraunhofer-Verlag, Stuttgart, Germany, 2012, pp. 143-151, 

ISBN 9783839603451

Willeke, G. P.; Weber, E. R.

»Introduction«, in: Advances in Photovoltaics, Willeke, G.; 

Weber, E. R., Vol. 1, Academic Press, Waltham, MA, USA, 2012

Willeke, G. P.; Räuber A.4

»On the History of Terrestrial PV Development – with a Focus on 

Germany«, in: Advances in Photovoltaics, Willeke, G.; Weber, E. R., 

Vol. 1, Academic Press, Waltham, MA, USA, 2012

Winter, D.

»Permeate Gap Membrane Distillation (PGMD)«, in: Encyclopedia 

of Membranes, Drioli, E.; Giorno, L., SpringerReference, Heidelberg, 

Germany, 2012

1  Borderstep Institut für Innovation und Nachhaltigkeit gGmbH, 

 Berlin, Germany

2  Eisenmann AG, Böblingen, Germany (formerly with 

 Fraunhofer-Institut für Arbeitswirtschaft und Organisation IAO,  

 Stuttgart, Germany)

3  Fraunhofer-Institut für Bauphysik IBP, Stuttgart, Germany

4  PSE AG, Freiburg, Germany
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Angermann, H.20; Wolke, K.55; Gottschalk, C.42; Moldovan, A.; 

Zimmer, M.; Fittkau, J.42; Roczen, M.20; Rentsch, J.

»Electronic Interface Properties of Silicon Substrates after Ozone 

Based Wet-Chemical Oxidation Studied by SPV Measurements«, 

in: Applied Surface Science, 258 (2012), No. 21, pp. 8387-8396 

(online available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.03.170)

Aßmus, M.; Köhl, M.

»Experimental Investigation of the Mechanical Behavior of Photo-

voltaic-Modules as Defined Inflow Conditions«, in: Journal of 

Photonics for Energy, 2 (2012), No. 1, pp. 022002-1 - 022002-11 

(online available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.jpe.2.022002)

Bauer, J.41; Kwapil, W.17; Lausch, D.14; Schubert, M.; Bothe, K.28; 

Breitenstein, O.41

»Comments on the Paper ›Detection and Analysis of Hot-Spot 

Formation in Solar Cells‹ Published by M. Simon and E. L. Meyer in 

Solar Energy Materials & Solar Cells 94 (2010) 106-113«, 

in: Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells, 99 (2012), pp. 362-364 

(online available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2011.12.014)

Beaucarne, G.10; Schubert, G.52; Hoornstra, J.11; Horzel, J.22; 

Glunz, S. W.

»Summary of the Third Workshop on Metallization for Crystalline 

Silicon Solar Cells«, in: Energy Procedia, 21 (2012), No. 12, pp. 2-13 

(online available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.egypro.2012.05.002)

Bivour, M.; Reichel, C.; Hermle, M.; Glunz, S.

»Improving the a-Si:H(p) Rear Emitter Contact of n-Type Silicon 

Solar Cells«, in: Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells, 106 (2012), 
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(online available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2012.06.036)

De Sio, A.33; Chakanga, K.44; Sergeev, O.44; von Maydell, K.44; 

Parisi, J.33; von Hauff, E.

»ITO-Free Inverted Polymer Solar Cells with ZnO:Al Cathodes and 

Stable Top Anodes«, in: Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells, 

98 (2012), pp. 52-56 

(online available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2011.10.015)

Deschler, F.9; De Sio, A.33; von Hauff, E.; Kutka, P.39; Sauermann, T.39; 
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»The Effect of Ageing on Exciton Dynamics, Charge Separation, 
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»Understanding S-Shaped Current-Voltage Characteristics in Organic 

Solar Cells Containing a Tiox Interlayer with Impedance Spectroscopy 
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 Bern, Switzerland

18  Department of Civil Environmental and Architectural 
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 Engineering University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA

19  Department of Microsystems Engineering IMTEK,

 Albert-Ludwigs-Universität, Freiburg, Germany

20  DuPont Microcircuit Materials, Bristol, Great Britain

21  E&B engelhardt und bauer Druck und Verlag GmbH, Karlsruhe,  

 Germany

22  E.ON Energy Projects GmbH, Munich, Germany

23  EADS Astrium GmbH, Munich, Germany

24  Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Neuchâtel, 

 Switzerland

25  EDF R&D ENERBAT, Moret sur Loing, France

26  Elkem Solar AS, Kristiansand, Norway

27  Eni S.p.A. Centro Ricerche per le Energie non Convenzionale, 

 Novara, Italy

28  Eni S.p.A. Research and Technological Innovation Department,  

 Roma, Italy

29  Forschungszentrum Jülich, Jülich, Germany

30  Fraunhofer Center for Silicon-Photovoltaics CSP, Halle, Germany

31  Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Solid State Physics IAF, Freiburg,  

 Germany

32  Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics IBP, Holzkirchen, 

 Germany

33  Fraunhofer Institute for Environmental, Safety, and Energy 

 Technology UMSICHT, Oberhausen, Germany

34  Fraunhofer Institute for Silicon Technology ISIT, Itzehoe, Germany

35  Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy and Energy System 

 Technology IWES, Kassel, Germany

36  Fraunhofer Institute for Optronics, System Technologies and  

 Image Exploitation AST, Ilmenau, Germany

37  Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation Research ISI,  

 Karlsruhe, Germany

38  Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin HZB, Berlin, Germany

39  Heraeus Precious Metals GmbH & Co. KG, Hanau, Germany

40  Hochschule für Technik, Wirtschaft und Medien, Offenburg, 

 Germany

41  Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine ICSTM,  

 London, Great Britain

42  Imtech Deutschland GmbH & Co, Hamburg, Germany

43  Institut für Psychologie, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg,  

 Freiburg, Germany

44  Institut für Solarenergieforschung Hameln ISFH, Emmerthal, 

 Germany

45  Institut für sozial-ökologische Forschung, Frankfurt, Germany

46  Institut für Umformtechnik und Leichtbau, Technische Universität  

 Dortmund, Dortmund, Germany

47  Institut National de l‘Energie Solaire INES, Le Bourget-du-Lac,  

 France

48  Institute for Future Energy Consumer Needs and Behavior FCN  

 School of Business and Economics/E.ON Energy Research Center,  

 RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

49  Institute for Nanoelectronics, Technische Universität München,  

 Munich, Germany

50  Institute for Organic Chemistry, Johannes Gutenberg Universität,  

 Mainz, Germany

51  Institute of Air Handling and Refrigeration ILK, Dresden, 

 Germany

52  Institute of Energy- and Climateresearch, Forschungszentrum 

 Jülich, Jülich, Germany

53  Instituto de Energia Solar, Universidad Politècnica, Madrid, Spain

54  ISFOC, Puertollano, Spain

55  Isofotón, Málaga, Spain

56  KACO new energy GmbH, Neckersulm, Germany

57  Karlsruhe Institute of Technology KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany

58  Konkuk University – Fraunhofer Next Generation Solar Cell 

 Research Center KFnSC, Seoul, Republic of Korea

59  Kristallographisches Institut, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität, 

 Freiburg, Germany

60  LG Electronics, Seoul, Republic of Korea

61  Manz AG, Reutlingen, Germany

62  Massachusetts Institute of Technology MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA

63  Mechatronic Systemtechnik GmbH, Villach, Austria

64  Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany

65  MIND-IN²UB, Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

66  MTU Friedrichshafen GmbH, Friedrichshafen, Germany

67  Narec Solar Ltd., Blyth, United Kingdom

68  National Agency for New Technologies Energy and Sustainable  

 Economic Development ENEA, Portici, Italy

69  National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology  

 AIST, Ibaraki, Japan

70  National Water Research Center NWRC, Cairo, Egypt

71  Novatec Solar, Karlsruhe, Germany

72  ONE, Casablanca, Morocco

73  Photovoltech NV, Tienen, Belgium

74  PSE AG, Freiburg, Germany

75  Q-Cells SE, Bitterfeld-Wolfen, Germany

76  RENA GmbH, Freiburg, Germany
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77  Research School of Engineering Australian National University,  

 Canberra, ACT Australia

78  Sharp Co., Nara, Japan

79  Slovenian National Building and Civil Engineering Institute ZAG,  

 Ljubljana, Slovenia

80  Soitec Solar GmbH, Freiburg, Germany

81  Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore SERIS, Singapore

82  SoLayTec, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

83  Staatliche Forschungsanstalt für Gartenbau Weihenstephan,  

 Weihenstephan-Triesdorf, Germany

84  Takano Co., Nagano, Japan

85  Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany

86  Tecnalia Research & Innovation, Derio, Spain

87  Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

88  The University of Kobe, Kobe, Japan

89  The University of Miyazaki, Miyazaki, Japan

90  The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

91  Toyota Technological Institute, Nagoya, Japan

92  TÜV Rheinland Energie und Umwelt GmbH Regenerative 

 Energien, Cologne, Germany

93  Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

94  Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia, Reggio Emilia, Italy

95  Universität Konstanz, Constance, Germany

96  University of Cracow, Cracow, Poland

97  Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands

98  Voltec Solar, Dinsheim, France

99  Zentrum für Sonnenenergie- und Wasserstoff-Forschung 

 Baden-Württemberg ZSW, Ulm, Germany
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